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PREFACE

The Earl Warren Oral History Project, a five-year project of the

Regional Oral History Office, was inaugurated in 1969 to produce tape-recorded
interviews with persons prominent in the arenas of politics, governmental ad

ministration, and criminal justice during the Warren Era in California.

Focusing on the years 1925-1953, the interviews were designed not only to
document the life of Chief Justice Warren but to gain new information on the
social and political changes of a state in the throes of a depression, then
a war, then a postwar boom.

An effort was made to document the most significant events and trends

by interviews with key participants who spoke from diverse vantage points.
Most were queried on the one or two topics in which they were primarily in

volved; a few interviewees with special continuity and breadth of experience
were asked to discuss a multiplicity of subjects. While the cut-off date of
the period studied was October, 1953--Earl Warren s departure for the United
States Supreme Court--there was no attempt to end an interview perfunctorily
when the narrator s account had to go beyond that date in order to complete
the topic.

The interviews have stimulated the deposit of Warreniana in the form of

papers from friends, aides, and the opposition; government documents; old movie

newsreels; video tapes; and photographs. This Earl Warren collection is being
added to The Bancroft Library s extensive holdings on twentieth century Cali

fornia politics and history.

The project has been financed by four outright grants from the National

Endowment for the Humanities and by gifts from local donors which were matched

by the Endowment. Contributors include the former law clerks of Chief Justice

Earl Warren, the Cortez Society, many long-time supporters of &quot;the Chief,&quot; and

friends and colleagues of some of the major memoirists in the project. The

Roscoe and Margaret Oakes Foundation and the San Francisco Foundation have

jointly sponsored the Northern California Negro Political History Series, a

unit of the Earl Warren Project.

Particular thanks are due the Friends of The Bancroft Library, who were

instrumental in raising local funds for matching, who served as custodian for

all such funds, and who then supplemented from their own treasury all local

contributions on a one-dollar-for-every-three dollars basis.

The Regional Oral History Office was established to tape record auto

biographical intervies with persons prominent in the history of California and

the West. The Office is under the administrative supervision of James D. Hart,
Director of The Bancroft Library.

Amelia R. Fry, Director
Earl Warren Oral History Project

Willa K. Bautn, Department Head

Regional Oral History Office

1 March 1973

Regional Oral History Office

486 The Bancroft Library
University of California, Berkeley
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INTRODUCTION

(from remarks tape-recorded by Earl Warren for playback at
the dinner given by the Governor s Advisory Committee
on Children and Youth In honor of Helen MacGregor
on the occasion of her retirement.)

... a word about Helen MacGregor. I can never repay
her for the service she rendered to the state during her many
years in my various offices nor for her helpfulness to me
and my family. She was with me almost twenty years, and
In that length of time performed at least forty years of
service. No hours were too long for her. No work too
exacting. And, nothing disturbed her gentle disposition.

I am sure all of us imposed on herj I know I did. She
served with me In the district attorney s office, In the
office of attorney general and for almost elevan years while
I was governor. I am certain that no one contributed more
to whatever success we achieved In those offices than she did.

It was with the greatest pleasure that I appointed Miss
MacGregor to the Youth Authority. I knew she would serve as
efficiently there as she did In other capacities. She was
always Interested In the well are of youth and, In spite of
her other arduous duties, always found time to inspire others
to likewise become interested.

It la my recollection that she was the first person to
suggest to me the desirability of appointing a youth committee.
You who are honoring her tonight know the rest of the story
how she maintained her interest through the years. It was
characteristic of her, after all her years of service, to
want to perfect herself by a year or so of detached study. She
could have retained her position. The governor so advised me.
I know, however, that her decision will enable her to render
even finer service to youth in the future.

Whatever she undertakes, I hope and trust it will be
successful. She has devoted her life to doing good for others.
She is entitled to everything that Is good for herself.

Earl Warren
Chief Justice
United States Supreme Court

1957
Washington, D.C.
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INTERVIEW HISTORY

Helen R. MacGregor was Interviewed by the Earl Warren
Project of the Regional Oral History Office in order to preserve
her recollections of her years as administrative secretary to
Earl Warren from 1935 through 1953 t spanning his career as
Alameda County district attorney, attorney general, and
governor of California. As it was when she worked with Warren,
her enthusiasm and competence for this project made her an
invaluable adviser to the staff, who came to feel great personal
affection for her.

Conduct of the
Interview: Miss MacGregor was interviewed on September 1?,

1969, by Amelia Fry and June Hogan? October 30,
1969, by June Hogan ; June 17 1971, by Amelia
Fry and Gabrielle Morris; and May 18, 1972,
by Gabrielle Morris. These sessions were held
in north Oakland in the front parlor of the
charming white clapboard home built by her
father in which she had grown up.

In 1970, she sat in on an Interview with
Merrell F. &quot;Pop&quot; Small which is included in
his memoir. Very few comments by her appear in
that manuscript, reflecting her characteristic
modesty about her own contributions. In her
memoir, she several times remarked, &quot;that

story I won t go into any further, because
it is [his].&quot;

Herself a lawyer by training,
she is also careful to distinguish what she
tells that is her own experience from what is

hearsay .

On the momentous day in 1971 when the Chief
Justice visited the project for the first time,
Miss MacGregor and Warren Olney, III, came
to the office on the top floor of the University
library to talk over old times and share a
festive lunch with the staff and Chief Justice
Warren. On numerous other occasions, she

provided interviewers by phone with advice and

background data on points that were
unavailable from general research.
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A dainty, Immaculate lady of great gentleness
and warmth, still active In public affairs at
the time of these Interviews, Miss MacGregor
gives insights Into many things i the education
and social life of a young girl In the early
years of the century; the principles, adminis
trative talent, and skill In human relationships
embodied In Earl Warren s leadership; and
the areas of government in which she herself
was particularly interested and Involved
prison reform, youth services and the
Influence of women s organizations.

Prom this manuscript one gets the feel of
energy, accessibility, and high purpose with
which Warren seems to have imbued each office
he occupied, in each case intent upon upgrading
and professionalizing the services provided.
These factors are all reflected in the story of
the Youth Authority, the agency Miss MacGregor
described in greatest detail, from its origins
in the national studies 01 the American Law
Institute through its early efforts to define
a program and on into the development of citizen
Involvement through county councils and state
wide conferences. Not only did Warren make
her his liaison with the Youth Authority, he
also appointed her to its policy board in 1953*
She was subsequently appointed by Governor
Brown to the Advisory Committee on Children
and Youth. At the time of the interview she
was serving on a similar Alameda Clounty committee.

Reading about her in other interviews in this
series, particularly the memoirs of Karl
Holton, Merrell P. Small, William Sweigert,
and Prank Tallman, it seems evident that she
was a significant factor in the effective
operation of the office of the governor,
keeping the channels of communication open
and often acting as a stimulus and sounding
board for the ideas of her colleagues.
Warren s own tribute to her, which Is the
introduction to this volume, indicates the
affection which she inspired.
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The edited transcript of the interviews was
reviewed &quot;by

Miss MaoGregor, who deleted a few
short passages that she felt were irrelevant
and added a number of clarifying details. In

between interviews, she sorted through her

papers and gave The Bancroft Library many
valuable reports, correspondence, and other

memorabilia. The appendix contains a selection
of her own writings.

Gabrielle Morris,
Interviewer-Editor
Regional Oral History

Office

31 January 1973
The Bancroft Library
University of California, Berkeley





Date of Interview: September 17, 1969.
Amelia Fry and June Hogan .

Interviewers were

I ISABLY LEGAL EXPERIENCE

Oakland Justice Court

Fry:

MacGregon

Hogan i

You have a fascinating story. Just from what little
I know, I am anxious to know mere about it.

I would like to start out by getting a brief
run-down on your background. Would you give us about
a paragraph on what your schooling was and what
you were before you started working for Earl Warren?

I was a six-year student at the University of
California, graduating with my bachelor s degree in
1920, and with my Juris doctor degree in 1922 .

After pounding the streets of Oakland and San
Francisco, I finally got my first Job in March
of 1923. That was as deputy clerk of the Justice
court of Oakland township at 512 Broadway an
address that no longer exists. A freeway is
there. Later I became chief clerk.

I worked for Judge Harry W. &amp;gt;ulcifer for eight
years and it was a wonderful exp-arience because
it brought me in touch with the reality of the

inadequacies of the administration of justice and
the impact of those hardships on very poor people.
Judge Pulcifer did his best to minimize those
hardships. I won t go into that because that is
not related to the Earl Warren story except that
It gave me an Insight into what happened to people.

What sort of cases were there?

MacGregon Justice court cases. Jurisdiction up to three
hundred dollars at that time and involved all





MacGregon

Fry:

MacGregon

Prys

MacGregon

Hogan:

MacGregon

Pry:

MacGregon

Pry i

MacGregon

sorts of problems. One of the reasons I was so
enthusiastic about the governor s health Insurance
program was that I had seen families ruined by hos
pital bills and. by doctor s bills which were
completely out of line with the ability to pay
of the people.

This was primarily a civil court?

It was both civil and criminal. Most of it was civil
because the criminal cases were largely handled in
the police court up at City Hall. But the court
had jurisdiction.

I am curious about two things. One, it was very,
very unusual then for a woman to go into law and
I wonder what made you go through like that .

Because there weren t very many of you then.

In our class there were six women. I think my
father was really responsible for my interest in
law, because he was a member of the city council
of Oakland when I was a little girl, and he used me
as a listening post to clarify his own thinking.

You were an only child?

I was the only girl? my brother was four years
younger than I.

Dad would talk about the problems he was
faced with In the city council and I became very
much Interested In government.

He was also a lawyer?

No, but he was interested in law.

Then, In high school, I was on the debating
team and realized that I loved the conflict of
viewpoints the development of argument.

Did you want to be a trial lawyer for a while?

I never was particularly concerned about the
area of law. In college I was more interested
in International law.





Fry:

MacGregor:

Well, you never did do anything in international
law after you got out of college?

Hardly any.

Warren as Deputy District Attorney

Fry:

MacGregor

Fry:

MacGregor i

Fry:

MacGregor:

Fryt

MacGregor

When you were working for Judge Pulclfer were you
aware of what was going on in the D.A. s office ,

because that was when Earl Warren was in the D.A. s

office.

When I first became clerk of the Justice s court,
he was a deputy district attorney, He used to come
into the Justice s court to file papers and
occasionally to try a case and that was the begin
ning of our personal acquaintance.

I see. Because It was you as clerk you were
the one he came to. Is that right? If I

understand the workings of the court?

Yes. And sometimes I acted as courtroom clerk.

I see. So you got in on some

And he tried cases beautifully.

Oh, he did? How was he as a trial lawyer?

Well, my memory is confined to one case in which
the county was Involved a case where the interstate
commerce clause was an issue. I remember very
clearly my great admiration for him because every
question that he asked was related to the proof of

an essential point of law. There was no waste
motion . The case was like an architectural
structure*

At that time I was fresh out of law school and
I remembered my constitutional law and knew what he

was doing.

He was a very attractive young man and earned
the respect of the people of Alameda County.





Fry: You never do hear many comments on how he really
built his cases and presented them in court. It s
kind of Interesting that you ars able to comment on
this and give us this Information.

MacGregort Let me say this* that he prepared his cases down
to the last point before he went to court. He
trained his deputies , when he was district attorney ,

to do the same thing. There was always a trial
brief with both the evidence and the points of
law. Evidence that is presented really is the
key to a legal case, whether it is civil or
criminal. The law flows out of the facts in
other words, it is applied to the facts.

Hogan: Did he actually try many cases liimself when he
was district attorney?

MacGregor: Not very often. He did take the leading part in
the trial in the ship murder case*

Hogan: Actually in court?

MacGregor: Yes, actually in court. But most of the time, the
trial was conducted by his deputies.

Fry: Did your Job change any during the time you were
working in Judge Pulcifer s court?

MacGregor i Yes, first I went in as a deputy clerk and then
at some point along the way I became chief clerk.
The office developed and I had about four or five
deputies working under me. Also, the legislature
changed the law in regard to Justice s courts,
making the procedure the same as municipal courts,
so it was my Job to go down to Los Angeles and
survey the municipal court procedures and bring
that Information back and work out the details of

procedures in the Justice s court of Oakland town
ship.

Fry: That was a big change too, wasn t it?

MacGregor: Yes.

Fry: Had Judge Pulclfer been to law school?





MacGregor:

Fry i

I think he studied law In a law office, although
I m not sure.

Oh. But at least he was acquainted with law as
a field. A number of Justices were not In those
days.

MacGregor: He was an excellent lawyer.

Fry:

MacGregor t

Fry:

Frank Coakley was telling me about In the Fremont
Justice courts where there wasn t much knowledge of
law that held anyone back. He felt that their
value was that the justices there were men who were
well respected in their community and who were in
touch with the problems.

Judge Pulcifer was a lawyer and a good lawyer and
a very careful lawyer in working out his cases.

Also, he was one of the fathers of the small
claims court, because he was so aware of the pre
dicament of people with even small amounts of money
due them. They had no way of collecting debts
because of court costs and the expense of engaging
an attorney.

That was quite an Innovation, wasn t It?

MacGregor: That was already In existence when I went to the
court.

Federal Standards of Evidence

MacGregor i Now, going on with my careen my next position
was law clerk and secretary to United States
District Judge Frank H. Kerrigan, the position
which I held during the last four years of his
life. He was a remarkably fine Judge.

There is this story about Earl Warren that Is
relevant to Earl Warren s role on the Supreme Court
At that time, the state courts were not bound by
the federal rules on the admission of evidence and
warrants for arrest, but Mr. Warren as district





MacGregors

Fry i

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor t

Fry:

MacGregor i

Fry:

Hogani

MacGregor i

Hogani

Fry i

attorney strictly observed those rules. In
those days, Prohibition cases took a large place
on the federal court calendar, particularly on law
and motion day when there would be the motions to
supress evidence. Cases &quot;made&quot; by the district
attorney could be brought in either state or federal
courts.

Judge Kerrigan so often would come in and say
to me, &quot;You have a wonderful district attorney in
Alameda County. His cases are always perfectly
prepared to meet the federal standards.&quot;

And this meant cases of his deputies too? The
whole office?

The whole office. The standards that Mr. Warren
observed for himself he required of all his
deputies.

I was trying to ask Mr. Coakley -Jhat and I don t
think I ever quite got my question through to
him.

He was talking about the evidence under the
Volstead Act that was required and he said if
they could Just bring a bottle in that that was
enough evidence, and I wondered If that was state
or federal law?

I don t know what Mr. Coakley was talking about

I think we are going to have to talk about that when
he returns!

I am speaking about it from the standpoint of the
federal Judge.

I see. In a federal court.

There was also a state Prohibition law, was there
not?

I ve forgotten.

Conceivably there cculd have been cases brought
under the state law and not under the federal law.

What was your contact with Earl Warren while you
were working for Judge Kerrigan?





MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor t

Hogan :

MacGregor:

Hogan:

MacGregor:

I*d go over and ask him for a Job every now and
then. [General laughter]

You would! This was the days when some of his
deputies . . . wasn t this the early thirties?

From 1925 to 193:?.

That was during the Depression. I understand a
lot of deputies worked for free until they could get
on permanently I mean officially on the staff.

That f s right.

Were you willing to do that?

No, but I was working for a very small salary in
the federal court.

[Laughter] So the competition for a higher salary
wasn t very bad.

I admired Earl Warren s work and I wanted to work
for him. He would always say that he would like to
have me but there wasn t any spot open at the time.
It became a Joke with us.

Were there women working In the district attorney s
office?

Yes, Agnes Polsdorfer was a deputy. She worked
on the civil side. When I was in the district attor
ney s office she did most of the work concerning
the school departments. Later Cecil Mosbacher
worked as an unpaid deputy.

So when did they get the money to afford you?

In 1935 Judge Kerrigan died and I was without a
although Judge St. Sure had arranged to keep me
on for six months to help him with the work of the
presiding Judge (as senior Judge, Judge Kerrigan
had been the presiding Judge of the district court)
I heard that Earl Warren was looking for a secre
tary who was a lawyer. I immediately called him
on the phone and he made an appointment for me at
eight-thirty the next morning and I walked out
with the Job. I started to work on April 1st,
1935. I think that s enough about me.

Job,
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Fry:

MacGregor:

Hogan:

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor:

Hogan:

MacGregor

Did you succeed anyone In that Job?

Olive Bledsoe .

She s still alive, I believe.

I haven t heard from her in a Ions time.

Did she also have a law degree?

No, she was not a lawyer .

She was Just a secretary.

She had been executive secretary and she left to
take a position with Decoto and St. Sure.
Lawrence Fletcher was temporarily serving as
Earl Warren s secretary. He broke me into the
job.&quot; Lawrence is dead.

Had you ever done Just plain secretarial work
before?

No. He made me a deputy district attorney, as
well as his executive secretary.

I knew a little typing and a little shorthand,
so I could get by.





II PENAL REFORM IN THE

Fry:

MacGregon

Fry:

Didn t you write a legal article in which you say
that Earl Warren as D.A. had been distressed by
reported scandals in the granting of parole, and by
inadequate supervision of men on parole?*

That s a good introduction to what I had planned to
discuss .

I thought maybe we could tell from what happened
in this period

Pardon and Parole Problems

MacGregor: I can t pinpoint specific instances, but reports
would come to us of Influence and even scandals in
the granting of pardons and paroles. Certainly
he was aware of the grossly insufficient super
vision of men on parole and the absence of profes
sional staff to give that supervision.

Just at the end of the period when Earl
Warren was district attorney there was a scandal
and I forget the details in regard to the gran
ting of pardons. One of the very first things
that he was asked to do by Governor Olson was to

investigate charges against Mark Lee Megladdery,

*Appendix Ei &quot;Adult Probation, Parole and Pardon
in California&quot; in Texas Law Review, October, I960.
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MacGregon

Fry:

who had been secretary to Governor Merriam. I
can t give you the details of that, but It did
result In a prosecution of Megladdery, who had been
appointed by Merriam to a superior court Judge-
ship. It was a house of cards that collapsed.

This was terribly important in Merriam 1 s career,
because Merriam was called to testify.

MacGregor: I can t give details on that.

I can give you some very interesting informa
tion on Earl Warren s views on parole. When he
became attorney general in 1939 , he was invited to
speak at the First National Parole Conference in
Washington, April 17-18, 1939. His speech is
published in the Proceedings of the First National
Parole Conference and it s in the Library of
Congress, HV9278, A.N.3t First, 1939, pages 70
to 77.

I was back in Washington and I looked it up
when I was preparing the article for the Texas
Law Review*

Now, do you want me to read some of the excerpts
that I made, or do you want to get them out of the
te*t?

Fry:

MacGregor:

Are those the excerpts from his speech which you
feel show how he was viewing parole at that time?
Why don t you read them and we may break in with
some questions.

I d like to have this in, because it gives his
attitude and philosophy toward the offender. He
was always, as district attorney v very fair to the
offender. Often I would not participate in the

questioning but my door into his office would be

open when he would be questioning.

He treated persons accused of the most heinous
crimes with the same courtesy that he would treat
you. He always had faith in human beings, that
they could come back from their career as lawbreakers

Now, coming back to the subject of parole:
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Pry:

MacGregort

Fry:

&quot;We arrive at different conclusions, not
because we reason differently, but we start
from different premises. Each person assumes
his own premise, which is usually based on
his own personal experiences&quot;

Old of that quote,
to thatt

Beginning another one related

&quot;Unfortunately for parole, it is one of the
terminal procedures which must absorb most
of the criticisms for the failures of the
intermediate agencies leading up to it.&quot;

I was wondering if I understand the structure of
parole properly in those days. I have a note
here that he was pretty unhappy with the board as
it existed at that time. It was called Board
of Prison Terms and Paroles. That was a state
board. Now, was there a county board too?

Answering the last part of your question first,
there was a county parole board which fixed the
advance releases for county Jail prisoners. It
consisted of the district attorney, the sheriff,
and the chief of police of Oakland. There wasn*t
any scandal or trouble about that.

The parole and prison system was in an untenable
administrative structure. There was the State
Board of Prison Terms and Paroles, which fixed release
times. I believe that was an unpaid board,
except for reimbursement for expenses. Then there
was the State Board of Prison Directors, which ran
the prisons, and there was no unifying agency to
bring them together.

Warren made up his mind that If he were ever
governor he would do something about the situation.
There was trouble in the prisons, reports of riots
because of bad food, escapes all sorts of
troubles.

What was the difference In the Jurisdiction of this
county board, three man county parole board, and the
state board? When he was D.A., what did the state
board have to do with him?
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Fry:

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregon

Fry:

MacGregor:

Well, let me answer it this way. The county board
made decisions regarding misdemeanant prisoners who
were in the county Jail, The state board ordered
the release of felons imprisoned in our state
penitentiaries. The relationship between that
board and Earl Warren simply was based on the
fact that it ordered the release of men and women
whom he had prosecuted.

And he was able to see, then, after building up the
case so carefully, how sometimes prisoners were
released simply because they had Influence.

Influence and perhaps bribery, although I don t
recall any specific charges of bribery in the
release of prisoners.

It was mainly because the board w&s politically
appointed then. There was not much salary. That
made these men take influence into account. And
I suppose they were untrained compared to the later
board that Earl Warren

Yes, I think that was true. I don t remember the
names of the men who were the Board of Prison
Terms and Paroles. I do know that, before the
legislature changed the structure, he did appoint
Walter Gordon to the Board of Prison Terms and
Paroles in an effort to get things straightened
out. That was at some point after January, 19^3,
and the date in 1944 when the reorganization of
the correctional system went into effect.

When he was attorney general -- and you moved up
into that office with him, I understand I also
read somewhere that his convictions on this score
deepened when he was attorney general. I don t

know what caused it to deepen. Would you comment
on that?

I think one of the things was the release on parole
of the men convicted in the ship murder case,
the Point Lobos Case.

Was he upset about that?

He was very much upset about that.
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Hogan t

MacGregor

Hogan s

MacGregor:

How do you think they got released?

By the Board of Prison Terms and Paroles.

I mean, do you know anything about what influence
was &quot;brought to release them?

No.

I believe Olson argued for their release.

That s my recollection, but on the details I

don t feel that I am qualified to comment.

Had there been any movement towards prison reform
or reform of this adminlstratix -e set-up, before
Warren took an interest in it?

I don t know. But I do know that he was working
on this when he first became governor. However, in
his first message to the legislature, he didn t

ask that any legislation be introduced. But he
was very much aware of the difficulties and the

pitfalls of the system.

In November of 19^3 there was a scandalous
situation wherein a man whom he had personally
prosecuted for armed robbery I think he was
known as the &quot;Yacht Bandit,&quot; I don t recall his
name was being allowed to go to San Francisco
weekends to visit his girl friend. He had been

placed on a farm at a time when there was a great
need of agricultural labor. He was released from
Folsom and placed on this farm and on weekends
came to San Francisco. That created quite a stir
in the papers and public indignations.

Governor s Committee and Legislative Action i

MacGregort That was the focus drawing public attention and

gave him support whereby he felt sure that he d be
able to put over his program. He was ready with
his program, but this gave him the public focus of

attention.
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Fry:

MacGregor:

Fry:
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Fry:

Immediately (November 29, 19^3) he appointed
the Governor s Investigating Commlbtee on Penal
Affairs.*

He appointed that after this incident.

Yes, and to investigate penal affairs generally;
his legislative secretary, Mr. Burdette J.
Daniels, was a member of that committee.

I can give you the citation on that: the
committee report was published in the Journal of
the California Senate. January 27, 194^ That
citation s in my article.

I am interested that you brought up this episode
because a man who later was writing for Newsweek
included this in the story that he wrote which may
or may not have been published in Newsweek. I

guess it was when Earl Warren finally left
California and went to the Supreme Court. He
included this as an example of how Earl Warren
was able to sense that the time was ripe to garner
the public opinion for something that he wanted
to do. This man said that Warren was able to push
the publicity on this and to see that this particu
lar episode was aired as an example of one of the
many things wrong with the prisons* I wondered if,
from where you were sitting as his secretary, you
were aware of the fact that Warren was able to get
a lot of press support from his own efforts on this
story.

I would say that Verne Scoggins would be able to
answer that question. I was never aware of any
pushing for publicity. There was such intense
Interest, that it seemed to me that the press
was coming to the governor for question G to be
answered.

You said that he had some plans all ready to go.
What did you mean?

*Fourteen volumes of reporter s transcripts of the
proceedings of this committee are deposited in the
Earl Warren Archive, Bancroft Library.
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Fry:
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I meant that he had his staff working.

He did. Did you work on this?

No.

In view of your work now, I thought maybe you were
a natural for it.

You think that he started his ataff working on
it when he was attorney general?

I don t know. Probably. I know how carefully
he prepared for things that he wanted to do, but
I can t

He was governor at this time. He was inaugurated
in January, 19^3 and here we are in November,
19^3- That report was completed January 21, 19**4.

Were you in at all on the workings of that committee?

Just on the periphery.

I had wondered what issues had come up.

You d have to go to the report of the committee.

Well, I mean, before they made their report.

No. Burdette Daniels is dead, The other members
of that committee were Julian H Alco, Chairman,
Senator Charles H. Deuel, Pierce H. Fazel,
Walter Gordon, Joseph H. McClelland, and Karl
Holton. Some of them are alive.

I thought, after I read your article in the Texas
Law Review, that it would be Interesting to know
If they dealt with such questions as what sorts of
crimes would be eligible for parole and things like
this.

I think that the work was more on the adminis
tration of the prisons and the defects in the
administration and the abuses in the prisons. That
I think was the focus. And also, on defects in

parole .
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Fry:

MacGregor i

Hogani

Did Warren meet with this committee?
Impression that he did.

I don t remember.

I got the

I suppose that If his papers are ever opened we
could get more Information on this. Would
this be In his office papers?

I don t know. They d only be working papers.

That s what I mean. The working nemos and so forth.

I don t know.

This Is such a significant thing In his adminis
tration that future struggling Ph.D. students are
going to want to rebuild this whole thing. I thought
that, If there was some Indication of where we
could get more Information on hew this whole new
structure of the prisons was built up, anybody
would like a clue.

Well, the new structure of prisons was being built
up by studying the best prison systems In the
country and at that time the Federal Bureau of
Prisons was one of the forward-looking systems
and the state of New Jersey had made some valuable
reforms In Its prison system. And those were being
studied.

By this committee?

Well, I don t know If It was by the committee,
but by someone on the jgovernor s staff.

How long did this committee function?

It was from November to January.

January of 1944 and then the legislature . .

You see, that Indicates that most of this work had
already been done and It was a matter of bringing
together the existing Information.

And you really think that this was an Interest
that started with Warren In his district attorney
days?
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Oh, yes.

As a frustration, I guess. Do you have anything
else to add to the committee s work?

No. When the committee was ready to report, he
called the legislature Into special session on
January 27, 19^. The material for the legis
lation had already &quot;been drafted. Probably Bill
Swelgert, Judge Sweigert, had a lot to do with
that.

With drafting the legislation?

And working with the legislative counsel. When
we had legislation, we d go up to the legislative
counsel with our thinking. Then they would prepare
the bills for introduction.

Can you give us any Idea of who in the assembly
or the senate were particularly instrumental in

getting this Introduced?

I think Senator Deuel in the senate and Albert
Wollenberg in the assembly. Judge Albert
Wollenberg. But I should clarify my position
regarding legislative matters. The legislature
Insisted that the governor have only one person
as a liaison to the legislature, namely his legis
lative secretary, at that time Burdette Daniels.
So I kept out of all relationship to the legislature.

Yes, I guess it was Important that one person keep
that up I

Well, there were very fast moving things. It
wasn t only the speed of movement, but the legis
lature is very Jealous of its prerogatives and
doesn t want interference from the executive on

legislative matters.

How did the legislature come to pass this so

quickly?

I can t give you an answer to that. It happened
in less than a week. Most of the legislators
were aware of the problem and ware sympathetic to
the solutions that were offered. The opposition
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collapsed &quot;before the end of the session. The
Board of Prison Directors, In the beginning, opposed
the reorganization. Judge Isaac Paoht of Los
Angeles was the leader of the opposition.

Now, I don t know why that opposition collapsed,
but it Is my recollection that it did and the legis
lature passed this large structure of the reorganized
correctional system of California.

That really is record time, Helen, from the start
of the committee to the passage of the legislation.

Pry i _ Do you rnnber any mall coming in on this?

MacGregon No, can t say that I do not specifically.

Department of Corrections Reorganization

MaoGregon

Hogani

MacGregon

Basically, the reorganization was simple. All of
the prison administration was to be under the
director of corrections. He would have full
responsibility for the operation of all the prisons
in California.

This was a new post?

A new post. The term fixing and parole granting
was placed in the hands of the Adult Authority
which was a new agency of government, but in a
sense successor to the Board of Prison Terms
and Parole* It had the responsibility for
deciding what the prisoner s term would be under
California s Indeterminate Sentence Act, and then
at what point, after the imprisonment had started
and after parole was legally possible, the man
should be released. The release would be when
the Adult Authority thought the man was ready to
re-enter society under parole supervision.

At that time the Bureau of Paroles was under
the Adult Authority. So, the two agencies that
previously existed were disbanded, their authority
was revoked, and this new structure came into
existence.
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MacGregort Now, you will want to know how they would be
brought Into harmony. That was to be done through
the State Board of Corrections, consisting at
that time of the members of the Adult Authority,
the members of the Youth Authority, two members
of the Tlsnens* &quot;board of the California Institution
for Women, under the chairmanship of the d Irector
of corrections.

There was a feature of the legislation estab
lishing the Board of Corrections which had a great
deal to do with the progress of penology in
California, namely the authority of the governor
to set up commissions on various phases of crime,
prevention of crime, treatment of offenders and
general scope relating to corrections in California.
These commissions worked under the Board of
Corrections and were staffed by the Board of Cor
rections.

Now, the governor appointed five commissions.
I cannot give you the dates, but fairly early.
One of the commissions was on organized crime,
and Warren Olney was its executive officer.
There was one on adult release procedures.
There was one Cawi^eww t*\ Adui-r Rtle4.^e.Vte4oreY
Burdette Daniels was its executive and, for the
first time, we got the amazing information
about the extent of alcoholism, drunk arrests
and the absorption of police time and county Jail
facilities in the handling of drunkenness.

Then, there was another one on Juvenile court
and its procedures. There was another one on ~ I

can Just describe it generally on the
sociological bases of crime. Unfortunately,
I turned over everything I had on those commissions
to the Earl Warren Collection at Cal, You know
the Earl Warren Legal Center took the responsibility
for gatherlngjall sorts of material on Earl Warren.
Jim Hill, dean of students at Boalt, can tell
you where that material is.

Hogani In each case, some member of Warren s staff was
liaison to one of these commissions, is that right?
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MacGregon Not necessarily. The staffing was set up &quot;by

the Board of Corrections. Prank Cane, who has
died, was staff to one or more of these commissions.

Now, In the reorganization of the prisons,
I m sure It was provided In statute that the emphasis
was to be on the rehabilitation of the prisoners,
and the looking forward to their restoration to
the community.

The Youth Authority

MacGregon Now, let s go to the selection no. I

should say something before all that, about the
Youth Authority, which was part of the correctional
system and still is.

The Youth Authority was established by the

legislature in 19^1. It was based, in large part,
on a study of the American Law Institute. John
Ellings ton, who is now In San Francisco, I

believe, directed and wrote this report. The
legislature modified these recommendations to

adapt them to the situation in California, but
the program stemmed from this American Law
Institute.

Governor Olson was governor at the time this

legislation went into effect. It provided for
a three-man Youth Authority Board * This was
late 19^1, and the state was very much crippled
financially i so there was only bhe one paid member
of the Youth Authority Board. That was Harold
Slane of Los Angeles. The other two members were
Karl Holton and 0. R. Close. Each of these men
continued in their respective positions and gave
consultative advice in the establishment of the
Youth AutlRJTlty. They had a fow oases in that
early period this was before my relationship
with it. Mostly the Youth Authority Board was

designing th structure of a department of the
Youth Authority. In 19^3t Governor Warren
appointed KaTl Holton as director of the

department of the Youth Authority. (In the meantime
the legislation had been changed to create a

department of the Youth Authority and the necessary
appropriations were made.)
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Hogani

MacGregon

At the beginning of Governor Warren s

administration, the youth correctional facilities
were under the Department of Institutions, which
Included both the youth correctional Institutions
and the mental hospitals.

So there was this division of responsibility of the
authority and the penal

Oh, always. In California there has been division
between the adult penal Institutions and the youth
correctional Institutions.

I m sorry. I was asking If before, when this new
Youth Authority was first formed, It did not
have authority to govern the youth reformatories
and penal Institutions.

It was the legislature In 19^3 which transferred
the youth correctional Institutions to the Youth
Authority and set up the Department of the Youth
Authority.

But at that time the mental hospitals still remained
under this Department of Institutions?

Yes t they changed the name to the Department of
Mental Hygiene In September, 19^5

The impetus for transferring the youth insti
tutions to the Department of the Youth Authority
came from a mismanagement scandal at Fred C.
Nelles School for Boys at Whittler. There were
charges of abuses of the boys and one boy committed
suicide. So, Mr* Warren decided that the thing
to do was to transfer those institutions to the
Department of the Youth Authority and put them
under Karl Holton as director.

So we have in the Youth Authority, an
administrative department set up before the admin
istrative atruoture of the Department of Corrections
was established. In 19^3 Mr* Holton took charge
of Preston School of Industry, Fred C. Nelles
School for Boys, and Ventura School for Girls.
The determinations of what should be done for the
individual boys and girls was placed in the Youth
Authority Board of three members Including the
director of the Youth Authority, who became the
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MacOregon chairman of the Youth Authority Board. The
board had quasi-judicial functions, Just as the
Adult Authority had quasi- Judicial functions in
the release of adult offenders.

Thus, the Youth Authority was started, and
that story can best be told by Karl Holton. It
was a very difficult period because the war was
on. We couldn t establish additional institutions
to take care of the great increase in youthful
offenders. There was a lot of improvisation that
had to be done. There were camps set up, one in
Vallejo, in oonnection^wlth the military installa
tion there i and other camps were similarly estab
lished at Calaveras Grove. It was a strenuous
time for Mr. Holton and his staff in meeting the
needs of the boys and girls. The Youth Authority
was committed to the training and rehabilitation
of youthful offenders.

Additional Facilities

Hogani I Just wanted to ask you about these camps. Do
you think that they were the precursors then, of
the forestry camps such as atCoarsegold and Frloot
Ranch School? Did circumstances force them, as you
said, during the war to make dot arid yet they later
built into the system the same things that they
used on a simply temporary basics?

MacGregon Yes.

Now, the Prioot story is substantially this.
We had no institution for very young boys. The
Jurisdiction of the Youth Authority was established
to begin at age eight. We were getting little
fellows. Nine and ten year olds are pretty
tragic people when they are committed to a state
Institution. So, we knew that we d have to have
a good place for these little boys.

Desire Prioot had died and his heir and
niece Haymonde Rooney approached the state,
probably through Karl Holton, to see if his home
could hot in some way be used for boys. Mr. Prlcot
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Fry i
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had been very much Interested In boys, and had
worked with the Boy Scouts at Stockton; He
had built a hall for Scout assemblies on his
estate. He called his place Prlcot City. It was
a group of people living under his paternalistic
leadership . He owned all the property.

He had made a great deal of money In mining
and, rather than build a big mansion on Nob
Hill, as some of the mining moguls did, he estab
lished this beautiful home in the foothills of
the Sierra on San Antolne Ridge, back of San
Andreas .

When this inquiry was reported, it was in
October, because I remember the coloring but I
don t remember whether it was 4-3 or 44 Karl
Holton and James Dean, the director of finance,
and I went up to look at the place. The foliage
was In high color.

Mr. Frioot s things were still In the home.
You got a very sharp sense of the fine quality of
the man . He used to run a regular reporting
service to the weather bureau in Sacramento. His
instruments were still there i the graphs that he
would make of temperature and humidity and precip
itation were there. He was an v engineer and his
books on engineering were there; He was a scholar,
a truly cultured gentleman .

This place is up there in this lovely foothill
country. We thought, this is so lovely, can we
possibly get it for our little fellows? We
did. The agreement was reached and It was purchased
for a nominal sum; and that was the beginning of
Pricot Ranch School for Boys.

That brings up a question in my mind. I m still
foggy on what you were doing in the governor s

office at this time because every time I ve asked
you anything, you ve said, no, you weren t doing
that . [laughter]

I was the governor s private secretary i and each
of the secretaries had his own bailiwick. We
met with Bill Swelgert, the executive secretary,
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very frequently at 8&amp;gt;30 in the morning and talked
over the problems. But when I say, &quot;I had nothing
to do with it,&quot; I mean that I had not sufficient to
do with it to feel that my recollections have any
validity.

You say that each secretary had his or her own
province. What was your particular province?

I was his personal secretary, and I was liaison
in the early days of the administration to the
Department of the Youth Authority (that s how I
worked so closely with Karl Holton), the Department
of Public Health, the Department of Mental Hygiene,
the University, and the Department of Education.
Complaints concerning those departments, the
reports from those departments would cross my
desk. I would work on them and prepare them for
submission to the governor.

Why were you given those particular assignments?

Because I was so Interested.

Did you ask for it, or was he Just aware of your
interest?

I was Just doing it. [Laughter]

Health, education and welfare.

That s right! You were the secretary of health,
education and welfare!

Figuratively I did not have welfare.

Could you tell us who were the heads of the
various departments at that time? It seems to
me that education was Walter Dexter. I also
have the name of Helen Hefernan.

She was very prominent in that department, but I
think she had a civil service position, in elementary
education.

Hogan i And Mental Hygiene?

MacGregon Dora Shaw Heffner.
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Did you help him with these appointments?

No. Public Health, Drt Wilton L. Halverson.

And he s dead. And you gave me the name of Dr.
Breslow.

And Dr. Merrill I m not sure that those men
were in the department at the very beginning.
But, after we get through Corrections, I can give
you some information on the selection of Dr.
Halverson.

We were on the Youth Authority. I was trying
to answer your question as to why I would say I
knew nothing about it! [Laughter}

In this interview I am trying not to speculate,
but only to record things when I m pretty sure of
my recollections.

We want to leave that statement in the record, too I

Innovations under Director Karl Holton

MaoGregon Now, we were talking about the Youth Authority and
the struggles during the war, and that story I

won t go into any further because that is Karl
Holton s .

Fry

Have you made arrangements for an interview
with him?

We do have plans to.* I was wondering if you might
list any other innovations or things that were
particularly important that we should know about*

MacGregon Well, I think I would ask him how they worked up

*See interview with Karl Holton
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MacGregort the programs for training and rehabilitation of
the boys and girls and how they organized the Youth
Authority parole system, because the parole system
was an integral part of the Department of the Youth
Authority.

Mr. Holton is recognized nationally.
He was one of the first group that President
Kennedy selected for the Freedom Award and then
President Johnson presented the awards in December
after President Kennedy s death.

Karl Holton is truly a great man and was very
close to Governor Warren. I wouldn t presume to
know what his conversations were with the
Governor.

I think that gives you some idea of the Depart
ment of the Youth Authority as It was in the
beginning.

May I back up and ask you one more question that I

have down here? We had a very unusual police
chief in Berkeley at that time, August Vollmer, and
he had an organization called the Prison Association,
which I think was a citizen s organization in
terested in prison reform. I wondered if you were
aware of help from this organization in bringing
about this reform or if August Vollmer played any
role in this.

MacGregon Yes, I m sure he did. Bat I am foggy on the details.

Fry i Now, did you have something on your outline to
go through or did you want me to ask you another
question?

Fry i

Director of Corrections Richard MoGee

MaoGregon I think I should tell you about the selection of
the director of corrections. I will refer back
to the Youth Authority and the selection of Karl
Holton. There wasn t any problem about that because
Karl Holton was chief probation officer of Los

Angeles County and was recognized as a leader and
innovator in youth correctional work. But, when
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it came to selecting the director of corrections,
Governor Warren didn t have anyone in mind.

You mean Holton was fairly obvious and there wasn t
any one else in the field?

Yes, the selection of Karl Holton was completely
obvious when he was appointed quite early in the
administration (but there may have been other
aspirants). Now, we ll go to 1944 when the governor
was faced with selecting a director of corrections,
a position with great authority and administrative
power. He knew what he wanted but he didn t know
who would be able to fulfill his requirements. So,
he asked the State Personnel Board to conduct a
nationwide examination for the director of
corrections. They did.

How did they do this? Did they travel around?

I don t know how they did it. The State Personnel
Board has ways of national recruiting.

This was a regular system they had set up.

Yes. While this was an appointment that was entirely
within the governor s power and the State Personnel
Board had no authority he used the resources of
the State Personnel Board in locating his man.

Why didn t he want Holton, then?

Because Holton was a youth man, and I don t think
that Karl Holton would have ever considered the
adult correctional field.

Well, I thought this man was over the whole thing.

Not over the Youth Authority.

The Youth Authority was responsible directly to the
governor.

It was a separate department of government. You
see, now it Is all In the big, overall agency,
and that probably had confused you.

Fry: Right. Because now this director is chairman of the
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Fry i board that has all four major divisions In It
probably more than that now.

MacGregort Probably more than that I haven t kept track.

Fry: I see. These were kind of parallel positions.

HacGregor: They were parallel positions.

Fry

MacGregon

Yes.

The Youth Authority had jurisdiction to receive
commitments from the Juvenile courts of California.
And the upper limit of Juvenile court Jurisdiction
was arrest before age twenty-one. The Youth
Authority was also given Jurisdiction to accept
criminal court commitments of young men and women
arrested prior to their twenty-first birthday.
The Youth Authority could maintain Jurisdiction up
to age twenty-five. So the Youth Authority had and
still has this double Jurisdiction to accept
commitments from the courts.

The adult offenders are those handled by the
criminal courts of California and committed to the
Department of corrections. Most of them are over
age twenty-one. But, as to young people under
twenty-one, If they were tried In the criminal
courts and there Is an elaborate procedure
for determining whether youngsters from eighteen
to twenty-one should be tried In the Juvenile
court or the criminal court ~ the Judge has the
option of committing to the Youth Authority or
the Department of Corrections. But It Is the
older group of offenders convicted of felonies
that go Into the state prisons. The younger group
may go to the Youth Authority, even though
convicted of a felony.

Now, after the State Personnel Board conducted
the examination for director of corrections,
there were a large number, substantially large
number, of men who passed the written examination.
The crucial part was the oral examination.
Governor Warren asked that a special panel be

appointed.
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It Is my recollection that there were Lovell
Blxby and Sanford Bates of the correctional system
In New Jersey, James Bennett, head of the United
States Bureau of Prisons. There may have been
someone else, but I remember those very clearly.
And then, Mrs. Harold Nachtrieb of Berkeley who
had become very active In personnel standards for
the state League of Women Voters. This group
as I say, there may have been more people, but
I remember those Interviewed the applicants who
traveled to Sacramento. I think they worked for
about three days, and finally they came and said
&quot;We re ready to see the governor. We think we
have some men for him to consider.&quot;

They had only two men. Their first choice
was Richard A. McGee. He was head of the correctional
system in the state of Washington. The other man
I have been trying to remember his name, and I

cannot.

[Laughter] The also-rans are hard to remember!

I should remember this, but the governor said, &quot;All

right, I ll take your recommendations.&quot; He called
Governor Langley and asked to have Mr. McGee come
down and talk to him.

How did Langley feel about thlst
snatching his men!

Earl Warren

[Laughter] Well,
he snatched from

this wasn t the only one that
Langley. [Laughter]

I think the story is that he said, &quot;Arthur,

I want to commit some piracy?&quot; He said, &quot;I want
your director of corrections.&quot; So, Dick McGee
came down, and received the appointment, and the
other man was put in as deputy director of
corrections*

Parenthetically, what other men were pirated from
Washington?

Well, the only one that I am sure of was
Zimmerman, now Mrs* Leigh, who was a state librarian.
It seems to me that there was someone else, but
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MacGregors I ve forgotten. It was sort of a Joke.

Apropos of Dick MoGee, after years of working
together, Governor Warren said that he felt that
Dick McGee was one of the finest administrators
In the public service area.

Fry i

MacGregon
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Have you got an appointment with Mr. MoGee?

We don t have an appointment, but we will have.

He s a tremendous person. He can give you the
story of the development of the prison system
and the wardens ~
Have you seen him recently?

Within the last two years. He s head of an
organization of research in penal problems. The
Youth Authority can give you his address.

Did I interrupt you when you weie telling me what
to be sure and talk to him about?

Mr. MoGee? Just the whole story of the Improve
ment of the prisons, and the establishment of
additional facilities because during the depres
sion and during the war it was impossible to build
institutions in California. Manpower, materials
everything was unavailable.

During the years of the war, a fund was
built up for construction and plans were made for
prisons, mental hospitals and Youth Authority
facilities, so that when the manpower and materials
became available, a construction plan existed.

So that when the war ended, the plans were ready
and construction could begin.

But actually, McGee and Holton came Into new
programs with no buildings for them. New programs
and new problems and not buildings!

[Laughter]
there were

New programs and new goals. However,
the existing prisons and reformatories.
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Fry i I hope you give us something like this on mental
health, too.

MacGregori I can t give you very much on mental health, but If
Lawrence Kolb Is still alive he probably could
give you a great deal about the Department of
Mental Hygiene In the early days. I can give you
a few things.

Now, let me look at the list of things that I
wanted to be sure and mention.

Pry:

Had I said anything about the men on the Adult
Authority?

No.

Adult Authority

MaoGregort

Hogani

MaoGregon

The first board consisted of Walter Gordon and
I think Walter s back in Berkeley, now. His
last position was as Judge of the district court
down In the Virgin Islands. He s retired.
Lewis Drucker, later Judge Drucker, both he
and Walter would have a tremendous amount of

insight and Information on the reorganization of
the prisons.

Lovell Blxby from New Jersey -was borrowed
for the first six months of the board to help them
get started because there was a comparable board
In New Jersey.

Now, I may be wrong. Maybe Lewis Drucker
didn t go on in the first instance. Maybe he went
on when Blxby left.

But Gordon was a holdover from the previous board*

Yes, he was a holdover. He was the connecting
link. Of oourse thosa things can readily be
determined from the secretary of state s

office. But I don t have any personal recollection,
now, of who else might have been on the board.
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Speaking of Drucker, he was a very close
friend of Earl Warren s and had &quot;been a deputy
attorney general in the Los Angeles office.

When Earl Warren was attorney general?

Yes. So he might have an entirely independent
set of recollections if you were to talk with him.

Sometime soon after the establishment of the
Department of Corrections, the governor called a
conference on prisons in California. I can t give
you the dates, but I know that he did and people
with special knowledge in regard to corrections
police, parole, probation, prison administration
were invited to Sacramento to make recommendations*
And I think that those recommendations were very
helpful to Mr. McGee in setting up the department.

Do you remember what the outstanding ones were?

No. I would guess that the emphasis in large part
was that the prisons should focus as much as possible
on rehabilitation and preparation of the prisoner
for his parole.

Fry:

MacGregor

Hogan t
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Diagnostic Services

Could I ask you one more question on that? All
through this, in both the Youth Authority and the
Adult Authority, were they able to do anything to
increase the diagnostic services?

They were able to do it earlier in the prisons
than they were in the Youth Authority. By
diagnostic services, I am speaking of psychiatric
and psychological. We were terribly crippled in
the Youth Authority for that kind of service

For lack of funds?

Yes, and lack of understanding of the need.

I wonder why.

In the Youth Authority It was felt that the Depart
ment of Mental Hygiene would be able to give the
mental hygiene services, and that broke down.
That s another story.
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Which broke down?

The liaison between the Youth Authority and the
Department of Mental Hygiene. The law permitted
the temporary commitment of a Youth Authority
ward to the Department of Mental Hygiene for
diagnosis for ninety days. It was a ninety day
commitment. The Department of Mental Hygiene
wasn t sufficiently well-equipped to handle youth
cases. Now this isn t part of the Earl Warren
story, but this was when I was on the Youth
Authority Board.

Later.

After Governor Warren had gone to Washington and
I was on the Youth Authority Boaird I became
acutely aware of this problem. Diagnostic services
were sometimes available at the Langley Porter
Clinic. Karl Holton can tell you about some of
the murder cases which came to the Youth Authority!
they had Langley Porter Clinic study the wards. So,
theoretically those services were available in the
Department of Mental Hygiene.

There were some psychologists. There was one
psychologist at Preston, and one psychologist at
Ventura. They were doing measurements and they
were doing the best they could. Preston had about
seven hundred boys there. It was pathetic. This
was later, entirely, after the Earl Warren story.

I see. Well* during the Earl Warren story, were
there any diagnostic services?

Just at the Department of Mental Hygiene and then
such psychologists as the Youth Authority had
within the institutions. We didn t have the
reception centers for study of the boys and girls,
except, to a limited extent, at Preston.

And even then the Department of Mental Hygiene was
too understaffed and over-worked to really do this*

That s not a part of the Earl Warren story.

Oh, well, it did work then, during the Earl Warren
years?
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Well, theoretically It may have worked, but I don t
know how well it worked. You might ask Karl
Holton that.

Do I get an Intimation that there was a conflict
of personalities or something like this that kept
that liaison from working?

No.
i

All right. That s the end of my interruptions this
time.

Concern for Rehabilitation and Pardons

MacGregor i Now I think we should go to the matter of pardons.
As I hare Intimated earlier, there were the
inequities in the granting of pardons. Provisions
for pardon, as you know, are in the Constitution of
California, and the governor has broad powers of

clemency*

But, as it operated, people with money to
hire attorneys, or with Influence, were granted
pardons, but the poor people who had neither
money nor influence, Just never had any relief, no
matter how good the lives they led after their
release .

Going back to 1939 Governor Warren, then
attorney general, first enunciated his dissatis
faction with the way the pardon system operated.
In this same speech to a 1939 national parole
conference to which I earlier altude^&amp;gt;

he
outlined what he thought should be done to provide
for pardons based on upright living, rather than
Influence. He said, and I quote, &quot;But what about
the post-parole period? Are they to go through
life as ex-convicts, or shall we offer them some
incentive for the future, something that will be
a continued Inducement to lead a normal life a
normal, lawabidlng life. I believe that every
man who passes out the gates of oar penitentiaries
should have the right to obtain a full and complete
pardon by working for It and earning it.&quot;
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Then he described how he would provide for
this. When the prisoner was released, he would
register with the local police officers saying that
he Intended to be a good citizen. Certain
technical procedures were recommended, and then
after the lapse of a certain time, depending on the
offense, the ex-convict would have the right to

go to court and ask for a certificate of rehabili
tation which would be the basis for a pardon from
the governor.

Yes, this is what your article mentioned. This
is like a foreigner coming in and gaining citizen
ship.

Yes, Mr. Warren made that analogy. A foreigner has
a right to earn his citizenship. So an ex-felon
who had had his citizenship taken away from him
would have the right to earn his rights of citizen
ship. He used to talk about this a good deal. He
felt that it was very important that people would
have this sense of hope and incentive.

Well, this would concern not only the people who
have been pardoned early, before the term was
actually filled, but also any prisoner who was
released, was that right?

Well, I don t quite understand your question.
Don t confuse this with parole. When a person is
on parole, he is serving out the rest of his
sentence.

Were all the terms in California Indeterminate?

No. First degree murder was not. I can t answer
that off hand, but most of the terms were imprison
ment from &quot;not less than,&quot; to &quot;not more than.&quot;

And some were up to life ~ first degree
robbery, for instance.

I see, so it was when these men were released,
then

When they were released and had finished their

parole periods, they did not have the right to

vote, and they did not have the full rights of

citizenship. It was for this group that the
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certificate of rehabilitation, leading to pardon,
was suggested. In the governor s first message
to the legislature, he recommended the establishment
of this procedure. Senator Deuel introduced the
bill. As I recall, it was passed with little if
any opposition in the first session of the legisla
ture.

But not the special session.

No. This rehabilitation procedure had already been
established.

Did Warren s differences with Governor Olson over
the Tom Mooney case have any influence on Warren s
view on the whole question of pardons when he
became governor?

MacGregon I m sorry, but I m Just not clear on that.

One more point on the rehabilitation procedure.
In order that this would not be confined to people
who could afford expensive attorneys, it was
provided that no fee could be charged by an attorney
for representing a person in the rehabilitation
proceedings, and also it was made a duty of
probation and parole officers to assist men and
women who wanted a pardon.

I realize that I haven t said anything about
the women s institution. That had been set up
under a separate board before the prison
reorganization. Its administration was transferred
to the Department of Corrections, but its parole
board remains separate and I think I already said
that two members of that became members of the
Board of Corrections.

So, the Board of Corrections was the unifying
agency and I used to ait on that when I was a
member of the Youth Authority Board, and we
would work out problems of administration,
rehabilitation, various questions as they arose.
And, sometimes as they arose we would recommend
to the governor that he set up a commission.

Pryi

MacGregon

On the question of pardons. Was anything done to
enable the poor and powerless to gain pardons as
easily as those with

By setting up this procedure, it was relatively
simple, and directing that the probation and parole
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officers in California assist people, the mechanism
was established for the poor and the friendless
to take advantage of It.

And the rich, even by getting a high powered
attorney to help them the attorney couldn t

get any fee.

Maybe your question is parole it s a matter of
terms here.

Maybe so. I was thinking about what was happening
to them while they were still in prison when the
decision still had to be made when they would get
out of prison.

That s parole. That s all under the Adult Authority.

So that was included in the prison reorganization,
then.

Now, of course, the former provisions in regard to
pardon and clemency remain in the constitution
and can be followed, so a pardon can be given
without the certificate of rehabilitation.

In other words, the usual procedure is first parole,
and then pardon when they have completed the
rehabilitation .

Yes, but now, supposing, in regard to the governor s

power, that you have a man in prison, still in
his term, but facts have developed which show
that he has been Improperly convicted. Then the
governor can exercise his power of clemency. But
that would not come at all within the rehabilitation
certificate.

One of the things that prompted all this was the
granting of parole on the basis of either money
or an effective lawyer. How did this prevent
some of the chicanery that had been going on?

It s up to the quality of the men on the Adult
Authority.

The previous ones had not been paid?
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I don t believe so. I think that It was a citizen
board.

And this new board, with three or four people on
It, were they paid?

Yes, this was a full time Job.

What s In that law to keep some governor from
making these political appointments to untrained
people .

I think that the law says that qualified people shall
be appointed, but I don t think that the qualifica
tions are spelled out. These appointments are
subject to confirmation by the senate.

Has that been a difficulty since then?

Not while Governor Warren was governor.

I mean alnce he was governor?

Well, this doesn t really belong ?.n . . .

For a lady who doesn t like to talk politics,
she s very politic. [Laughter]

I don t think it s right to bring in other admin
istrations.

I was trying to get a comparison between the admin
istrations.

Well, I can say that Governor Warren always sought
people who he believed to be exceedingly well
qualified for the positions to which he appointed
them.

You lead me to a question I d like to bring up
about Walter Gordon t Wasn t his previous
experience simply as a policeman?

He was also a lawyer. He was in my class in law
school, and a very good lawyer, and an outstanding
policeman.

Hogan t Where was he a policeman?
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In Berkeley, under Vollmer. Apropos of Walter s
appointment, the governor said that he appointed
him not because he was a black man, but because
he had the qualifications that he wanted. He
said that he was glad that he was black, but he
was not appointed on that basis.

Would he have known Gordon?
known him?

Would Warren have

Oh, yes. They were old friends. Maybe this is
legend, but I think that Let s see, Walter
was a coach in the athletic department at Gal, and
he was an assistant coach of Andy Smith s wonder
team and I remember that when they had the
This is Your Life program for Walter there was
something about Earl Warren s boxing and Edwards
said, &quot;What kind of a boxer was he?&quot; and Walter
said, &quot;He hit hard.&quot;

He was a boxing coach?

Evidently. The story wouldn t have come out if
he hadn t been. Walter was in the class of 1918.
I think he had to stay out at various times and
work. Now my memory is foggy on that, but somehow
he and Earl Warren were on the campus at the same
time.

You see, the First World War came in and
both of them were in the armed forces, so I don t
know. But I remember the &quot;crack&quot; in the Edwards
show.

Was he the first Negro appointed by Warren?

I don t think, so. There was a girl in the
attorney general s office, a Negro, In the clerical
department. I don t remember.





III OTHER RESPONSIBILITIES OF A GOVERNORS SECRETARY

Public Health

Fry:

MacGregor:
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Fry:

Helen, I made a little note a while ago. You
said that the selection of Halverson was another
story.

Yes. When Governor Warren was still attorney
general but governor-elect, he appointed a committee
of leading people in the field of public health to
recommend a director. Dr. Shepard of Metropolitan
Life, was on that committee, a oan very high in
the Public Health Service, a Captain Oilman In
the Navy; and several others. They did come in
with the recommendation that Dr. Halverson,
who was then director of public health for the
County of Los Angeles after having been with the
city of Los Angeles was the best qualified man.
So he was appointed. And he laid out the structure,
established the structure, of the Department of
Public Health in California, which led to national
recognition for both Governor Warren and Dr.
Halverson.

Well, let s see. Warren was Instrumental in
establishing a school of public health on the UC
campus, Is that right?

That s right. Dr. Halverson and Dr. Charles
Smith who was chairman of the Board of Health and
later Dean of the School of Public Health. Dr.
Charles Edward Smith. Some of those stories are
lost, you know, because these wonderful men are
gone.

Yes, I know. We wanted to talk to Dr. Smith.
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He died very suddenly.

Was the establishment of that school unusual in
that it was urged through the legislature at the
leadership of the governor himself?

I m not clear. But there was no school of public
health In California and there was a dearth of
well-trained public health people. In part the
need was met by stipends for people to get further
training at other schools of public health. I

have forgotten when the School of Public Health was
dedicated, but it was dedicated when I was on the
Youth Authority Board so It was somewhere in * 5^ or
55.

It was authorized when Earl Warren was governor.

University of California and the Loyalty Oath

Fry i
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You said that you also were liaison concerning the
University. This would be Earl Warren s work on
the Board of Regents?

Yes. It wasn t really much. We would prepare
information from the agendas and summarize reports
and that sort of thing.

Sounds clerical.

It was pretty clerical, except for the terrible
period of the oath oontrovery, when Earl Warren
stood with the faculty who refused, to take an
oath, and the abuse that he took from that! [Laughter]
The correspondance on that was terrible.

Did he get a lot of letters?

An awful lot of i tters. He dictated a long,
careful explanation of his vlewn and that satisfied
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most of the people.* Some would write back, &quot;I ve
read your letter, but I am not satisfied. Anybody
should be willing to take an oath who is not a
Communist.&quot;

Well, this is an important period at the Univer
sity, too. Everything is looked upon as sort of
&quot;before the oath&quot; or &quot;after the oath.&quot; I
wondered if you remembered anything about how the
whole thing got started. Who besides the Tenney
Committee was Involved in that? Do you remember
anything about that?

There was all this talk about professors who were
Communists and (I guess that stemmed from the
Tenney Committee report) that communistic doctrine
was being taught at the University.

Was this a change in Earl Warren s attitude toward
the threat of communism? I m contrasting it to
what I ve read in the books about his attitude
toward the 1930 *s communist movement and its
Involvement with labor, and some of the speeches
he made then.

He never was sympathetic to communists.

No.

I m sure he isn t to this day. But, he didn t
feel that an oath would weed out the Communists.
And that there was great danger in charging
people with being Communists when in fact there
was no proof that they were.

Didn t he also later oppose the Levering Act oath?

I don t know.

*A copy of this letter, to the Federation of Women s
Clubs In Los Angeles dated March 28, 1950, is
in Miss MacGregor *s papers in the Earl Warren Archive.
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Seems to me that I remember reading that he did.
But anyway this would be in keeping with Just
opposing oaths as not achieving anything.

One of the things that he was very strong
about with regard to the University was that the
oath was not required of any other public officials.
He felt that this was an unjust discrimination
against members of the faculty.

Were you aware that this meant that he would have
been for an oath if it included state officials?

Was that the Levering Act? I don t think he opposed
the Levering Act .

Sounds like it might have been the unfairness of
this and

That s my recollection.

Did you work with the Regents 1 representative,
primarily then, at the University?

Jim Corley. He was in and out of the office.

He was the one, I guess, that you would have had
contact with in working up the agendas, and so
forth.

The governor s office did not work up the agendas.
They were prepared at the University.

Do you know what Corley 1 s attitude was on the
oath?

No, I don t remember. The big villain, the big
advocate of the oath who was so implacable was John
Francis Neylan.

Neylan denies it in the interview the office had
with him before he died.

Well, he was the one who made all the big fusses,
whether he denied it or not.

Did he ever come in and actually talk about this
with Earl Warren?

I can t say. I don t remember the -details.





Fry: The other question that I was wondering about was
President Sproul s stand on that. Sproul decided
that it was better to go along with the oath. It
was more politic, and Sproul and Earl Warren were
such I thought they were pretty good friends.

They ve always been very good friends.

Usually they had the same points of view about
the University.

Well, I would have to review the minutes of the
Board of Regents to answer that question.

There s a little booklet out on the history of the
oath that might refresh your memory. The minutes
of the Board of Regents might not tell very much
because I guess it was discussed in the executive
meetings.

MacGregor i I would prefer that you rely on the booklet rather
than my refreshed memory because I wasn t present.
I never was present at a meeting of the Board of

Regents. It was all hearsay as far as I was
concerned.
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Is there anything else that you want to add?

No, I think that I talked a great deal much
more than I had wanted to talk*

Well, this has been an intensive session for you.
You answered all the questions that I had thought
of. What about you, June, can you think of

anything else?

No. I was wondering though if Helen thought that
at another time maybe she d feel about talking her
liaison with education whether there were changes
going on in that department at the time.

Of course they would have had the school

building problems, and all the war problems.





World War II and Government Planning

MacGregor: Yes, they had a lot of that. Oh, that reminds me,
speaking of the war. In this certificate of rehabil
itation, I think that one reason that It passed so
easily was because there were a great many men
who would have been valuable either in the armed
forces or in defense industries who were precluded
because of their records as felons.

Their rights were spelled out somewhere in
the statute as it was passed originally.

They were given a lesser period. They counted
their past rehabilitation rather than their
rehabilitation after passage of the law. I m glad
that that came up because that TOS important.

Of course this whole period has to be thought
of as a war period, until 19^5 when the reconstruc
tion and re-employment had to begin.

Here s something I would like to suggest that
work be done on. Fairly early In the administra
tion, Governor Warren realized that the economy
of California would have to be changed from
war time to peace time and that this would involve
a great deal of dislocation of people and also
that we had to be prepared to offer jobs to the
men coming out of the armed forces.

And so, he established the Reconstruction
and Re-employment Commission to make the studies
and prepare industry in California for the changed,
drastically changed, situation.

This I remember very clearly. He wanted to

get a man from business who was a humanitarian
and a very able person. Finally he thought of
Alexander Heron. He had been a high administra
tive official in Crown Zellerbachj he also had
been state director of finance under Governor
Young. But at the time he was in the armed forces
and was a colonel. He had been assigned to

General Eisenhower s staff in England, but he hadn t

left. So, Earl Warren put through a call to the

Secretary of Defense and said that he needed Heron
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in California and he felt that it was as Important
to the war effort to have him working in California
laying the foundations for peace as it was for
him to be serving on General Eisenhower s staff.
The Secretary of Defense agreed and Alec Heron
came back to California.

Now, that s not as dry as dust!

No! [Laughter] That should pep up a history book.

The eolonel established a staff and then he and
his commission did a great deal of work and they
came out with some remarkable recommendations.
The whole clothing industry in California was
worked on by them and outlined for implementation.
And, of course, those reports are in the library.
You can find there some of the men who re on the
commission, although Heron is deado

But we do have some names of successors, because
that was an agency that followed up a planning
agency that Olson had had.

Well, the Olson one, I think, had been dissolved.
And the legislature was always, during Governor
Warren s administration, very skeptical of
planning. After the report was made and the work
was done, I think they Just abandoned all the
planning facilities because I know that we wanted
to get something In regard to a program for small
business which involved planning. We Just couldn t

get anywhere on an official basis.

Well, then there was a planning agency in the
governor s office after the reconstruction
commission. It only lasted a year.

MacGregon I am not clear on that.

Aids to Small Business

(The following section on aids to small business
was recorded on May 18, 1972. It replaces a
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at Miss MacGregor s request. Ed.)
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You said you couldn t get anywhere officially
with the small business plan. Were you able to do
this through other channels?

In 194-8, sometime between campaigns? and other
problems, the state president of the California
Federation of Business and Professional Women s

Clubs, Mrs. Leila Swazey, and a group came to
Sacramento to see what could be done to establish
what they thought of as a woman s program in
California. They had returned from a national
convention where they had seen an impressive
program put on by the woman s program in New York,
of which Jane Todd, of Governor Dewey s staff, was
the proponent. It was designed to help women who
wanted to develop skills or to start small
businesses get the necessary infoniatlon and skills
to become successful in earning supplementary or
full income. I believe they put on what was called
a clinic at the meeting that these ladies had
attended. (This was before the campaign train,
which left in September, because I remember talking
to Jane Todd about her program when I was in New
York . )

The thought of the California women was that
there were many women in California with skills
who could support themselves or their families,
or supplement the family income, by developing
the abilities that they had, if appropriate
help was available.

This was in terms of shops and

And marketing and other activities- I told the

governor about it he wasn t able to see the
women. He was very much impressed with the

idea, being aware that the cost of living was
rising even then and women in their homes were
interested in supplementing their income, if they
could, by dress-designing, by marketing food

according to some recipe that was in their

possession, or utilizing a skill in one way or
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another. Mortality of small business, then as
now, was hlghj many good endeavors went on the
rocks simply because a person hadn t had the
proper advice, either as to markatlng conditions
or as to how to go about the production of what
they were capable of making.

However, Governor Warren did not want a
program confined to women. He said that men were
just as much in need of this kind of help as women.

Was this before or after the federal small business
aid program?

There was a small business aids program in the
federal government, but their concept of small
business was really big business from our stand
point. Twenty-five thousand dollar industries
would be small business from the standpoint of
the federal government.

That was a funding program, wasn t it?
low interest loans

It was

With help, I m sure. But the United States Depart
ment of Commerce was very much interested

In the program you re telling me about?

Yes. Now, I neglected to state that in New York
this program was financed by the Department of
Commerce in New York, and we didn t have any
Department of Commerce in California, and there
was no hope of getting it set up.

So what happened?

Governor Warren said that he thought we could do
something about this by coordinating the existing
agencies of government who might be able to help
these people, and he asked me to get our agencies
together. And he said, &quot;Now, surely these people
need training, and I want you to get In touch with
the vocational training people in the State
Department of Education.&quot; So tnat was the beginning.
And Dr. William Blackler was the rialnstay In the
original planning, and he was helped by a man in
his department by the name of Rulon Van Wagenin
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I think that was the spelling. And we gathered
people from vocational rehabilitation, the Depart
ment of Employment, the Department of Public
Health because In the preparation of foods you re
under Public Health, particularly if you thought
of preparing the foods in your own home you
would have to meet the standards of the Depart
ment of Public Health, and oftentimes it involved
quite a bit of rearrangement and reconstruction
of the kitchen area. There wero many aspects of
state government, as we went along, that we found
could be pulled into this also aspects of
community resources.

Doctor Blackler really was the moving spirit
of the Aids to Small Business Show in 19^9. We
were up against the question of how we could put
on such clinics how we could bring it to the
attention of the public. I had a brainwave one
morning. Why can t we have this Aids to Small
Business Show as part of the State Pair?

Inspiration absolutely.

So, one of my great assets was a friend on the
State Pair Board, Dr. James Edward McConnell, a
dentist in Sonora. He and his lovely wife Geral-
dlne and I had become very close friends. They
lived in Columbia. So I called Dr. Jimmy, and
he liked the idea, and he was ebie to sell
it to the State Pair Board.

How handy!

So, we got help from the State Pair people. Fred
Ktit-fe.14 worked with us In planning the how-we-
do-it part of the show. I remember, and I was
able to verify this from my appointment book,
that in January, (I think it was on the 21st of
January, 19^9 ) Helen Thompson, who was Jane
Todd s assistant in New York, was in Sacramento,
and so we assembled our group of planners, and
she met with us and described tho clinic setup,
and so Dr. Blackler was able to gather the Sac
ramento people and other people from around the
state for the planning. I remember Moore Business
Forms, Mr. Woodruff from the United States Depart
ment of Commerce I think in the oarly stages, Miss
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Elston of the State Department of Employment j

a banker, Robert Ketchum of the Bank of America,
which had a program of financing small businesses,
were Included. Of course a man from the State
Department of Public Health on sanitation was to
be on the panel. And so it went? I can t remember
all of the people, but a substantial number of
people; and then publicity was given out in
connection with the State Pair. The people who
had problems could bring them to this clinic.
I think they had the clinic every day at the first
show.

On the 15th of July, I walked out of Sacra
mento on my first trip abroad, so I didn t have
anything to do with the final stages of the
planning, and Dr. Blackler and the rest of the
staff deserve credit for this. And it was quite
successful. Different people came with different
ideas. When we began planning for the 1950 Aids
to Small Business Show, we could gather exhibits
of success stories.

What a good idea.

Some of them were people who had come for advice in
the 19^9 Show. I ll give you one of the dramatic
stories of the Aids to Small Business Show, namely
the story of Minnie Amos. Now, Minnie had come to
the 4-9 show with some recipes that she wanted
to market. One was a chutney recipe, and another
was a very fine strawberry preserve recipe. She
got help from the State Department of Public
Health in arranging her kitchen, and from some

body else she got help on labeling and marketing.
And so she came back with her little Jars of

chutney and strawberry preserve. In the morning
of one of those days, we had success stories.
And Minnie told her success story, and then
Minnie s background began to emerge. She had
been in India and had collected Indian recipes,
and this chutney recipe was one of them. However,
at the outbreak of war she was in the Philippines,
and she was Interned in a Japanese prison camp,
which was run on near-starvation lines. The

people there would talk about the food they d
have if they d ever got out. And Minnie dreamed
of what she could do with her recipes, if she could
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ever get to California and use the California
fruits. That was the story as it emerged that
far.

I became very much interested in Minnie. I
remember driving her back and forth. And it
developed that she was a Scottish woman from
Edinburgh. And, of course, I had fallen in
love with Edinburgh, and we got to be really good
friends. She would tell me about her experiences.
The prison camp in the Phllllpines was terrible.

So, one day I don t remember the circum
stances but I was with a group which was inter
ested in the Aids to Small Businesses Show, and
I told the story of Minnie Amos. A man In the group
was astonished. And he told us that he was working
at Letterman Hospital in rehabilitation at the
end of the war. Minnie was brought back from the
Philippines, so damaged that she had lost the
power of speech, and he had helped her regain her
speech.

And then she d gone on to do all this!

Then, there were other success stories. There
were two veterans in Sacramento who were somewhat

incapacitated, and they had the Idea of building to
order special prosthetic devices for people with
special needs. They were working with doctors,
and they had developed quite a successful business.
And then there was a woman Jeweler from Sausalito
who had established a Jewelry store to market her
creations on a houseboat ~ no, it was on an
abandoned ferryboat, where a lot of artists had
establl, shed themselves .

By this time, we had greatly enlarged our
committee. Dr. Blackler could no longer be our
leader, and Arthur St. Glair, of the Department
of Employment, assumed the leading responsibility
and we brought more community people in. Not

only the Business and Professional Women s Clubs,
but the other women s service clubs Sorop-
timlsts and others assumed supportive roles.

They would supply people to be receptionists
at our little show and help in many ways. Ysobel
Porker was added to the committee. She was
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MacGregon appointed by the governor to an advisory committee
on employment. She was a childhood friend of
Earl Warren s In Bakersfleld her brother was
one of his chums*

We began having regular mettlngs during the
year to plan publicity, to plan details of the
coming State Pair. I think Ysobel was chairman of
the committee when we met. The Grange was very much
interested, because they had so many farm women who
wanted to market their produce. I am sure there
were other organizations and people who helped, but
details have slipped my mind.

We enlisted some lawyers too, because the legal
requirements of establishing a business were
getting more and more complicated. It s hard to

Morrlsi

McGregor i

Morris:

MacGregor:

remember everything that we did, really, to
bring Into this show.

This is now the 1951 planning?

Fifty, fifty-one and fifty-two. It went on in
very much the same pattern. The additional feature was
continued! searching out of success stories. And
the expansion of the idea to some of the county
fairs. There was an association of county fairs,
and we got a representative of that organization to
attend some of our planning meetings. I recall that
there was such a show put on at the Los Angeles County
Fair. Unfortunately, I do not have the file, which
I took with me when I left the governor s office. But
in Governor Brown s administration, there was some
activity which I thought was along the same lines.
So I turned my file over to Governor Brown, and I

don t know whatever happened to it. But after
1952, there were no more Aids to Small Business
Shows. It really took the interest of the governor
to keep the show alive. For a very practical reason i

all of the work that was done by state people was on
their own time. It was a labor of love.

Squeezed out of other things ?

Yes. And they just simply couldn t do it, or
didn t have the heart to do it, unless the governor
was interested in it.





1951 California State Fair Aids to Snail Business Show: display of handwork suitable for marketing
and advice fr m c unity resource*. Panel, fro* left: Walter Chrlstensen, Sacramento businessman
Eunice Elton, Department of Employment; Mrs. C. Ulrlch Chapman, Department of Industrial Relations;
Harry Hecker, Department of Vocational Rehabilitation; Robert West, San Francisco attorney; Hrs.

ttt* Keldaisch, advertising executive; Merrill Woodruff, U.S. Department of Commerce.

After ten years as Governor Warren s staff
liaison to the Youth Authority, Miss MacGregor
continued her dedicated efforts to improve
youth services for many years as a member of
state and county advisory committees on youth.
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Now, I wonder if I have anything else. Oh, I have
two pictures. We had wonderful support from some
of the business people in Sacramento, particularly
Walter Christensen.

Now who s Walter Christensen?

He was a businessman in Sacramento who was very
much concerned about the problems of the person
trying to start a small business, because, as we
learned afterwards, he had started a shop and it
had failed, for lack of the right kind of advice.

Isn t that too bad.

One of the outgrowths of this was the establish
ment of a group of businessmen in Sacramento,
who volunteered to give advice to people who wanted
to start a small business. What has come of that,
I do not know. My propaganda about the lawyers did
bear considerable fruit, because one of the programs
that was put on in the Continuing Education of the
Bar was on advising small businesses. I had used
as an argument that surely, out of a group of small
businesses advised by an attorney, one would
develop successfully, and offer a good retainer.
Archie Mull of Sacramento, whom you have interviewed,
agreed with me, and we got quite a bit of free
legal help for people trying to start a small
business. So, it blossomed in different ways.

Here is a picture of the panel of the 1951 State
Pair.

Oh good, you ve got all the names on the back and
everything. [Pause] And these are examples of
some of the work that people have been marketing?

MacGregon I think so, yes.

And then this is a picture of Gerard Die-
fenbac her Spieler. Well, I ve forgotten about him,
and I have no recollection. But you know, we d

plan different things for different hours of the

day, and we d have people there as receptionists,
and to talk to people who would wander in.
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Those are fascinating. May we have these?

Yes, I m happy to give them to you, because it s
the only place that this would ever have any
permanance.

Women s Organizat ion s

MacGregon

Fry:

MaoGregor:

I should say that very early in the administra
tion, the governor said that he wanted me to keep
in touch with the organized women of the state.
I can t be sure that I remember all of the
women s organizations, but there s the California
Congress of Parents and Teachers (which Includes
men), the League of Women Voters, the California
Federation of Women s Clubs, the California
Federation of Business and Professional Women s

Clubs, Soroptimlst Clubs, Zonta, Quota, National
Council of Jewish Women. Most of these organiza
tions were members of the non-partisan Round
Table. It was designed to prevent, if possible,
contradictory positions on legislation. I would
write to the presidents of the organizations and ask
them for a conference. Then, at some point after
we had been doing this I guess this would have
been after the war I had meetings in the south
and In the north of representatives of these
groups plus the governor s women appointees in
the state service.

This was very much appreciated and my goal
was to get the leading problems and programs of
the women In so far as they related to legisla
tion and administration and advise the governor,
and then in turn infosnthe women s organizations
of the governor s purposes related to their main
interests*

Could you give us some Idea of what their main
Interests were?

Well, the support of the Youth Authority, for
one thing. The maintenance of the California
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Institution for Women. They were consulted at
the time of the prison reorganization. Practically
everything that had to do with the welfare of
people, particularly the children. Schools,
public health equal employment

Is that when the legislation took place that did
so much for equal employment for women and
protective

Well, protective legislation for women and minors
in industry already was in existence. The
governor appointed Rena Brewster as head of the
Department of Industrial Welfare. I am not sure
of the exact title, but it related to minimum
wage, minimum age of minors, and standards of
protection of women and children in industry and
other employment.

It seems like in a position that you had, then,
there was Just a natural liaison between such
clubs as the PTA groups, which were interested
in schools, and you were also the governor s
liaison for the education department and at the
same time the women s interest in the prison area
and Youth Authority that they could funnel
these interests through you and you were in a
position also then to communicate this to the
right people.

Yes. And I remember once, I don t remember what
year it was, I reviewed the governor s whole
legislative program for the board of the Federation
of Women s Clubs.

Then what did you do with the feedback?

I would report it to the governor with memos and
conferences.

What was the League of Women Voters power then?

It was a very aggressive and powerful Influence
in developing public opinion. One of Its

major Influences and that is why Mrs. llarold.
Nachtrleb was on the committee to intortfieu) &amp;gt;{&amp;lt;*. dlvCC^

tf CjOVTtthe YV^ was their great concern about
high standards of personnel in government. They
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MacGregor: used to submit a list they were interested in
the appointment of women, too of those they
believed to be qualified men and women for appoint
ments that were coming up.

Mental Hygiene

Hogan :

MacGregor:

I believe they were also very active in mental
health which was another one of your fields. Mrs.
George Hoxle of Berkeley. Does that name ring a
bell?

Oh, yes I Indeed! She was a leader In agitating
for mental health reform. I think she was
appointed by the governor to an advisory committee
on mental health. The whole thing is so complicated,
I can t begin to remember all the groups!

One of the movements in California which was
stimulated by Earl Warren has been citizen
Involvement. And he called conference after
conference I don t know how many youth confer
ences he had. There was one in 19^ which was
composed largely of youth. Then there was a mental
health conference of 19^9 which laid the founda
tions for future developments in the field of mental
hygiene . Dr. Prank Tallman came in as director
of mental hygiene soon after the conference.

I think I should go back In regard to mental
hygiene to one or two episodes i

Very soon after Earl Warren became governor,
he went to the mental hospitals at Stockton and
Napa. He came back sick at heart at what he had
seen . These were custodial institutions where
people were vegetating. He vowed that he would do

everything within his power to transform them
Into institutions for treatment into true

hospitals for the mentally ill rather than
custodial institutions. That was a long, long
struggle and Dora Shaw Heffner, first director,
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laid the foundations and worked very well, but
she became very ill and then in 19^9 the governor
conducted another one of his nationwide searches.
This time the people on the committee were deans of
the schools of psychiatry and psychological and
psychiatric studies at the University of
California, Berkeley, USC, UCLA and perhaps
others. They came up with the recommendation of
Dr. Frank Tallman, who was in Ohio at the time.
He was a wonderful person, and he led the fights.

One of the main troubles with mental hygiene
Institutions was that there was this core of
civil service employees who had been in the cus
todial field and were resistant to treatment
programs. There were some episodes of brutality
that were investigated.

I was wondering if he was able to bring out an
episode and publicize it here like he did with
the prisons?

I don t think that there was. There was a man
who was killed at Napa because of brutality of
some of the attendants there. I am very hazy as
to when this happened, but I know that Governor
Warren called for an Investigation.

Of course, all through the administration,
as trouble came up, he never whitewashed anything.
He always said, &quot;Well, this must be investi

gated and steps taken to correct abuses.&quot;

Another thing that has to be borne in mind in the
mental hygiene field is that knowledge was very
much less complete than it is now. And one of
the people who helped him very much in this field
was Dr. Karl Bowman who then was head of the

Langley Porter Institute.*

Langley Porter had been set up under Governor
Olson and was Jointly administered by the

*See interviews in Bancroft Library with Dr.

Bowman and Dr. Porter^ and also Dr. Tallman.
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University of California and the Department of
Mental Hygiene. I don t know whether it s still
bifurcated but it is now a neuropsychiatrlc insti
tute. There is now a neuro psychiatric institute
at UCLA, which was fostered by Governor Warren.

You say Bowman helped in sort of educating Earl
Warren ?

MacGregor: Feeding him ideas, yes.

Once they were traveling and there was some
trouble with the planes and they couldn t take off.

By chance they met at this airport. They spent
the time talking about mental health and mental
illness and Earl Warren learned a great deal from
Dr. Bowman. I don t know where he is now. He
went up to Alaska after he retired.* He s quite
an old man, now, but he, I m sure, would have
some very interesting observations about the course
of the development of mental hygiene in California.

*In 1971, Dr. Bowman had returned to San Francisco

and resumed a limited psychiatric practice. See

Karl Bowman, My Life in Psychiatry, oral history
prepared by Department of Mental Hygiene, I960.
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IV WORKING WITH WARREN
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Hogan:

That reminds me of a question that I have been
asking different interviewees, Helen. I was
wondering whether Warren had one particular person
or any particular set of people that he liked
to use for confidence, for questions where
he got his advice. Did he have a Ted Sorensen
or a Jack Valente or you know, this

Not that I know of.

Sweigert would not have been this person. He
was simply his executive secretary.

I think that the governor relied on his staff
and his department heads.

Really, it was Just as it appeared on paper,
in the administrative structure?

I think so. That s what I mean.

What about football and hunting companions?
Were there any who would have helped him in
formulating Ideas?

I have a hunch that when he went out hunting or
footballing he didn t talk about government.
[General laughter] He was completely absorbed!

I have read that very few people, if anybody, viewed
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the whole nan. That you would know him In a
staff position, and his hunting companions would
know him In a hunting position. The football
people knew him that way, and that there really
weren t any people who knew Warren all around or
who he really used for his confidences.

I don t have any reason to deny that. Not that he
was secretive at all with his staff, but, you know,
his mind would be on one thing. Now here s

something that I think is important about him,
that is his enormous capacity to get at the facts.
If you came in to him with a report on anything
wouldn t matter whether it was water power or
corporations or Youth Authority if there was
something that you had neglected to include, his
first question would be directed to It.

And another thing he didn t want any second-
guessing. Sometimes some of the less experienced
members of his department staffs would say that
they wanted to see him because they were going to
write a report. I d wangle it out of them that
they wanted to know what he thought . I think I saved
quite a few from trouble by telling them that, &quot;He

doesn t want you to reflect what he thinks. He
wants you to give him your best advice and he will
make up his mind whether or not he will follow
it.&quot;

He wanted another independent mind.

He wanted an independent mind.

Did he care how long the reports were?

He wanted them summarized with supporting data
attached.

He wasn t a &quot;one page per issue&quot; man, then?

No.

Now, maybe I should say this about writing
speeches for him. He was the most maddening
person In the world if you expected him to accept
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MacGregon a speech that was written. In Issues relating
to children, women, and so forth, education,
mental health, he would ask me to make a draft of
a speech. He d go over it. Sometimes he would
take a paragraph, but reading what we had prepared
would set him going and then he would start
dictating. Maybe he d say, &quot;All right, we can use
this paragraph.&quot; But usually he wouldn t use the
structure.

The presentation of the material we had
gathered would act as a stimulus.*

*An example of this process is the speech &quot;The Role
of Women in Probing the New Frontiers,&quot; given
May 10, 1952 to the Portland Federation of
Women s Clubs. The full tex^ is in Miss MacGregor s

papers in the Earl Warren Archive. Governor Warren s

concluding paragraphs werei

The thing I like about our women s clubs is thisi
They not only care about our problems, but they are
willing to do something about them ... Without the
great interest they have shown and their campaigns for
better programs, we would be in the dilemma of not
doing the thing that must be done in this
complicated system of ours, or we would have to turn
the job over to our state and national governments.
But our women, by interesting themselves in the
problems of the child, the sick, the aging, the
handicapped, can avoid the necessity of developing
big government to do the job. As they perform
these services, they will enable government to functla
in its proper sphere and citizen programs In theirs.

As I speak to you of these challenges on the frontiers
of the future ~ of offering mental health and whole
some development to each Individual, of keeping our
public opinion sound, of keeping the complex
governmental, economic and social structure of

democracy functioning in proper balance, I am
aware that the women s organizations of America have a

great reservoir of power. We men will not leave
the burden to you alone. But we need the extra time
and devotion you can give. We need the heart of woman
kind In the work. We share the understanding that if
we believe In our way of life, we must work at it,
both as Individuals and in the community cooperation.
I am sure that in the future, as in the past, we will

have in our women s groups the sustained leadership
that means a better life for all.
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Eogan: You could have saved yourself a lot of trouble If
you had written just a few vignettes, couldn t you,
rather than organizing the whole speech?

MacGregor: I don t know. Of course, I wasn t the speech

Fry:

writer, but on a few things that he thought were
my topics, he d ask me to prepare something.

Well, I guess he was never in a position then to
get up and read something off before he knew what
was in it, which has caught many public officials
In an embarrassing situation. Did you have to
deal with the press In any of these fields?

In the Attorney General s Office

MacGregon
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Not In the governor s office. In the attorney
general s office I sometimes did.

In the attorney general s office, what were your
responsibilities?

I was his executive secretary and a deputy attorney
general .

So, did you cover many fields, then in the attorney
general s office?

I had a very odd position, because I was his personal
secretary, and we would do most of our work while
he was travelling driving back and forth and
I would have the drafts of opinions of the other
deputies and we d go over them, and he d give
instructions through me.

Back and forth between Sacramento and San
Francisco, Los Angeles ~ sometimes I d meet
him out at the airport and we d get work done on
the way to and from the airports.

In the attorney general s office, were there any
particular cases that you would like to especially
comment on?

Well, of course, there were the gambling ships

[laughter].
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Did you go on those raids?!

No, I wanted to go but the men wouldn t take me.
Warren Olney and Oscar Jahnsen have those stories.*

Had you prepared some of the material?

I did some legal work, but the basic legal work
was done by Warren Olney, and the investigative
work by Olney and Jahnsen.

Was that a pretty exciting time in the office?

Woow! It sure was! We didn t know what would
happen . The men went out in two Fish and Game
boats. They received permission from the Fish
and Game Commission to use them to go to these
gambling ships manned by Tony Cornero and others.
But I don t want to get into the fields that other
people really know about.

Well, maybe you can explain something to me.
I don t know whether other peoples ignorance
exceeds mine or not, but I thought that they
were beyond the three mile limit established by
international law.

No, and I can help you on that because that was the
one point that I researched.

The three mile limit was something that was
established back in the sixteenth or seventeenth
century when it was the limit of effective
cannonading. At the time of the gambling ship
episode there were cases In the World Court which
held that the state was not limited to the three
miles in protecting its own people. There were
some fishing cases. I did find precedents in the
reports of the World Court . Furthermore in our
case there was a system of water taxis that were
taking people back and forth from the shore to the
gambling ships, reaching them was worked out in
some way with the Public Utilities Commission.

*See interviews In this series with these
individuals.
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Fry:

MacGregor:

Hogan:

What do you mean, &quot;Worked out&quot;?

Well, I think they issued an injunction a
cease and desist order, or something like that.

And that definitely was within the three mile
limit.

Yes. The three mile limit I guess we couldn t
claim territorial jurisdiction beyond the three
mile limit, but the state could take action to
protect the people within its borders t if a menace
was existant.

Of course, there was the Mark Megladdery case
which was one of the very first investigations

The pay-off on paroles.

In the District Attorney s Office

KacGregor t

Hogan:

I should also say something about Earl Warren s work
when he was district attorney. This was before
I got there but I have some recollection. He
worked with the State Bar and the Commonwealth
Club In developing the constitutional amendment
which transformed the attorney general s office
into a state department of Justice. It gave
coordinating authority over police and sheriffs
and district attorneys to the attorney general.
The constitutional amendment passed, about 1933
or 34, after the lynching down at San Jose. That
was the situation that aroused a great deal of

public indignation. The fact that California was
broken into separate Jurisdictions was another
motivating force. It was very difficult to
enforce the law and some officer with unifying
authority was needed. Mr. Warren, as attorney
general i started the system of zone meetings of
district attorneys and sheriffs.

Didn t he do some of that type of work, though,
Helen, when he was district attorney in trying to

get the various police departments together?
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Yes, he did in Alameda County. He organized the
kidnap squad, the bunco squad

And this was all the police jurisdictions in Alameda
County?

MacGregor: Yes.

Fry:

MacGregor :

Hogan:

Kidnap squad, bunco squad do you know any others?

Not off hand.

And these were composed of key men from different
police departments.

Yes, they worked out plans for coordinated action
should crises arise.

Another thing that he did when he was district
attorney and later attorney general was to develop
means of professionalizing police work through
education. And that s a story that Oscar Jahnsen
can tell.

Am I correct In believing that Oscar Jahnson was
the first Investigating officer on the district
attorney s staff?

No, George Helms was captain of inspectors, and
George was a wonderful guy.

I thought that there was just one.

Oh, no. Oscar was the lieutenant of inspectors.
There was a staff of maybe four or five.

I see, that s the trouble with reading these
books. You can pick up misinformation too. One
of them definitely says that he was the first.

Well, that s not correct. He was also in the
attorney general s office. He was in charge of
the investigative staff there, but George Helms
in the district attorney s office was described by
Earl Warren In autographing his picture, as the
&quot;finest peace officer&quot; that he had ever known.



!
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&quot;
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Hogan s He is no longer alive?

MacGregor s No.

Fry: Was Helms appointed by Earl Warren, or was he already
there?

MacGregor i I don t know.

Pry:

MacGregor:

Pry:

MacGregor i

Pry:

MacGregor:

Pry:

MacGregor t

But you knew Helms. He was there when you were
there?

Yes, I loved George Helms.

He must have been quite a humanitarian sort of
person .

He was, and one of the things that I can remember
so vividly was when a situation would come up, we
would talk it over and decide whether we could
handle the situation or whether we would have to
bother the boss, the Chief, as we called him.

Of course, in an office like that, you get a
lot of wildeyed people, and a few nuts and all
sorts of difficult situations to handle. George
Helms used to say,

nl guess what we ll have to do is
kill them with kindness.&quot;

What did that mean, though?

We would Just listen. It was psychiatric therapy.
You sit and nod your head and let the person
talk, and do what you can, and usually they would
go away satisfied.

I get the idea that Oscar Jahnsen was kind of a
real go-getter as contrasted with George Helms.

In manner. George Helms was certainly a go-getter
when it came to working out a plan of gathering
the evidence, but he was an older man, quite a
bit older than Oscar.

When I went to the district attorney s officer
George Helms was heading the investigative
staff. There was George as chief, Oscar as
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Fry:

MacGregor:

lieutenant, George Hard, George Henningsen,
Chet Flint. There may have been one or two others,
but those are the ones that stick in my memory.

Did these men have separate areas that they
handled?

I don t know.
George Helms .

If I ever did know that was under

Staff Friendships

MacGregor s

Fryt

MacGregor

Fryi

MacGregor:

One of the things that I should, perhaps, wind
up with, is the remarkable ability that Earl
Warren had of picking splendid people. I saw
it in the three different offices t the district
attorney s office, the attorney general s office
and the governor s office. In every instance,
we became a group of very close friends.

Oh, really. You were all compatible?

I don t know how it could happen, but it did.
Not all, you know. Relationships with one another
varied in degree, but I think we all admired one
another. They couldn t get us crossed up. It was
one of the things in the governor s office that was
funny sometimes.

No dividing and conquering.

No. People would maybe be dissatisfied with what
one secretary had said, and call another one
thinking that they would get a different viewpoint.
With our system of memos that we had, informational
memos, and our frequent conferences at eight-thirty
in the morning, we knew pretty well what was

going on and what was coming up. So, I don t know
how the others handled it, but I would say,
&quot;I think Mr. Swelgert was working on that,&quot; and

they d say, &quot;Well, I can t get anywhere with

him,&quot; I d said, &quot;Well, then, you know, he s

close to the governor himself.&quot; [Laughter]
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Hogan:
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Fry:

MacGregor:
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Well, also, you moved together, quite often.
The staff went up the ladder.

Yes, when we went to the attorney general s

office, several from the district attorney s office
went, and then when we went to the governor s

office, the governor brought along Bill Sweigert
who had been in the attorney general s office
and two of the girls, Marguerite Gallagher and
Evelyn Peterson.

Oakley came along.

Oakley didn t, at first. Bob Kenny was attorney
general, and knowing the close relationship
between Earl Warren and Jim Oakley, he put Jim
Oakley in charge of the Sacramento office.
They worked very harmoniously together. Kenny
put Oakley in charge because he knew that that
would make a very happy, useful relationship between
the attorney general s office, and the governor s

office.

When Bill Sweigert was appointed to the bench,
the governor appointed Jim Oakley as executive
secretary.

I d like to ask you questions, too, about the
other attorney general.

Howser? I really know nothing first hand. I

know mostly what Oscar Jahnsen told me.

Well, OK, then I ll ask you to give me questions
to give to Oscar Jahnsen when I get to see him!

Well, Just ask him about the beginning of the
Howser administration as attorney general and
what information came to him about trouble that

was brewing. I don t know how he got wind of

it. You know law enforcement circles, their

grapevine.
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Date of Interview: October 30, 1969. Interviewer was June Hogan.

V PERSONAL HISTORY

Childhood in Oakland, California

MacGregon

Hogan :

MacGregon

Hogan:

MacGregor:

Hogan:

MacGregor:

Hogan:

MacGregor:

Hogan:

Well, 1*11 be glad to give you what I can of my
early history.

Fine. You were born in Oakland?

In Oakland, California, on this property.

In the same house you are living in now?

In the little house that s at the back of the lot,
next door.

We moved into this place when I was two years
old.

Where did your parents come from?

Both from Mlddleton, Nova Scotia, Canada.

What brought them to California?

My father came out as a young man in search of
work in 188? and first went to Los Angeles because
of a boom there. When the boom collapsed, he

came to San Francisco. He was a carpenter and
builder. I know he was here in 1890, because mother
came out and they were married in June of 1890.

She was an old home town girl friend, then, that
he brought out?
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MacGregor:
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MacGregor:
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Hogan :

MacGregor:

Hogan :

Yes. They had become engaged four years before.
That is, they were engaged when he came out,
in 188?, and then they were married in 1890, in
Mayfield, California, at the home of a family
connection.

Where is Mayfield?

Mayfield is near Mountain View in Santa Clara
County.

Do you want to give us their names?

My father was John Ryle MacGregor, and mother
was Henrietta Weaver. They came to Oakland right
after their marriage and rented property. They
came from people where it was a disgrace to rent,
so Just as soon as they could, they bought this
property here on 60th Street, and built the
little house.

Is it still there?

Yes, it s still there, but it s been moved from
the front of the lot to the back of the lot.
We don t own that property now.

Father did a great deal of building, both in
Oakland and San Francisco, as a contracter, up
to the time of the earthquake and somewhat beyond.
He had contracts at the time of the earthquake
which ruined him financially, because prices went
up. He had already entered into the contracts,
and he did not repudiate them. That was the beginning
of some very close financial straits for the family.

Well, when were you born, then?

I was born June 7th, 1897.

And you were the oldest.

The folks had lost a little brother before I

was born. And I had one brother who was born in

1901. He is John Ryle MacGregor, Jr.

At that time this was a semi-rural area. There
were grain fields across the street and clear up to
Shattuck Avenue.

How far away was the town?
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Parents* Interest in Civic Affairs

KacGregor: Three miles.

Hogan :

MacGregor:

Hogan :

MacGregor:

Hogan:

Father was very much Interested in politics.
He was a candidate for the city council in 1901,
and was defeated. Then he was a candidate again
I don t know Just when but he was elected to
the city council in 1909 and served until 1911
when a new charter went into effect.

He ran for the city commissioner the new
commission form of government and was defeated.

Did that cure him then?

He couldn t afford to go into politics then. It
was very hard scratching. I was sick a good deal
while he was in politics, I had a stomach condi
tion. He used to talk to me about the problems
of the city that he was working on. I attribute
my interest in law and government to this early
conditioning by father.

Well, when this was such a rural area, what did you
do about schools? Was: there a school?

Yes, there was the Washington School which is still
in existence. It was in a building which is now
two flats down on Adeline near 58th Street. I
started school there. That school is still in
existence, history-wise, continuity-wise, up at
61st and Shattuck Avenue. However, the Washington
School from which I graduated, was a brick building
on the same property where the school is now.

I can t say when it was started. The story
is that the building was completed and accepted
two days before the earthquake in 1906 and was
wrecked in the earthquake. So it was probably
about 1907 or Ob, before it was ready for

occupancy. But I know we were in it at 1908 or
1909 because I have the program of the Washington
School bazaar in 1909.

[Laughter] What grade would that have been?
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MacGregor: What grade was I In at 1909? The sixth grade.

Hogan

MacGregor:

Hogan:

MacGregor t

Hogan

Then, did your school go on throtigh eighth
grade?

Yes, we went through the eighth grade In Washington
School, I graduated In 1911.

Before we leave the early history, I f d like
to say that father was very active as a member of
the Adeline Sanitary District &quot;before this area
was part of the city. Not long ago, I came across
his appointment as a member of the board of the
Adeline Sanitary District. That was absorbed
into Oakland. I can t give you the date of that.
Certainly by 1901.

I was trying to link your studies with your father
talking to you about city politics. Was there
anything in your schooling?

I Just was a bear in the civics class! [Laughter]
Both the teacher and the other students were very
much amused because I was so interested in garbage
disposal and sewage.

And this comes from your father and his various
civic efforts. Were there many people living in
this area then?

MacGregor: Quite a few. They began building up the area
to the north after the earthquake. See, all of
these cottages were built about that time (pointing
across the street).

Mother was the first president of the Mothers
Club. This was the first Mothers Club in Oakland,
and It later was absorbed into the PTA.

Hogan i

MacGregor:

Hogan

She was civic-minded, too.

Oh, yes. They really were.

You had to get yourself involved!
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MacGregor:

Hogan :

MacGregor:

I had to be involved. We had a very wonderful
principal, Mr. Charles E. Hudspeth, who was in
those early days fighting for the same things that
we are still fighting for in community organization
There is a whole list of firsts that Mr. Hudspeth
and the PTA and the Dads Club worked for.

For instance, at this bazaar in 1909, money
was raised for the equipment for Bushrod Park
as that it was converted into a playground.
Also, some of the money that they raised was used
for kindergarten . The first public kindergarten
in Oakland was started in Shattuck Avenue Methodist
Church. letter the men in the area got together
and built a little bungalow on the Washington
School grounds.

What year would you guess this was?

Well, I would guess that that probably was 1910 or
11.

You had a perfect background for what you later
became involved in.

Yes, and it was a very logical development.
When you were talking to me over the phone you
mentioned reading materials and that sort of thing.
Well, my brother and I were fed reading materials
before we understood what we were hearing.

Mother read to us. She read us history and
literature of various kinds.

How much younger is your brother?

He is three and one-half years younger than I am.

Did she read to you every night?

I don t remember how systematic it was, but I do
remember her reading. I still have the books that
she read from. They were profusely illustrated.

(&quot;She
searches for books and brings one out.] The

Short Story of the Greatest Nations.

Hogan : Did church play a large part in your life, too?
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Hogan:

Not too much. Mother was a member of the First
Baptist Church and I remember attending the Sunday
school there, but that was some distance, and I
don t remember being a regular attender.

The community organization, then, was around the
school.

Yes. Although the Shatfcuck Avenue Methodist
Church, of which I am now a member, was in existence
then.

Then from Washington School

Academic Studies at Oakland High School

MacGregor: I went to Oakland High School, when it was down
on 12th and Jefferson Street. I d like to record
that the teaching at that school was some of the
finest, I m sure, that has ever been in a high
school. I d like to put in a few of the names.
Miss Clalie Soule was an English teacher who was
able to make the great literature come to life.
I remember studying &quot;The Merchant of Venice&quot;

with her, and &quot;Julius Caesar.&quot; Two of the boys
memorized the conversation between Brutus and
Casslus after Ceasar s death. It really
recreated the problem of citizens resisting
dictatorship.

In &quot;The Merchant of Venice&quot; I remember I had
an assignment it was &quot;Antonio, a Christian
gentleman.&quot; I remember working that out for Miss
Soule and the class on the basis that he was a
Venetian gentleman, but he didn t meet the standards
of a Christian gentlemen. [Laughter]

Idylls of the King was enthralling to us. I

don t know quite how sne did it, but Miss Soule
1

was a dramatist at heart.

We also had another teacher who was great in

drama and she coached the drama a great deal
that was Elizabeth Kdroldansky. I had an ancient
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MacGregor

Hogan:

MacGregon

history teacher, Miss Johnson, and when I was in
Rome, I could practically hear her voice telling
about the development of the Roman Empire and the
role of the Forum. I spent a very happy day Just
roaming around the Forum all by myself and remembering
and learning more.

A Miss Powell was a very fine teacher in modern
history. I think that much of my pleasure of
traveling in Europe was because I did have that
kind of a foundation in history.

Above all, I owe the most to Miss Anna
Graeme Fraser. She was one of the most Inspiring
teachers who could be found. I had her for
economics. She was a very clear teacher. But
she stimulated our thought way beyond the realm
of ordinary high school thinking, for instance,
when she taught a principle of economics, she
would have us discussing the implications and
consequences of its operation. She would not only
consider how it affected the business community,
but the people on subsistence margin, the people
who were working on small wages - and wages were
very small in those days, the middle income group.
The whole problem of poverty was brought to our
attention. Also the problems of affluence.
Sometimes she would lecture, and her lecture on
the French Revolution was as brilliant in its way
as Henry Morse Stephen s lectures. She was not
only a brilliant teacher, but before I leave her
stimulus of discussion, I should say I don t think
that any student who ever took econ. with Miss
Fraser was insensitive to poverty and its effects
on people, on the community, and on the nation.

Did you take econ. in college?

Yes, it wasn*t as good as hers.

This was at UC.

Yes. On the whole, the teaching at Oakland High
School was superior to anything I found at the

University.

Hogan It certainly speaks well for the Oakland school
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system at that time.

Yes, but more than anything else, It speaks well
for the principal, Mr. Charles E Keyes. He
later received an honorary doctorate from
Marietta College of which he was a graduate. But
he was Mr. Keyes to us. Of course I knew that he
was sympathetic and stimulating to students, but
as an older person, as I worked in administration,
I realized that he created the atmosphere where
this very fine teaching became possible.

Was that the only high school in Oakland at that
time?

No, there were two others. There was Fremont
High School and Oakland Technical High School,
which was quite near Oakland High School. It was
down on Market Street, and not long after that it
moved into the new building on Broadway.

How did you happen to go to Oakland instead of one
of the other ones?

It was nearer, and it was the school that special
ized in academic preparation.

So there was the distinction then

I guess Fremont also taught that, but Fremont was
way out in East Oakland, and very inconvenient.

But Tech really was a technical school at that time.

That s my impression.

What about extra-curricular activities?

I had a very fine preparation for my law work because
I was very much interested in debating. We had
the Ecclesia, the girls debating society, and
the Assembly, which was the freshman boys society,
and two debating societies for boys, the Senate
and the Congress. We would challenge each other
to debates. That s where I got my basic training
in public speaking. When I found that I could
win debates in the inter-organizational debates,
I went out for the debating team. I was on the 1915
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debating team that beat Berkeley High, so I got
my big &quot;0&quot; the same as football people.

So the school competed amongst the high schools.
Did you travel other places?

No. I think that the only school we debated was
Berkeley High. The topic is still burning. It
was &quot;Resolved, that the Monroe Doctrine should
be continued&quot; and we were on the negative.
My speech was to substitute for the Monroe Doctrine
a Pan American Doctrine.

And you still remember it now.

Oh, yes. I still have my notes.

Now, going back to Miss Fraser. Miss Praser
was not only a superb teacher, but she gave us
her friendship, and though she wasn t the debating
coach, she would see us in the hall and say, &quot;Hello,

how s it coming? Well, bring in what you have,
after school.&quot; She would go over it with me and
make suggestions and then we talked and she gave
me her friendship. It wasn t only I. Some of the
very prominent men in California got their
stimulus from Miss Praser.

What about minority groups in school at that time,
Helen?

There were some. They were Just taken for granted.
We had the family of Dr. Ng Pong Chew. He was
the publisher of a Chinese paper in San Francisco.
I think in my class there were two of his children,
Effie and Edward.

But it was more the exception than the rule,
was it not?

There were very few. There were some Chinese,
some Japanese, some Negro, but they were Just part
of the school.

Referring back to the debating people, we
were the nucleus of a social group which was in
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contradistinction to what you would call the
dominant social group of children of wealthy
people. We could neither afford nor were wanted
by this wealthy group, but we were very
happy with the parties and trips and so forth that
we worked out among our own congenial group of
people. Not all of them were debaters, but we
Just gathered together.

You may have read that Oakland High School
had its centennial observance? That was an
afternoon affair, so my brother and I invited
some of our closest friends here for brunch and
one of the members of the debating team with me
was here. Truly life-long friendships were formed,

What about publications?
publication s ?

Did you have high school

Oh, yes. We had the Aegis. It was a weekly
newspaper. Then each graduating class had its Aegi s .

I think it s important in the history of Oakland
that there was such a fine high school.

Did the majority of the children go on to
college, do you know?

Yes, I m sure of that. Certainly all of us in our
social group, most of us in our social group went
on to college.

Normally to Cal?

Yes. Some went to Stanford, my boy friend and my
closest girl friend went to Stanford.

But that assumed a position of more wealth than
going to Cal did.

There were scholarships there. I used to go down
to Stanford to dances. I stayed out a year
between high school and college and worked at my
music.

Piano? And you had been talcing that since a
small child?

Yes. I started really good work when I was
fourteen. Then, at the end of the year after I

graduated I devoted to music, I gave a small
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concert .

Were you seriously considering becoming a concert
pianist?

Yes, there were times when I was. But I decided
that I didn t have the makings of a great pianist,
and I preferred law to Just being a hanger-on in
the musical world.

Life and Learning: at Cal

Hogan :

MacGregor:

Hogan:

MacGregor:

Hogan :

MacGregor:

Hogan

MacGregor:

Hogan t

MacGregor i

Had you really thought of law that early, in
high school?

Yes, I think I had made up my mind when I was a
senior in high school.

And you think it was your father that led you to
this?

Well, father, and the public speaking and the
debating, and several of my friends who were in
the debating societies went on to Cal and went
through law school.

Women ?

No, those were all boys.

This is what is so exceptional, it seems to me.
There aren t that many Annette Abbot Adams.

Well, there were some very fine women in the law
school who had graduated by the time I had entered
the law school. There was a fine group when I

was there. My cousin Charlotte MacGregor, now
Mrs. Boggs, was a year ahead of me.

How large was your class, then, at Cal in law school?

I Just can t remember. But I think there were about
five thousand students at Cal all together, I think,
during the semester. That s Just a very rough
guess.
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MacGregor:

What did you major in as an undergraduate at Cal?

I majored In pre-legal, history, poly sci . I
took some law courses. I took one law course,
Blackstone, in my sophomore year, and I took
Jurisprudence and English history in my Junior
year. I took Professor Orin Kip McMurray s course
in Anglo-American jurisprudence in my Junior year.
And then, at that time, we could take our first
year of law school in our senior year. So, my
total college course was six years.

Did you live at home while you were going to Cal?

Yes.

How did you get from here to there?

By street-car, and then, at some point, after my
brother was in college, he got a funny little red
car that we called the &quot;fire engine&quot; and we d
usually go up to the campus together.

He didn t go into law too, did he?

No, he went into engineering.

Was this standard practice then, to live at home
and go to school if you were from here?

I think most of the people who lived in Oakland
and went to Cal lived at home. I belonged to a
sorority, and there was a substantial number of local
gals who lived at home. There were no dormitories
in those days. There was a Saint Margaret s
House run by the Episcopalian Church, and boarding
houses and sororities and fraternities.

What about social life? Maybe with piano and
debating you didn t have much time.

Oh, yes I did. [laughter] These friends that I

made in Oakland High School, and my sorority group
and friends that I made in law school made a very
nice social life. My social life always centered
In my home. We had parties here very simple
parties, but we turned the house upside down, and
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we danced to a wind-up victrola. Mother and
father were wonderful in helping us with our social
life. One of the things that my friends talked
about and looked back on with great pleasure
were the Sunday evenings at home. We always had
the first Sunday evening of the month at home, and
it was generally known and people would come whether
they were specially reminded of it or not. It was
mostly conversation, a good deal of music. We
had one friend who did delightful recitations.

Was this all age groups or was this your particular
friends? Did your parents friends come here, too?

They didn t come. It was my friends and my
brother s friends. We kept this up until I went
into the attorney general s office. We had some
parties here. I guess we kept it up until the
war, and then the demands on the attorney general s
office were so great that I had to give up my
personal social life.

You still lived at home, then, all the time that
you were working?

Yes, until I went to Sacramento. Even then I

kept this as my legal residence and came home

frequently.

I d like to ask you more about what it was like
to be a working woman in those days.

It was very hard to get a job as an attorney.
I graduated in 1922 and was admitted to practice
in August of that year.

Did you have to take a bar exam?

Oh, yes! It was a stiff three-day examination.
After taking the examination, I went away on a
Sierra Club trip to forget it.

Were you a r&amp;gt;ack tripper before?

I was a great hiker.

You asked about my social life: when I was
in law school, there was a group of us, a fair
sized group of both men and women, who hiked
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every third Sunday of the month. We danced
together and we studied together and we hiked
together. It was a wonderful experience.

Where did you hike?
here?

All through the hills out

Berkeley hills, Contra Costa hills, Marin County
hills. We used to get up early in the morning
and take the Key System train and boat to San
Francisco and then the boat to Sausalito. We
really knew that Marin County country.

So, after the bar exam you went up to the Sierra.
You had been to the Sierra before?

I had been to Fallen Leaf Lake and the Tahoe
country.

But this was a real hike.

Oh, yes. This was a real hiking trip. We had
pack animals, but we carried small knapsacks and we
slept in sleeping bags. We had two very distin
guished leaders of the pack trips: Mr. William
E. Colby, a famous lawyer in San Francisco who
was secretary of the Sierra Club and who taught water
law and mining law at the School of Jurisprudence
at Cal. He gathered his mountain lore from
John Muir, whom he knew as a young man. The
other man was Claire Tappan, who was at that
time a professor at USC but who later became a
Judge. They really gave a remarkable quality of
leadership.

Did you follow the John Mulr Trail?

The John Mulr Trail wasn t in existence. But
we explored areas that are now part of the John
Mulr Trail. We walked from the top of Mount
Whitney along the Whitney Trail to the Upper
Crabtree Lakes and then down.

How long was this trip?

I think it was either twenty-eight or thirty days.
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But when you came back, you didn f t have a job.

No, I didn t have a Job. I would go to different
places and visit law firms.

What was their attitude towards you?

Courteous, but they didn t have a place for me.

Was it really because they didn t have a place or
they didn t want a woman?

I think they weren t making any efforts to accom
modate a woman. There was one attorney in San
Francisco who finally offered me a job. But
along in March of the next year, I did get my
first Job, which I told you about in the previous
interview. The same day one of these attorneys
that I had been working on offered me a Job.

I had gone around to all the different offices
in Oakland and San Francisco and Just didn t get
anywhere .

Was the reaction any different in a large law firm
than it was in a small law firm in San Francisco?
The larger ones have always been accused of being
rather slow in taking women.

I would say, that wherever I went, I was courteously
received, but no Job.

And this first Job was with Judge Pulcifer s
court .

I can say this, that once I had a Job, I worked
with men who were most considerate and I never
felt any handicap because I was a woman. And
also in my relations with the attorneys, I never
felt that there was any handicap.

There was never any question about whether you had
your law degree properly or not.

No, nor whether I knew what I was talking about.

When you were in Sacramento you had an apartment
there. Did you share it with another woman?
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No.

And you came back to Oakland on weekends?

Yes.

But when you were in the attorney general s
office, which was located in San Francisco, you
continued to livo at home.

MacGregor i Yes.

Hogan :

?iacGregor:
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And did your brother continue to live at home?

Until he was married.

Well, Helen, let s get back to your school days.
You mentioned the teachers at Oakland High School
being so good, did you want to talk about any of
the others?

Well, I would like to say that the teachers at
Washington School were excellent and most encouraging.
I think looking back, I can realize that they gave
me material to enrich my regular school work.

Did you have large classes in those days?

Yes, they were large classes. And often times,
the high and low portion of the grade would be in
the same room.

But, there weren t combined grades or anything
like that?

MacGregor No.

What about your days as an undergraduate at Cal?
Do you have any particular recollections of them?

Of course, they were colored by the fact that
war was impending. I entered the class of 20
in 1916 and some of the men were leaving for the
ambulance corps, both from Stanford and Cal.
Most of the men enlisted as soon as war was
declared in April of 1917; there were very few
men on the campus. There were some, but my social
life was mostly with the young women in my sorority.





Hogan: Sororities were very important then, were they not?

HacGregor: Yes, they were.

When the young men began to come back after
the end of the war, social life took a very different
turn, and I made some of my lifelong friends among
the men as they came back.

Then of course in the fall of 1919, I entered
law school with a remarkable group, because the
men who had been away because of war came back and
they were at varying ages a span of one, two
and three years difference in age. They were a
remarkably able group of men who had started
three different classes. Often times, they
would take the discussion away from the faculty.

I remember one course in Anglo-American it
was on Hohfeldt s concepts of rights and respon
sibilities. There were some of the most brilliant
men in that class that I have ever known. It was
a small class with Professor Max Radin and at
first I was barely able to catch onto the tail
feathers of the ideas.





VI FURTHER DEVELOPMENTS IN YOUTH SERVICES

Governor s Committee on Children and Youth

Hogan :
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I wanted to ask you, Helen, why it was that you
did not go on to Washington with Mr. Warren in
1953?

Basically because I was not free to do so. For
years I had wanted to be on the California Youth
Authority. When Governor Warren announced that
he wasn t going to be a candidate for re-election,
he made up his mind that he would appoint some
of his staff to positions to which they aspired.
After the legislation creating a position on
the Youth Authority which should be held by a
woman was written into the law, he told me that I
would have the appointment . I took the oath QJ.

office on September 10th, 1953. Justice Vinson
died maybe two weeks after that. Immediately
thereafter, or so it seemed, Mr. Warren was
interviewed about becoming chief justice. By
that time, I was already engaged in the work of
the California Youth Authority.

Then, how long did you serve on the Youth Authority?

I served on the Youth Authority for four years.
I had been very close to the Youth Authority from
the beginning, as I think I told you in the other
Interview. I had maintained a particularly close
relationship with the Youth Authority because of
the establishment of the Governor s Advisory
Committee on Children and Youth, in 19^3 and
my relationship to it. Karl Holton, the director
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of the Youth Authority, was the secretary of the
committee. Heman Stark, who ultimately became
director of the Youth Authority after Karl Holton,
was also related to the committee work.

My work with the committee gave me great
familiarity with the problems of children and
youth and was, I m sure, one of the factors that
created my ambition to serve on the Youth
Authority Board. I don t know whether I gave the
date of the founding of the Advisory Committee
on Children and Youth, but it was November, 19^3.

What prompted this, Helen?

It was prompted by the conditions of youth and
children in California due to the war and the
special problems that the war created.

It wasn t any one particular instance such as the
zoot suit riots?

Not that I can romember. The zcot suit riots
resulted in the appointment of a committee of
which Bishop McGucken was chairman, but I have
no definite recollection of the working of that
committee or of its report. In preparation for
this interview I tried to remember or to see if I

had any documents from that but I don t.

Do you want to tell about what sort of conditions
were going on with young people then?

There was a rise in delinquency. There were the
young people who came to California following the
soldiers, the camp followers.

Girls, mostly?

Girls and boys. Very young boys were In the
armed forces, too. Other than that, I don t have
any definite recollection.

Hogan : Today s topic is dope.
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I don t think there was any single thing. It
was the needs of children and youth that
prompted Earl Warren to appoint the committee.

Had there been such a committee In the past?

Not that I know of.

But, so far as you know, there was no feed from
the McGucken committee into this governor s
committee on children.

Not that I can recall.

Or from any previous committee. And yet, this
has been an on-going committee since then,
still in existence.

It s

Hogan t

MacGregon

This committee was organized as the committee
on Youth In Wartime, under the War Powers Act.
The State War Council had been created and many
activities were stimulated by the State War
Council.

This was a civil defense type thing.

Yes, a civil defense sort of thing. The problems
couldn t all be solved on the state level, and
so there was always this constant working with
the cities and the counties with their tremendous
diversity.

For one thing, In answer to an earlier question,
there was the influx, which had been going on
even before the war was declared, of families
into the areas where ships were being built and
where there were war industries. Richmond was
one of the ones that we were very familiar with,
and of course these families and many of them
were from the Deep South had no roots in California
and they came with their children and had to be
provided housing. This was a time of very tight
housing. It s hard to reconstruct Just what the
situation was In those days, but nevertheless,
there were acute problems and a sense of urgency
first in understanding them and then getting advice
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as to what to do about them.

And many of these were Negroes from the Deep
South.

Yes. In Richmond and San Francisco at Hunters
Point. I don t know just how the influx was
distributed in Southern California.

So this committee was set up purely on an advisory
basis.

Yes. Throughout the history of this committee,
it has existed to advise the governor and the
related state departments.

I think perhaps right at the beginning of this
subject, I should say something about the staff
committee that has served the advisory committee.
This was set up at the beginning and has continued
ever since. Each department head with the
responsibility for some service for either children
or youth or families was asked to name a staff
person to work with the advisory committee. This
gave to the committee of the whole, private
citizens, access to information and help in
working out their studies and surveys and whatever
they felt they needed to have before making a
recommendation. Some of the people who were on
the staff committee in the very beginning
almost to the present time continued to serve.
One of the results was a much closer relationship
of staff in the various departments below the
department head level. This has been regarded
by governor s committees in other states as a
particular strength of the California committees
and this continues to the present day.

We ought to get into the record what those depart
ments were, Helen. I have the Attorney General,
Education, Employment, Public Health, Industrial
Relations, Mental Hygiene, Personnel Board,
Recreation, Social Welfare and the Youth Authority.
I was wondering why the Personnel Board was in
this.
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Because of the personnel staffing these depart
ments. The qualifications of personnel are vital
to the effectiveness of the departments.

Well, what were some of the early problems then?
What early propositions did the committee put
forward? This was when you were liaison to
the committee. When did you become a member?

KacGregor: Not until Governor Brown appointed me in 1959.

I think, perhaps, I can best lead into the
discussion by a couple of the quotations from the
governor s charges to the committee. This is a
quotation from the charge when the committee was
transformed from the Youth in Wartime Committee
to the Committee on Children and Youth. It was
called the California Youth Committee.

Governor Warren said, &quot;Your accomplishments
during the war period, and the fact that
California will undoubtedly be faced with
increasing Juvenile problems during the post
war years, led to the conclusion that a similar
committee should again be made available on a
permanent basis for long range planning. It
is my desire to appoint such a committee and
chapter 1024, statute 19^5 provides a legal
basis for it. The committee will function in
an advisory capacity in cooperation with Karl
Holton, director of the Youth Authority.

&quot;While its principal activities will involve
consideration of subjects concerning that
department s responsibilities, it is also
intended that committee assistance be made
available to appropriate state departments
and agencies and local community organizations
in the field of youth services.&quot;

That gives the generalized viewpoint. The
committee, of course, worked with Karl Holton in
the establishment of the temporary Youth Authority
facilities, which I described in the earlier tape,
and the standards for the facilities.
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Juvenile Justice

HacGregor: The peace officers were In a quandary caused by
misinformation and lack of specialized skills in
regard to handling juvenile offenders. One of
the activities of the committee was the preparation
for and recommendation of the establishment of the
Institute of Juvenile Control at the University of
Southern California. That continues to this
day. It was started in

Some on the committee worked on the development
of a peace officers* manual for the handling of
Juvenile offenders.

There was the question, of course, of the
migrant youth in California by that, I am
not referring to the migrant laborers, but the
children who are wandering about California. I
don t find that the study on transient youth in
California was started at any particular time,
but by 19^7 it had progressed to a situation where
the Rosenberg Foundation began the funding of the
study.

I d like to, at this point, bring up the way
some of this committee work was done. Just take
the subject of transient youth. The governor s

advisory committee would appoint a subcommittee on
transient youth or some other subject. As they
studied it and found that they needed far more
information, they would get the governor s

permission to apply to the Rosenberg Foundation
for a grant. On this subject, the first grant
was in February, 19^7. That suggests to me that
the subcommittee was working for a year at least,
probably two years, before the grant was made.

When a Rosenberg Foundation grant was made, a
citizens committee to work with the director of
the project would be established. Some of the
governor s advisory committee would be a nucleus
but other qualified citizens and experts in Calif
ornia would be added. In that way many people
not on the committee became involved in its work.
That was true with every one of these Rosenberg
Foundation grants.
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Yes, I was Interested that the funding, when you
went into a special subject, didn t come from the
state at all, but came from an outside source.

There were some projects that were funded by the
Department of Education and others, but I would
have to go back into the history.

Membership on the committee Itself is not paid?

No. The only compensation that the members had was
their travel expenses, which included the travel
per se, and compensation for meals and lodging.

How large was the committee?

I think there were eighteen members on the Youth
In Wartime Committee and then it was enlarged to
twenty-one persons when the California Youth
Committee was appointed in

That was November, 19^5 1 when it was put under
the State Disaster Act. And that was largely because
there was a reorganization of the c ivil defense
program?

MacGregor: That s right. And it was put there so that the
funds could be appropriated for the travel expen
ses. And the same thing was true later on
when it was put under the Youth Authority for
administrative purposes and for the payment of
travel expenses.

Hogan:

MacGregor :

Hogan :

MacGregor:

When did it then become the Governor s Advisory
Committee on Children and Youth?

I can t give that date. It was when I was away.
Probably it was when the Disaster Act was nullified,

I m not sure that I have that date, but I ll check.

Well, Mr. Holton and Mr. Stark would have that
date. Of course, if anybody was doing research on
this committee they would find the minutes of the
committee in the Youth Authority office. I m
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sure that they have been preserved. And that s the
only way that the work of this committee could be
readily followed. Because, you know, one s memory
after twenty years or more gets pretty cloudy.

What about the relationship of this committee to
the various crime study commissions that were
appointed?

I think that the governor s advisory committee
were aware of the inadequacies of juvenile justice
in the Juvenile courts in California and recommended
that one of the crime commissions be on juvenile
Justice . There may have been interlocking member
ships, from the governor s advisory committee to
the juvenile justice commission.

Recreation Commission

Hogan : Was there any relationship between this committee
and the establishment of the recreation commission?

MacGregor: Yes, that s quite a story. I had forgotten that
the governor had recommended that recreation not be
a state function. As far as I can recall the basis
of that, there was an agency within the Department
of Education which had recreation as part of its
function, but that turned out to be recreation
within the school system. That wasn t meeting the
need. The governor s advisory committee had been
very much concerned about this and had again a
subcommittee working on recreation and asked for
authority to apply for a Rosenberg Foundation
grant. An expert was employed to make the study
and legislation was drafted. The recreation
commission was established in

Going back, one of the things that the committee
was originally Interested In was the use of the
school facilities after school hours for recreation
purposes. They made a check on the extent to
which it was being used. This, of course, varied
from community to community. Then It was recommended
and this was done that a recreation specialist
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be placed on the field staff of the Youth Authority.
Because by this time, the Youth Authority was making
surveys and studies of their communities at their
request .

Not in a correction way.

Not solely in a correctional manner, no. In the
beginning the Youth Authority had the responsi
bility for advice on community services. Mr.
Sterling Wymans came on the Youth Authority staff
as its consultant on recreation.

This history states that the California Youth
Committee requested that several persons associate
themselves together as a California committee
on recreation to study the problem of state
services, the need for such services, and the
methods by which legislation might be enacted
to make such services effective throughout the
state.

I was right. This committee was established
and urged to make a request to the Rosenberg
Foundation to aid in making the study and
setting up demonstration training institutes. The
grant was approved and a booklet was prepared.
We got a man from another state to make the study
and, on the basis of this study, the legislation
was requested and finally approved setting up
the recreation commission as an independent agency.
At that time it seemed it would function better
if it wasn t tied in with any of the regular
agencies.

It was never a very popular agency with the
legislature and every two years we had to make a
fight to keep it.

We still have it however, do we not?

No, we have an aspect of it in the Division of
Beaches and Parks.

Ilogan : But that s where it s been combined.
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I wanted to ask about Mr. Warren s role in all
this and in creating the committee in the first
place, and what interests he had evidenced in
this.

Well, he was always tremendously interested. He
would, whenever possible, meet with the committee
and he supported the committee in its work and
many of its recommendations were in turn recommended
to the legislature. It was a very happy and
cooperative relationship. Of course he would give
the committee assignments, such as to conduct
conferences on children and youth. If the
committee came up with a recommendation that they
thought a series of workshops to train community
leadership should be instituted, he would
support them on that.

State Agency and Community Cooperation

Hogan i

MacGregor:

Did he use the committee in preparation for the
Mid-Century White House Conference on Children
and Youth?

Yes. That was the first big assignment and the
Committee organized a California conference in

preparation for it. It was very well attended
and its recommendations were the basis of
California s report to the White House Conference
in 1950.

In preparation for the state conference in

1950, the youth committee felt the need to know Just
what was going on in California in the full range
of services to children and youth. They asked
the Rosenberg Foundation for a grant which
totalled $25 f 3^4- to engage Community Research
Associates to make a study. That study was the
basis of California s conference and its report
to the White House Conference.

One of the findings of that report was a matter
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MacGregon of great concern to the governor s advisory
committee and to the governor, namely that, although
there was excellent cooperation among the top
staff in the state offices of the various depart
ments, there was very little cooperation between
their field staffs.

It was felt that much greater utilization
and benefit would come to the communities of
California if we could get the field staff working
together.

I remember when I was on the Youth Authority
board that we used to be working toward that end
of seeing that our local staff was in touch with
the departments of welfare and public health.
Some of the departments were so organized with a
specialist in the subject, such as In education,
who would be up and down the state, so it wasn t an
easy thing to do. Nevertheless, that was one of
the recommendations that I happened to remember
that came out of that study. I am sure that that
study is In the library of the California
Youth Authority and other organizations.

Community Research Associates is still an
ongoing organization.

Hogan: Wasn t the committee, too, charged with followup
from the White House Conference?

MacGregors Yes, and we would have local conferences in
different parts of the state. They would be
usually called &quot;workshops,&quot; and they would be
held usually In some collegiate setting.

For years there was one down at Claremont.
Stanford had some excellent workshops and so It
went Chlco, Eureka, Sacramento and the
recommendations and findings would be studied and
it would spread Into the broader community.

The Youth Authority and the youth committee
didn rt do this by Itself. It would Invite other
statewide organizations to Join In the sponsor
ship of these workshops. Ultimately, and I don t
remember when this happened, these organizations
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felt that their relationship was so valuable that
they would form an organization, an informal
organization not directly connected with the
youth committee except in a parent-child relation
ship. That s called the California Council on
Children and Youth. It had no action program but
was a channel of communication and recommendation.

To the local communities?

To the local communities, and in their statewide
meetings they would share their experiences and
make recommendations and also they, in recent
years, have had a newsletter. The various organ
izations kept in touch with what each of the
others was doing.

For instance, the PTA and the Federation of Women s

Clubs might not be too familiar with what the Dental
Association was doing or the American Academy
of Pediatrics. This Council brings them together.

This is not the only advisory committee that Mr.
Warren appointed, right?

That s true. I remember that out of the Mental
Health Conference of 19^9 he appointed a mental
health advisory committee.

And do you know whether that continued?

I think that that lapsed at some point and later
was reconstituted. I know that it was in existence
under Governor Brown because he appointed me to
that committee.

You worked on that one too?

For a time.

And this was again a governor s advisory committee?*

*See Portia Bell Hume manuscript.
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Yes. You see, in California, the governor speaks
for the needs of the state in his state message
to the legislature. He makes certain recommendations,
and it s in his choice of these recommendations
that the advisory committees are so helpful.

Do you think that this is a practice that Mr. Warren
initiated?

Yes. I had not heard of that before his time. I
don t know that they had statewide conferences,
such as those that he called on children and youth,
mental health, and education.

Aging is another one that I ran across. So, he used
these as sort of a source of ideas for his
annual messages to the legislature.

I have the beginning of the: mental health
conferences at about

Protective Services

MacGregor: That s right.

You asked in the beginning about the concerns
of the advisory committee, and of course one of
the tremendous concerns was what was happening to
children in detention and shelter care.

There was one committee that did a study on
detention and detention homes throughout Calif
ornia. That was a very good study, but the

advisory committee on children and youth kept
probing and finally another Rosenberg Foundation

grant was obtained one of the largest of the

grants for the study of shelter care and detention
of Juveniles in California. That began in 52
during Governor Warren s administration but It was
not completed until 5*f. I have that study and
I m sure it s available. It made a broad range
of Investigations and recommaidatlons, not only
in regard to conditions in Juvenile halls and

places where children were received and Jails,
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MacGregor because unfortunately, even today, some of the
youthful offenders have to be put in jails for one
reason or another but It also Included In Its
recommendations protective services for children
whose parents were not handling them with proper
care. It was prophesied then that many children would
be saved from shelter care if their parents could
reoel-ve the proper case work and help In handling
the children in their own home.

This is an illustration of the long range
work that is done. This work began in 19^B in

youth conferences. And so it has gone on, and
it was only in 196? that legislation was passed
requiring counties to set up protective services
for children and then with &quot;all deliberate speed&quot;

There was a postponed date when they had to act.
So this shows how, over the years, the work started
by the governor s advisory committee Is still
bearing fruit.

Now, this publication [referring to the study]
contains fascinating material that lifts the
standards of care In Juvenile halls and shelter care
facilities, but it was recognized that we needed
to get people concerned about the problems on a
broader basis and so in December of 195^ this

report was studied at an Implementation conference.*
Mr. Warren was in Washington by this time, but

nevertheless, It is a direct outgrowth of the work
started by the governor s advisory committee and
the Youth Authority under Governor Warren,
think we are Justified in taking credl for some
of the long range results of the committee s

work. Also, another result of these earlier
studies was the establishment of the Juvenile
hall consultant in the Youth Authority, so far
as Jails were concerned, a Jail consultant in the

Department of Corrections, under the State Board of

Corrections.

Hogan: Well, does Mr. Warren s interest in this go back to

^Juvenile Detention in California. Ruth S. Tolman
and Ralph G. Wales, W6. In Earl Warren Archive.
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his district attorney days? You were working
with him then. Did you have any indication then
that he might be concerned about what was happening
to young offenders?

Yes. You asked me before about the coordinating
committee in Alameda County. People were working
on this type of problem in Alameda County.
Earl Warren was very much concerned about the
juvenile probation department and the operation of
the Juvenile court and about conditions affecting
children and youth.

But he was not in a position then to do anything
about it.

I m not sure what he may have done but I don t
remember being involved in that mysalf , except that
I used to attend meetings of the coordinating
committee.

What was the full title of that? Was it Just
&quot;coordinating committee?&quot;

I don t remember.

And it was an Alameda County committee?

Yes. Referring back to the advisory committee,
on the very first Youth in Wartime Committee, he
appointed Prank Ogden who was the Juvenile court
Judge in Alameda County, as vice-chairman.*
Frank has been dead for some years. His successor,
Judge A. T. Shine, was a member of the committee.

He was also Alameda County?

Yes.

And how long did you serve on this committee

yourself?

I served on this committee from 1959 to the

present time .

*0gden had been a deputy district attorney under
Warren .
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Hogan: You re still on it.

MacGregor: Yes.
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And It looks as though It s an on-going concern
under the present administration. What s your
prediction for the future?

I m not a prophesler, but there is no indication
that the committee will cease to exist.

Would you say that the problems have changed in
this period?

Many of them are still with us, but I d say that
the prevalanee of drugs today and changing social
values, for which there are subcommittees at the
present time, were not recognized concerns at that
time. There was always the problem of heroin use,
but that was exceptional and it didn t extend to
many young people, so far as I can remember. (Al
though, when I was on the Youth Authority Board,
we had a number of boys and girls who had used
heroin and had come to us for that or other
reasons . )

From all areas of the state?

Mostly, as I recall, from Southern California.

I was surprised in looking over clippings on early
days of the district attorney s office that they
had some cases of drug use among young people. But.,
of course, there weren t the number of stories that
there are In the newspapers today.

And there wasn t the widespread use of marijuana
and there wasn t the &quot;youth rebellion&quot; and the
defiance, the element of defiance, in the use of
marijuana. I guess that was a good deal of the
use of alcohol during the Prohibition days.

Things like the transient youth are still a problem
today, too, right? The runaways, certainly.

Well, one of the outcomes of the transient youth
study which I didn t mention was the interstate
compact on Juveniles. It s a compact among the
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MacGregor;

Hogan :

MacGregor:

Hogan :

states for cooperation in the return of run-aways.
Mr. Stark is the authority on that story. I
don t think that came into existence during Governor
Warren s administration. Most of the states, if
not all, have ratified it. And the Youth Authority
has one or more men working full time on this.

Helen, I wanted to ask you if there were any
changes in the committee, either in its composition
or its direction, when the titles were changed
under the various reorganizations.

I don t believe so. When Governor Warren was
governor, he appointed people and reappointed
them, usually, with some people dropping off and
some new people coming in each year, but with a
core of experienced people. For instance, Mrs.
P. D. Bevil of Sacramento, and Dr. Charlotte
Slmott of Santa Barbara were on for at least ten
years. Dr. Elmott was chairman of the subcom
mittees planning the conferences on children and
youth from the first conference and, I believe, as
long as Governor Warren remained in office.

So, there was continuity both in the staff and in
the committee itself.

Migrant Families

MacGregor And continuity in Interest. You asked me if there
was anything else that I wanted to talk about,
and there Is. Namely, Governor Warren s concern
about migrant families and their children, the
actual laborers. This was specifically a concern
of the advisory committee and has remained so.

He knew that the conditions of agricultural
workers were tragic and he appointed an

investigative committee which was not a committee
of the advisory committee. It was a separate
committee on which some of the members of the advisory
committee served and I believe Dr. Coke was
chairman of it. It came out with a report called

&quot;Agricultural Labor in the San Joaquin Valley, Final
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MacGregor:

Hogan :

MacGregor:

Hogan :

Report and Recommendations. By the Governor s
Committee to Survey Agricultural Labor Resources
of the San Joaquin Valley.&quot;

That I know I have transferred to the Earl
Warren Legal Center at UC. The appointment of
this committee, as nearly as I can recall, was
stimulated by some horrifying reports on deaths
from infant diarrhea.

In the migrant labor camps?

Yes. Well this was picked up, if not started,
by the advisory committee on youth. For years
the committee has had a subcommittee on the
children of migrant families or migratory families
in California. There has been a series of
conferences on families who follow the crops.
Of course, in all these subjects of interest, it
hasn t been Just the advisory committee, but
other organizations pick things up. Here in
1955 Fresno published a booklet on teaching
children who move with the crops. Teaching them
is very difficult. This is really a beautiful
document. I often think that It could very well be
used by our metropolitan schools which have a high
turnover among their children. Some schools In
Oakland have had a one hundred percent turnover.
That doesn t mean that all of the children left,
but that there would be such turnover that it
would amount to one hundred percent In numbers.

This publication was an outgrowth directly of
the work of the Fresno schools but indirectly of
the governor s advisory committee and its work
in calling conferences. Again, as with the work
shops, a large number of interested groups co-

sponsored the conferences. Mrs. Hubert Wykoff,
of Watsonville, was the chairman who enlisted the
diverse group of sponsors. But that s a story
that goes beyond Governor Warren s administration.

Yes. This all carries on. Actually, of course, the
problem of migratory workers came before Governor
Warren s administration.
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Hogan:

Oh, yes. But here s an interesting sidelight.
When he was district attorney, there were riots in
the lettuce picking fields in Imperial County.
At that time there were extensive pea growing farms
in Alameda County, and so, in anticipation of
possible trouble, he organized a group to go out
into the fields and see that proper preparation
was made for the migratory laborers before they
came in and during the time of the pea picking.
He had men from his Investigative staff acting as
what we would now call &quot;ombudsmen.&quot;

Some of these clippings mention various committees
that he was on, but it is hard to tell whether he
was only on them because it was a placement of the
office , or whether he was really concerned about
them. I noticed that he had been on the adoptions
committee at one point.

Adoptions

MacGregor: That reminds me that adoptions, almost from the
beginning, the Juvenile court system, and detention
were concerns of the youth committee. We ve had
many subcommittees over the years on adoptions
and recommended legislation which has been
adopted. There were the statewide committees on
adoption that were set up not by the youth
committee, but related to it because of our
relationship, staff-wise, with the Department of
Social Welfare.

As I think of this in retrospect, I see the

interlocking relationships. Projects might be
started by the various departments, youth
committee, or the governor s office. It s hard to

say who is responsible for what in some areas.

This problem of education of migratory workers 1

children has never really been solved in California
history.

MacGregor: No, and I doubt that it can be solved in the sense
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MacGregor: of really setting up a good education program so
long as they are transient. There has &quot;been an
increasing development whereby migratory laborers
build modest homes in one community; then their
children can spend most of their school year
there. The Friends Service Committee has done
tremendous work i;i teaching ways of building
inexpensive homes. And, at some of these
conferences on migrants, it has been very
interesting to see people who have been migratory
workers and have subsequently become settled
citizens in one community.

Hogan i Well, Helen, I ve run out of questions.

MacGregor: Well, I guess I ve run out of stories. [LaughterJ

Eogan: Let us end on that note, then!
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Date of Interview: June 17, 1971 Interviewers were Amelia
Fry and Gaby Morris. Throughout the interview, Miss MacGregor
refers to a list of questions prepared by 1-lss. Pry and Morris.

VII OTHER STATE GOVERNMENT MATTERS

Myrtle Williams and the Department of Social Welfare

Fry i

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor:

Who should we talk to about the Myrtle Williams
episode in the Department of Social Welfare?

Luclle Kennedy was there before and after that
time. Luclle Kennedy was In charge of most of the
programs relating to children vrhen Governor Warren
took office, and I was very eager to know about
those welfare programs. The welfare programs,
even in those days, included both money grants and
services. And so I called Lucille one day and
told her that I wanted to get a clearer under
standing of what they did on behalf of children.
She came over and gave me a briefing of the various
laws and services. That became very important to
me, because I was the governor s liaison to the
Governor s Advisory Committee on Children and
Youth. I ve already discussed that.

Luc lie was, up to the time of her retirement,
the staff representative of the Department of
Social Welfare to the governor s advisory
committee. So I had that long and continuous
relationship and friendship with Lucille.

What does this mean that she did, as staff repre
sentative?

Well, she attended all meetings of the governor s

advisory committee, and did the feedback from
the department to the advisory committee, and the
advisory committee to the department.
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Fry:

HacGregon

Fry:

MacGregor:

Fry.

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregors

Fry:

So she was kind of the liaison. Should we ask her
about the role of the advisory committee and this
Myrtle Williams case?

Mo, the advisory committee had practically nothing,
if anything, to do with the Myrtle Williams
transition.

It did exist then, though?

Oh yes. The advisory committee existed from
November, 4-3, when it was initiated as the Youth
in Wartime Committee. You have that from the
previous taping. I think I gave most of my recol
lections.

Why wasn t it involved in the Myrtle Williams
thing?

Well, things Just sort of went along. We were
advisory to the governor, and there was no point
in trying to advise Myrtle Williams.

The Myrtle Williams episode came from outside
the government, as a citizen campaign?

She was named as the director In an intlative
measure in regard to social welfare .

Were you aware in the governor s office that this
initiative measure was being circulated and that
this pressure was building up from what part of
the community?

Oh yes. I think it was mostly from Southern
California.

And there was no way to stop it?

Oh, nol

That s an interesting comment that there was no

point in advising Myrtle Williams. Can you
explain that any more? I have the feeling that
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MacGregor: I think that s just a fact. [Laughter]

Fry:

MacGregor:

Fry:

Well, I mean, while she was in office. I felt from
I guess something that Judge Wollenberg had told
us that she did not relate necessarily to the
state echelon.

I have no recollection of her doing so. But
Lucile Kennedy can give you that material.

Now there was an interesting episode it
doesn t have historical, but I think it has human f

significance. Every time the legislature was in

session, Mrs. Warren would give a tea for the
wives of the legislators. She would Invite the
women appointees of the governor and also the
women relatives of former governors. The wives of
the staff secretaries and I would be her assistants
at these teas, which were quite Impressive affairs.
When Mrs. Williams was director there was no
question but what she would be invited, and she
accepted.

Mrs. Warren asked me to take her under my
wing and make sure that she met people and had a
pleasant time at the tea. I have no particular
recollection of the episode except that it went
off smoothly, and I think she was made to feel
at home, socially.

That s interesting that Mrs. Warren wanted to be

especially sure that Mrs. Williams had a good time
at the tea.

MacGregor: Mrs. Warren was infinitely kind and considerate
of feelings in any event that she was responsible
for.

Morris:

MacGregor:

Had Mrs. Williams been in state service in social
work?

Not in the state structure. I don t know what
she may have been in Southern California. I

don t have that information.

On this list of names you wrote me about I had
no contact that I can recall with Louis Heilbrun.
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Fry:

MacGregor:

Fry*

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor:

We thought maybe he was in the attorney general s
office , before he went to the State Relief
Administration .

I don t remember him. The name is familiar, but
that s all. Is Roy Simpson still alive?

Yes, I think so. At least we hope to interview him,
Were you liaison with Education?

Yes, I was, but I don t have the strong relation
ship and recollection that I have with some other
departments .

We thought you might be able to tell us something
about Roy Simpson and how he was appointed. He
was appointed I think in 45. His first race was
against Dewey Anderson In 46. Does that ring
any bells?

Well, I know it happened, but I was so involved in
the governor s race in 19^6 that I didn t pay too
much attention.

Warren s 1946 Campaign

Fry:

Morris:

MacGregor i

Fry:

Have you talked about the governor s race in
That s something we might want to go into.

Yes. We didn t really talk about any of the
campaigns in the other Interviews.

I have more or less steered clear of discussing
the campaigns, because I never was in a leading
role in the campaigns.

We talked some on the phone yesterday about It.
In 46 the main thing is the story of the primaries.
Because there s no story on the election? I

Just wonder if you knew anything about the developing
support in both the Democratic especially In the
Democratic party. He might have been a good
Democratic leader.
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acGregor: Pop Small could give you some leads, although he
wasn t in the governor s office at that time, but
he was covering the governor s office. My work
in that campaign, was mostly in regard to the
correspondence that flooded in keeping people
thanked. And getting messages back and forth.

Pry:

MacGregon

Fry:

MacGregor:

Pry:

MacGregor:

Oh, now let s see. I guess we did pick up the
little tidbit about the organization of each
locality in the state. There was a kind of a loose,
not necessarily centrally directed, organization,
so that you had a little campaign committee in
almost every location. Is that your impression?

Yes.

Could you evaluate the type of response and the
numbers of volunteers? Was it good, or middle,
or bad?

I think it was very good. People had developed
such appreciation and faith in Earl Warren,
and in his nonpartlsan approach in dealing with
state problems, that my recollection is that the
support was very spontaneous. (And I can remember
even back in the days when he was district attorney
and running for attorney general, the number of

campaign contributions that would come in without
any solicitations. Not in great amounts, maybe
$5, #10. I remember dear Dr. Robert Peers.
He always sent $100 at the beginning of each
campaign.)

Well, then if we were to draw a picture of the

bipartisan campaign structures in the 19^6
primary, the Democrats and Republicans would
come together at what point? Right down here on
the ground, at the bottom of the pyramid in
which the basic local organizations existed,
or did they combine further up in the state
committees?

I think there usually was a Democratic committee
for Earl Warren. And I think that was true in
the local communities as well as the state, north
and south.
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Fry:

MacOregon

Pry:

MacGregor:

Pry:

IlacGregor:

Fry:

Korrisj

KacGregor:

Fry i

This would be an interesting question if we ever
talk to someone in a local one to see if the
Democrats and Republicans were working together
on an &quot;a-partisan&quot; basis, in Kern County for
instance, or something like that.

I just don t know.

At any rate, he sure swept it clean in the primaries!

I was high for weeks!
we didn t have to go through
November!

[Laughter]
rough anot

To think that
her campaign in

Do you remember the day after the primary elections
in the office? Could you describe the mood of
the office?

It was very, very happy, but I don t remember any
special celebration or anything like that.

It must have been

You said that correspondence came flooding in.
Was this people offering to work on the campaign?

Yes, and then we d get letters from our friends,
&quot;so and so is working hard? a little note from
the governor would probably cheer him up and make
him more active.&quot; That sort of thing.

I was reading an interesting anecdote in Theodore
White s Making of a President along this line, and
I wondered at the time if it had happened in the
Warren campaign t Some place in Massachusetts, I

think it was an area in Boston perhaps they
had so many volunteers Just overwhelm the head

quarters asking for things to do, that they were
really hard put to use these people, and yet
Kennedy felt that it was terribly important to not
ever turn anybody down. That they d actually run
out of tasks for people to do, and so they got the

bright idea, &quot;well, why don t we take everyone
that comes in now and set them to work writing
thank you letters to the volunteers who have already
done something?&quot; And they kept this going as a
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Fry i

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor:

Fry t

MacGregor

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregort

kind of a cycle, and managed to use everybody s
time that way, so that everyone would feel a part
of a campaign. I wondered If this had ever been
a problem In the Earl Warren campaigns?

I don f t remember that it was. It was always a
problem to keep people thanked, and give them the
recognition that was due to them.

But most of the work for Earl Warren, whether
it was Republican or the Democratic party, was
spontaneous, because people valued the kind of
government that he had organized for the state,
and his leadership.

And you didn t have this problem that sometimes
comes with spontaneous volunteers

Well, that would happen in the local communities,
and I just didn t have enough contact with the local
communities to know

You handled the letters that came directly to the
governor s office? Is that right? They didn t
channel letters to local headquarters up to you?

Oh, no. Only those that came to the governor s
office. Very few critical letters. Mostly
offering suggestions or complimenting him,
assuring him of support.

Would you have worked with Verne Scoggins on this
kind of thing?

Well, Verne and I worked back and forth.

In other words, if you had a question about how to
answer a letter, would you go to Verne?

To Bill Swelgert, or Verne. We didn t write
elaborate letters. The letters were very simple.
If It Involved policy of the campaign, I wouldn t

handle it. I d turn it over to Verne or Bill.

Everybody got answered?

We tried to. I won t say that they did! I would
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MacGregor: do this in my overtime, and then the campaign
committee would employ typists or stenographers to
take the work.

Fry:

MacGregor:

Yes. To keep the payroll separate.

Yes.

Department of Education

MacGregor:

Fry:

Morris

I was trying to think how Roy Simpson was appointed,
and I m not clear. I think the governor had a
committee to recommend him.

I think this question came up -- Gaby, did this
question come up because we couldn t find the
committee?

It came up incidentally in another interview.
Somebody was telling us that Warren appointed
Simpson, because he was looking for a Republican
who would be electable. Superintendent of Public
Instruction is kind of different from the other
department heads, in that

It needs more continuity.

Well, and also it s an elected position.

Yes, by the people.

The Department of Biucation is an executive function,
like Public Health or Corrections, but the chief
is elected. This was Just the comment that Warren
was looking for an electable noncontroversial
Republican, and settled on Simpson because Simpson
was from Southern California, and as I recall
the issue at that time was progressive schools
they were under some question, and Simpson was
considered to be not in favor of progressive
education. This being the mid-forties.

MacGregor: Well, my memory is not worth a cent on that.

Fry i

Morris:

Fry:

Morris:





Fryt

MacGregor

Fry:

MacGregor:

Morris t

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor i

Fry:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor:

When we talk to Simpson, I Just wonder what any
particular issues were then. Were there any
textbook problems?

Well, textbooks have always been a problem.
Whether or not they should be published by the
state printer, or by Independent publishers bidding
for different productions.

They were already being published by the state
printer when Warren came in as governor, weren t

they?

Yes. I think they were published by the state
printer all through the Warren administration.

The content of the textbooks was the issue

Well, there was some issue In that in the late
forties. There was trouble because some of the
textbooks were slanted toward Russian communism.

These were what?

Social studies.

These were selected by

There was a curriculum commission. I wasn t involved
in this, so I don t recall. I ll tell you who
would know more about this, Mildred Hale, who was
on the State Board of Education. You have already
Interviewed her. Did she discuss this?

Just one short interview, kind of the beginnings.
Was there not as much need for liaison between the
governor s office and Education as some other
departments?

I don t know. I just am not clear. I don t seem
to remember any very important things that I worked
on In that .

It must have Just kind of rolled on, under Roy
Simpson* in a relatively noncontroversial way.

One thing that I want to tape is related to
education and public health, and that is the report
that was Jointly done by Dr. Dexter and Dr. Halverson
on cerebral palsy.
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IlacGregor:

Pry:

MacGregor:

Morris:
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Oh yes. That s down there on the list. Good.

Prior to this report it was believed that the cerebral
palsied were mentally deficient and they were treated
as such, but Dr. Bridgman, the psychologist, developed
a series of tests which measured the intelligence
which weren t dependent on physical response.*
Now, I don t know what these tests were, but
by these tests it was possible to differentiate
between the mentally retarded cerebral palsied
and the mentally normal cerebral palsied. That
report was the beginning of the school program, the
Hassler House Residential Diagnostic Treatment
Center in San Mateo County, which was run by the
Department of Education, and one in the south.

Of course, it also was involved with the program
for the handicapped and the Department of Public
Health. I remember Dr. Halverson coming into my
office with a copy of that report and saying, &quot;This

is important. It will be the foundation for
progressive treatment for the cerebral palsied.

Now according to my notes this happened rather
early. The report was 194-3

That s undoubtedly correct. The report was
directed to be made by the legislature, and so that
would have been the legislature previous to 19^3
and then there was legislation in behalf of the
education of the cerebral palsied. I don t know
what year that was. Probably 19^5 because we
had the biennial sessions of the legislature. And
then this little center for diagnosis was set up
down in San Mateo County.

You called It the Hassler House. Wasn t there a
Hassler who was director of finance?

KacGregor: Yes. Jack Hassler was Governor Warren s first
director of finance.

*A 1970 intervlev: with Dr. Olga Bridgman is on
file In the Regional Oral History Office.
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Morrist

MacGregon

That s right. Is this the same Hassler?

I don t know. I believe so. Of course it s not
a very uncommon name, but this was known as
Hassler House, before it was turned over to
I think it was used by the San Francisco Health
Department for some special purpose.

Finance and Budget

Morris i

MacGregor:

Morris

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

We don t have much on Mr. Hassler as director of
finance.

He wasn t director for very long. He had been
city manager of Oakland, and had a lot of experience
in local government. He came up to be director of
finance, and Jimmy Dean, James S. Dean, was his
assistant. I don t know how long Jack was director,
but it wasn t very long and then Mr. Dean was
advanced to director.

It was Mr. Hassler who commented that it was
extremely difficult to take over finance and try to
develop a budget from the statistics of a previous
administration. I gathered that there were some
questions of each other s figures between Olson
and Warren.

I don t know about that, but I do remember while
we were still in the attorney general s office,
but after the election, the then director of
finance had his secretary call me and say that
they would give every assistance to Earl Warren
and his staff in working on the budget.

Because the new governor would have had to come in
with the budget within a month after he took
office?

Cold. Yes, it was very shortly after that. So
I imagine that Jack Hassler probably went up with
Earl Warren to confer on the budget. But of course,
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MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Fry:

KacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor i

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

KacGregor:

while that was a very courteous gesture, it
couldn t be very effective because you needed to
be in the driver s seat in order to evaluate and
set up a budget, and budgets were very tight at
that tine because of the war, and we had Just
emerged or were emerging from the depression. I m
sure that Mr. Hassler found it very difficult to
work on the budget.

And they had to set one up for a two-year period.

Yes. That was still the two-year budget.

Anyway, your point is that he and Sari Warren
were probably on very good terms.

Oh yes. They were. Mr. Dean on the other hand,
had been city manager in Sacramento, and was a very
popular man in Sacramento. He became a very able
director of finance and he and Governor Warren
became close friends.

So, Warren had good relations with both of them.

Gaby s about to begin interviewing people in
finance and budget and things like that. So she

may want some advice on all that .

Fred Links was the top civil service man in the

Department of Finance.

Might he still be in the Department of Finance?

No, he s not. He s retired.

It s fascinating to try and decide which were the

really important currents in financial policy.

I ll say this about some of the men who are no

longer here, that one of the struggles that a depart
ment head would have was with the decision-making
that was done by Intermediate staff in the Depart
ment of Finance. Sometimes they would, as a last

resort, have to turn to the governor to bring the

director of finance In to lay down the law to his

subordinates. But It was very irksome, and I

guess it always has been and always will be, to

professional people to have their budgets determined
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MacGregor:

Korri s :

KacGregor :

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

by fiscal people who really don t understand the
priorities in the department.

Operating a program.

Yes. Particularly a therapeutic program. This
was especially irksome in Public Health and the
Youth Authority, Social Welfare, and Mental
Hygiene.

Is this one of the reasons that the legislature set
up the office of legislative analyst?

It could be, but I can t give any

I get some sense that the Department of Finance
and the legislative analyst are studying and
making recommendations on the same subjects,
constantly.

They are. But the legislative analyst is sort of
a check and balance in behalf of the legislature
to get an Independent Judgment from that of the
governor and the Department of Finance.

[Interruption for coffee]

Fry:

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor t

We were talking about finance when we stopped, and
Fred Links and the middle echelon in the Department
of Finance. Is there anything else that we should
know about that

I think 1*11 be frank and tell you that the middle
echelon in the various departments had formed a
well, I don t know exactly an understanding
that they would make the policy for their
departments. That governors never lasted more
than four years, and they had outlasted not only
Governor Olson but Governor Merrlam, and, let s

see, who preceded

Young, Richardson

There was the tradition that the governor only
lasted four years. So it was quite a shock to
these people when Earl Warren was reelected In

19^6 and he and his appointees were to continue in
control .
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Fry:

MacGregor:

Pry:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Pry:

MacGregor i

Pry:

MacGregor

Fry:

When you said this was an understanding, you mean
an understanding between them that was accepted
by the director of finance

Oh no. No.

Or Just among themselves?

It was among themselves. Keeping the policies
in status quo, rather than whole-heartedly supporting
the philosophy of the incoming governor.

Could you give us an example of a place where they
may have come headon with policy from the governor s
office?

No, I can t. Except that it was Just a roadblock
that the various department heads had to contend
with.

So when we re asking questions of various depart
ment heads, and people in the departments this is
one we should Include.

How did they work with the existing civil servants?

In the Department of Finance. Yes.

And in their own departments,
budget provisions.

In getting the

Now, these people couldn t be removed could
they? So the heads of the departments had to find
ways of convincing them or consoling them or
working with them, or something, bringing them
around .

Civil Service

Morris: In reading the Examiner files, back In the forties,
there was a point when this Issue of what do you
do about the civil servants that you feel should
not be in this Job arose the paper reported
that there were provisions to request the resignation
of a civil servant.

MacGregor i It isn t really requesting the resignation of a
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I acGregor:

Morris:

KacGregor:

Fry:

Morris:

HacGregort

Pry:

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor i

person with civil service status,
a hearing.

But there was a provision

There has to be

Oh, yes. There always has been provision for
removing a person who has a civil service position,
it s possible, but it s both unpleasant and
difficult.

It would be hard to have a good complaint.
This was not malfeasance In office. This was Just
a dedication to status quo and a resistance to
change .

The articles I read were about the franchise tax
office there was some question of malfeasance,
and this whole issue of how do you cope with a
civil servant came up. There had been echoes
of it in legislative

Well, speaking of civil service, I should say that
on the whole the state people selected by civil
service procedures have been excellent. They ve
been devoted to the state. They ve been competent,
and well-trained, well-selected. It amazed me
that civil service managed to get such good people
through a process of examination which I have a
good deal of skepticism about.

And devoted. A lot of them.

And devoted. So when I speak about this resistance
or perhaps it s better to say adherence to the
status quo, resistance to change, it doesn t imply
any incompetence.

You ran into this when department heads would come
into you with problems, right, so that you became
a gathering place for

Well, they d come in and talk to me about it, and
the question would be, &quot;Do we noed to bother the
governor, or can we work it out some other way?&quot;

And we d Just talk it over. And if it was something
where they felt a principle of their administration
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MacGregor: was involved, they would ask to see the governor,
and he d call in the director of finance and maybe
some of his staff, and they d work it out.

Pry: We were going over some notes yesterday and I
noticed that Ford Chatters was on the Personnel
Board for quite a while.

MacGregor: Ford Chatters and Qnery Olson, and then one that
Earl Warren was very fond of was Ralph Cowing who
died during the administration. He d been an
assistant attorney general.

Fry: When Warren was attorney general?

MacGregor: Yes.

Fry: I was wondering if the Personnel Board, Ford
Chatters particularly, could comment on this whole
problem of how you can remove or safeguard the
position of a high-ranking civil servant?

HacGregori Yes, Ford Chatters would have a good deal to say
about this.

I should say from the standpoint of the governor s
office that the civil service procedures were
sacred.

Morris: Outside of politics?

MacGregor: Outside of politics, outside of the governor s

office. That we never intervened in any way in
the selection of civil servants. The governor
would have fired any one of us who had suggested
that somebody be Given a break in an examination.
He was dedicated to the integrity of civil
servants.

Fry: One of our Interviewees who happens to be black was
talking about his problems not with state civil
service but with a county personnel committee,
which administered tests and then interviewed
applicants and placed them in Jobs. He had passed
four or five different tests, and then during the
interview they d ask him unrelated questions to
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his field, which was medicine and pharmacy, and
he would flunk every time. He finally had to get
another person to come in on his behalf . This
brought up the whole question to me, if on the
state level there was ever any effort made to be
sure that the different races got equal treatment
in the forties.

It wasn t a conventional concern at the time,
and I wondered if it had come up on a state level.

I don t remember that. There weren t very many
colored people in government. There was Fred
Roberts in the legislature, and there was a woman
attorney in the legislative counsel s office,
and then of course Governor Warren appointed
Walter Gordon, first to the Board of Prison Terms
and Paroles and then, when the Department of
Corrections was reorganized, to the Adult Authority.
He appointed one or two Negro Judges. But there
weren t very many Negroes at that time who were
qualified for high position who had come to the
governor s attention.

Much fewer to get through college at that time
too.

Yes you have to realize the change that s come
about in recent years in giving the people of
minority races an opportunity to get the education
which permits them to advance.

Helen, it Just struck me, on our list of questions,
there s a minority problems commission. Is
that related to what we re talking about?

It probably is, but I ve forgotten about it.

It was an attempt I think that didn t come off.

Gaby, I think you know more about this.

I came across a couple of notes. Warren proposed
fair employment practices legislation in ^5 and

but it didn t pass either time.
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Was this commission part of the legislation?

I don t recall.

The way it s worded here I thought maybe it was
part of planning, employment planning or something
like that.

I don t know.

Well, okay. So none of us know anything about it!

You said there was a black woman attorney in
what office?

In the legislative counsel s office. Her name
I think was Virginia Stephens. She has another
name now. I happened to notice a report on Queens
Bench notes, that Virginia and they gave her
present name had been a guest, or had been down
from Sacramento, so I guess she s still in the
legislative counsel s office. I m sure of her
first name and of her maiden name-

[Refers to list of questions.
&quot;]

You asked about
educational TV. ./hen TV became a popular instrument,
the governor called a conference on educational
uses of TV. That was one of his state conferences,
well along In his administration, because TV
wasn t in general use until after 194-fa

1

.

Now, about Burdette Daniels,
give something about him.

I d like to

Burdette Daniels. Legislative Secretary

i .acGregor: Burdette Daniels was a member of the governor s

staff in Los Angeles when he was attorney general.
I don t remember what Burdette did in that role,
but he was a very able attorney, and a very
lovable person. We all became very close friends.
When the office of legislative secretary became
vacant sometime probably In 19^4- , he became
legislative secretary.





MacGregon Mow I don t know If I ve ever given you the
story this is a digression, but Important in
this connection. When Earl Warren became governor
he invited a leading Democrat from a leading
Democratic family to be his legislative secretary,
by way of demonstration of his nonpartisanshlp.
That was Lawrence Carr.

Lawrence was only there for a few months.
He was called to active duty in the Navy, and
Sari Warren turned to his old friend Richard
Chamberlain in the district attorney s office,
and borrowed him from Ralph Hoyt, who was district
attorney, for the remainder of that legislative
session, so Dick was there with us for several
months, and did an excellent job.

Now I don t remember how long the session
lasted In ^3i but it became necessary to appoint
someone on a permanent basis, and the governor
brought Burdette Daniels from Los Angeles and
appointed him as his legislative secretary.

Burdette was doing the groundwork for the
reform of the Department of Corrections, or for
the reform of the correctional process, and then
when Earl Warren set up the committee to investi
gate the prison system, he made Burdette a
member. So he carried that on to spectacular,
swift and successful conclusion, when the legislature
met In special session in January of

Now, I m not clear as to how long Burdette
remained In the office. I think he wanted to go
back to Los Angeles to be in private practice
with his brother, Earl Daniels, but when the crime
commissions were initiated, he was asked by the
governor to serve as chairman of the Commission on
Adult Corrections and Release Procedures.
It was the commission which studied the input
of criminal cases in to police departments and
to courts. And as far as I know, that was the
first Instance where there was documentation of
the tremendous volume of work Imposed by drunken
ness and alcoholism. And, of course, as you know,
we re still struggling with that problem.

Fry: Who would be a good person to talk with about
this? We would like to interview somebody who
worked with the alcoholic program for the Department
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Fry:

of Mental Hygiene, and if it were also someone
who could talk about the impact as far as legal
and court process

I think you must have the report of that crime
commission .

Well, we have a lot of the reports.

Frank Cane did the staff work for all the commissions
except organized crime. Burdette s commission was
adult correctional procedures. He was a fine lawyer,
and a most engaging personality. We all loved
Burdette.

Was his brother a twin by any chance?

Oh no, he was much older. Your question on health
insurance I think that the person who can give
most on that you ve already interviewed, and
that s Judge Wollenberg.

We haven t really talked to him in detail about
that.

Health Insurance Efforts

MacGregors

Morris:

The governor over the years was developing the
concept of the tremendous hardship that was
inflicted on people in very modest circumstances
by serious illness, and also the poor health
that was endured by people who couldn t get
medical service. And so he came out with the
proposal for compulsory health insurance, and
fur began to fly.

Would this be a thing that Dr. Halverson might
have talked with Warren about, or had some ideas
about?

MacGregor i Of course they worked it out together, I think.

Fry Was thin a part of Public Health?
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No, it wasn t to be part of Public Health. I
think the proposal contained a recommendation for
administrative structure, and the great horror was
that it was &quot;socialized medicine,&quot; and that the
doctors would be in the pay of the state and
that was never Earl Warren s recommendation.
It was that insurance would provide the money
for services, and that they would engage their
own physicians and make their own hospital
selection. And I think there was also provision
for utilizing existing health insurance programs.

This was one of the proposals that came up after
the first one was turned down, if I remember correctly.
An employer who provided health insurance through
a private policy would not have to contribute
to the state fund.

Well, I don t remember that detail. But I think
from the very beginning it provided that if a health
insurance program was in existence and available,
and I think Blue Gross was in existence at that
time

It was. It had been started about 1938.

So I think that s about all I can tell you about

If the plan did not Include the state hiring
doctors to provide medical service, why didn t

somebody issue press releases or the governor
go into more detail?

Well, he did! My goodness.

And the papers did not

Well, I think the statements were published all
right. I think the governor in his reports to
the people, covered this.

This was radio?

Yes. But the doctors some of the doctors
supported it. And you know, the ironic thing was
that the California Medical Association had recommended
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some similar program several years before,
but then when it came to the governor s recommending
it, they backed down.

And the doctors had more of their bills being
paid then, by their patients, than they had before,
during the depression! [Laughter]

Did Warren, while he was developing this piece
of legislation, do any pulse-taking of doctors?

[Laughing]] Wait a minute,
change that metaphor?

Would you like to

Well, we ve talked before about Warren s many
contacts throughout the state, and the fact that
he usually consulted with people he knew around
the state. Did he do this with doctors on health
insurance?

Well, I have a picture of him and Dr. Halverson
at the bedside of Dr. Philip Gllman. And, I

think the purpose of that trip to the hospital
was to discuss this health Insurance program.

Poor Dr. Gllman!

Yes. He didn t live very long after that.

Dr. Shepard of Metropolitan Life Insurance
was very active in a number of public health
issues. And I think that he was supportive.
Then I remember dear Dr. Harold Fletcher supported
him. And, oh, Dr. Fletcher got a great deal of
criticism from his medical

Where was Dr. Fletcher?

An eye, ear, nose and throat man in San Francisco,
and a close personal friend of Earl Warren s.

What about any kind of a poll among the doctors
or anything like that?

I don t remember anything like that.
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Welly I think there was some encouragement from
CMA just before

I think he conferred with Dr. Ray Lyman Wilbur.
He had been president of CMA and the American
Medical Association and he had been chairman
of a five year national study of health care
needs, In the depression years, which did recommend
health insurance as a possible solution. I think
Dr. Wilbur at that point was president of
Stanford.

What was Warren s feeling about Wilbur s position
at that time, do you know?

Well, I think he felt that Wilbur was supporting
him, but I can t answer that. But I think he
talked to him.

I understand that while he was district attorney
at Alameda County Warren helped the doctors In

drawing up group practice plans. I guess he had
helped them work through the legal work and so

forth, for group practice. Do you know anything
about that Helen?

No.

It was an Intriguing little background to this
whole question of how Earl Warren s own phllosphy
on this developed. Because apparently he had
been working closely with the doctors on this in a

very practical way t way back when.

I don t have any recollection of that.

I think it must have been a personal community
service of his, rather than something official.
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VIII OBSERVATIONS ON OTHER MATTERS

The Supreme Court

MacGregor:

Pry:

HacGregor:

[Refers to list of questions.] It was a coin
cidence that I was admitted to practice before
the Supreme Court the same day that Brown vs. the
Board of Education of Topeka was read by Earl
Warren .

I don t think you ve told us about it on tape.

This is just a bit of human interest background.
I was going east to attend the National Conference
of Social Welfare, and the National Association
for Retarded Children . There were a few days
between the two conferences. They were both in
Atlantic City, and at that time I was a member
of the Youth Authority Board, and very much
interested in the problems of our mentally retarded
wards who found their way to us.

So I got my records together to be admitted
to practice before the Supreme Court on the Monday
between the two conferences. I wrote to Margaret
Bryan, secretary of the chief Justice, and to
Warren Olney, who was at that time in the U.S.
Attorney General s office and asked if he would
move my admission to practice.

It all worked out beautifully. It wasn t my
idea, but I guess it must have been Margaret
Bryan s idea; to keep it as a surprise to Earl
Warren. So It was a surprise [laughing], because
he said he would have liked to &quot;have given some
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recognition to me, &quot;but he was so surprised that
he forgot to give recognition to Warren Olney.
Usually when the attorneys stepped up to make the
motions for admission, he would acknowledge the
attorney making the motion by name, but he didn t!

Mrs. Warren was there. She knew I was going to
be admitted. I had spent the Saturday afternoon
before with her in their apartment, and she hadn t
mentioned it. She was in on the conspiracy!
[Laughter] Well, as I stood in the line to sign
the roll of attorneys, a man in back of me said, &quot;You

must know the chief justice. He sure gave you a
double-take.&quot; [Laughter]

Margaret Bryan had a page or somebody come
rushing up, telling me to hurry to get back into
the Court. This person was to escort me back,
so I went she knew of course that the school
desegregation decision would be read that morning.
So that s the story.

Can you describe to us now the reading of that
decision?

It Tfas read by the chief Justice himself, and
very you know the opinion. Of course, as
soon as it was read, there was a great scurrying
of reporters outside. I remember seeing some
Negro attorneys, whom I did not know at that time,
but Thurgood Marshall had been one of the attorneys
who presented the case before the Supreme Court.

And what did they do?

Oh, all the attorneys were excited the newspaper
people were rushing around, sort of a general
atmosphere of jubilation on the part of the

attorneys.

Did Warren declare a recess to give people a chance
to talk about this?

I don t know. I don t know.

I think the Court adjourned after the reading
of that opinion. There was a series of opinions;
I think there wern four.
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I m just trying to get at whether the people who
were present there, like yoursalf, felt then that
this was the historic decision that later it turned
out to be.

I certainly felt that way. I don t know,
there isn t much expression of emotion in the
chambers of the Supreme Court!

Do people go particularly to hear a given decision?

No, because they don t know when the decision is
coming down. Probably the attorneys are notified,
the attorneys of record, of course would be
notified.

So that there was no unusual number of people in
the chambers at that point?

Well, the chambers were full.

Those of us who have never been to the Supreme
Court can t quite visualize the setting and
what the usual atmosphere is.

It s very quiet, very dignified. At the beginning
of the calender, a group of lawyers is admitted
on motions and then the Court goes into the
calender. Of course, obviously, there were things
that had gone before I came back into the courtroom,
because there vrere a lot of people who had been
admitted that day, and we stood in line to sign the
roster of attorneys in another room.

All nine Justices were there? Did any of them bat
an eyelash or anything?

IiacGregor: [Laughing] I don t know. They were unanimous,
you know.

Fry: I wish you d had a movie camera or videotape
machine with you.

[In a videotape prepared by Brandels University s living biographies
program In 1972, Warren recalls the course of the Court s
deliberations on this serlen of cases. Ed.J
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Working Women and Child Care in World War II

Morris

MacGregors

Morris:

Fry: That takes care of the story I guess. Oh! Now,
question 14 I had kind of crossed out because
I think that you did talk to us a little bit about
the work with the women s organizations. But
Gaby may have something to ask you about R. & R. and
the education department^ reorganization.

Yes. Several people that we ve talked to have said
that one of the major accomplishments of the
Reconstruction and Reemployment Commission was the
work they did on proposing changes in the Department
of Education. This seemed to be because of
Alexander Heron.

He had been director of finance at one time.

Yes. We had that on our ticket on him, but also
before that he had been in the accounting and
fiscal planning section of the Department of
Education, and it s interesting that apparently his
concern with education carred on. Is this a correct
evaluation that the education recommendations were
an important part of the R. & R. Commission s

work?

MacGregor: I don t have any independent recollection of that.

Mow, about women and children In industry. The
governor appointed Rena Brewster of Los Angeles
as head of the Division of Industrial Welfare.
She was very much concerned in getting the best
protective regulations for women and children.
Hearings would be conducted.

Was this before the rules which have now been again
discarded that women could only work so many
hours

That had been passed a long time ago, before
Governor Warren took office.

Morris:

MacGregor:
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Yes. As I understand it, through reading some
annual reports of AFL/CIO, one of the Issues along
this time was the temporary suspension of some of
these restrictions on women, during the war when
women s labor was needed as part of the dwindling
force.

Yes.

And then it was reinstituted later.

It s my recollection that the law wasn t abrogated,
but there was procedure for granting exceptions
to war industries. I think that s the way it was
done.

It was enacted by the legislature?

AndIt would permit the granting of exceptions.
then the child care centers were instituted.
That was only on a temporary wartime basis, because
it was contrary to the philosophy of most people
that the employment of women with small children
should be encouraged. They felt that the mothers
should be in the home, and therefore the child
care centers should only be used to meet emergencies.

Was this the kind of conventional majority attitude
of the women at that time?

Oh yes. This was the official stand of the
California Congress of Parents and Teachers.
That s the only one that I feel sure about.

What happened to funding for the child care centers
after the war?

It s my recollection that it never did lapse, that
the need for wom3n in industry continued, and
there was a gradual change in philosophy. And
of course now we ve swung way over to requests
for massive provision for child care to get women
off welfare and to meet the realistic situation of
what women are doing.

Fry: That s an interesting thing about the attitude
of women
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Fry:

I think Earl Warren felt that way, too, because
of course Mrs. Warren was always at home in charge
of the children.

She really was too, from what reports tell me.

Civil Defense and Citizen Fears

MacGregor:

Pry:

MacGregor i

Fry:

MacGregor:

Fry:

MacGregor:

[Refers to list of
questions.&quot;]

I don t believe any
body ever thought there were Japanese planes over
Sacramento.

I thought you had told me there were.

No. I m pretty sure there were Japanese planes
over San Francisco.

Well, Helen, what we wanted you to do was to try
to describe the whole state of fear in California
as read by the attorney general s office when
Pearl Harbor. was bombed, and the days and weeks
immediately ensuing. Because that hasn t been
described. And you were in kind of a nerve center.

Yes, we were certainly in the nerve center in the
attorney general s office. Now, I m not clear as
to exactly what Earl Warren s official relationship
was, because there was this hassle between him
and Governor Olson. I m unclear about

Civil defense?

Civil defense. But certainly all law enforcement
people and fire department people looked to him
as attorney general for guidance on all civil
defense matters. And this was even before Pearl
Harbor .

I remember he used to have meetings with the
fire chiefs, to work out plans for oh, I

forget what you call it, but where one department
is engaged in crisis situation, moving up forces
from nearby departments.
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Mutual aid.

Yes. I think that mutual aid concept was developed
by both the chiefs of police and the chiefs of
the fire departments before Pearl Harbor, because
we knew what had happened in England during the
blitz, and I think the patterns for wardens was
developed. Because when Pearl Harbor happened,
men and women had already been recruited, I m
pretty sure, to do just that sort of work. And
the plans for black-outs, the plans for shrouding
the windows with black, had been developed to some
extent .

That swung into action pretty simply.

Who developed all this? Was this in the attorney
general s office?

I think it was developed by the various agencies,
the police and the fire departments under his
leadership, as chief law officer of the state.

Would he have worked with Richard Graves on that?
He worked with both Olson and Warren on civil
defense.

He was also the executive officer of the League
of California Cities.

He was uncomfortable with civil defense. I

Interviewed him a couple of months ago, and he
felt that civil defense as an official set-up
didn t work very efficiently, that In any case,
when there was a real disaster, the military would
move in. But as a graduate student at the univer
sity at Berkeley, he had done a study with Warren
on criminal procedures, and apparently felt that
Warren liked him and that they had had a good
deal of conversation continuing on Into the years
in Sacramento.

MacGregor: His recollection would be much more accurate than
mine.
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But at any rate, your main point Is that these
procedures were

The basis of them had already been organized.
How, the block warden part I don t know who
had probably a good deal of this was spon
taneous In the big cities

Because we all knew about it, what was going on
in London, for instance

Yes. And how necessary it was. And I remember the
day of Pearl Harbor. Mr. Warren called us around
two o clock in the afternoon and asked us to meet In
the attorney general s office , to plan what we
would do. The office for several days was run on
a twenty-four hour shift basis. It was open and
phone calls were coming in some of them sounded
hysterical. There was some sabotage as I recall,
but no major sabotage. But the sheriffs and the
chiefs of police were calling in wanting to know
what to do and how to do it, and that sort of
thing.

Oscar Jahnsen was in charge of that phase of
the office. He had been working with Mr. Warren
on that . There was a great deal of fear through
out the state, as I mentioned before. At an
early point, this west coast was declared a
combat zone, and I can t give you the date, but
it was very early in the war.

By Washington?

Yes. And then we had these episodes of the

Japanese submarines shelling points along the
coast .

Was there moreYou put that in the plural,
than Santa Barbara?

I think there war.

Now, these Instances then were reported to the

attorney general s office, and that was where they
were kept on record. Did you get calls from

private citizens who were not in the police and
block warden hookup?
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I presume so. I didn t handle that,
good deal of hysteria.

There was a

KacGregor:

Fry

HacGregor:

Did you get a lot of calls that didn t amount to
anything? I mean hysterical calls, not based on
fact?

I don t know. I think those would have been
handled by Oscar Jahnsen .

What did you do then? Did you try to check out
sabotage to develop patterns of sabotage, or
anything like that?

I think it was more a matter of being prepared for
sabotage .

You mean, the efforts of the office were focussed
on preparation for preventing sabotage?

Yes. It was a long time ago, you know.

I was Just wondering what records exist on this
in Sacramento in the attorney general s files.

I don t know. The files they destroy files

Yes. Well, maybe I ll Just check and see. It
would be sort of interesting, you know, to see a
list of all of the things that happened, that came
in right after Pearl Harbor, because this would be
the main place I guess where we could find out.

I think that if you took the newspapers for two
weeks after Pearl Harbor and looked through
them, you would get at least an account of what
did happen.

Well, the newspapers might carry more unevaluated
rumors perhaps than the records in the attorney
general s office. What do you think?

Well, so far as the shelling then there was a
report, I think of a carrier off in the Pacific.
I think there was.
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You know, It almost doesn t matter whether these
things were really true or not, because the point
was that it was a very real possibility, and it
was almost logical to assume that they were
true, and therefore, the wartime policies in civil
defense and military defense were evolved anyway,
whether or not these things were true.

We had many black-outs. Have you come across that?

Yes, I have read about black-outs.

We had many blackouts . I remember once when I

was over in the attorney general s office, Bill
Sweigert took me home that night, and I stayed
I don t know how we got home, but I got to his
house. It was impossible for me to get home.

How were the black-outs triggered?

There would be a report of unidentified planes,
and when they d be identified, the black-out would
be cancelled. Of course, there were no street

lights, nothing like that.

Regularly there were no street lights, or when a
black-out was declared, they d turn off the street
lights?

I believe that the street lights were off most of
the time, because there would be a glow in the

sky from the lights of the city. Then there was a

period when we had a brown-out, when some lights
were permitted.

I sort of felt maybe that was for the whole war.

You spoke about getting home. I seem to recall
something about shielding the top of automobile
headlights or painting it over, so that you would

Just get a limited quantity of light that would go
down on the road.

Yes. We would come across the bridge. I think
the lights were shaded, In some way. But when an

actual blackout was sounded we had to stop.
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Oh, what a terrible place to be If you were scared
of an enemy raid. The bridge is the last place
in the whole world you d want to be.

Well, Helen, in the sabotage that was reported,
were you in a position to know at the time what
some of the acts of sabotage were? And which
country was suspected was it Japan or Germany?

As I recall, there wasn t much actual sabotage.
There were raids on some of the Japanese places by
local police, I think. I remember one in the
Sacramento Valley, where a substantial cache of
weapons was found.

In the Sacramento Valley?

Yes. We didn t know from one day to the next, when
there would be a major Japanese attack. The coast
was defenseless.

How about air force?

We had no air force. The air force had all been
sent over to Pearl Harbor, and Hickara Field.*

You didn t have any at all?

That s my understanding, that there was a period
there when all of our planes had been sent across
the Pacific.

That was when you saw what you thought were the
Japanese

That was the second or third night of the war.
And there were planes overhead in considerable
number. Afterwards well, I felt at the time
that they were Japanese planes, and later I learned
that our planes had all gone and certainly it was
not such a situation as would have been caused by
commercial plan en, private planes.

&quot;Confirmed in Stilwelli The American Experience
in China. B. Tuchman, 1970.
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How many would you guess were there?

Oh, I don t know. There was a roar of planes.

Was this at night?

Yes. I would say it was around eight or nine
o clock at night.

So you couldn t Identify them by shape, but you
could see their lights and hear them.

They didn t have any lights.

And was this investigated? What did they do?
Just fly around and then go on?

I believe it was a reconnaisance flight.

Was this an assumption at that time? I mean, were
you the only person who thought this, or were there
a lot of other people?

I haven t the foggiest idea. I was talking to
somebody who d been in the office at that time; I
think it was Evelyn Whelan and she said, &quot;Oh

yes, there were planes.&quot;

If Japan had followed up, and had had the strength
to follow up on Pearl Harbor with an attack on
this coast, we would have had a terrible time.
Just like Hitler not being able really to attack
England. But we were blessed by the fact that
Japan didn t try.

That they turned around and went home after Pearl
Harbor. It s amazing that that decision was made.
I can understand it now that the Japanese side of
the picture is available.

Well, we d also like to get from you a picture
of the operation of the attorney general s office.
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There was so much going on in the attorney general s
office. It s hard to know what to say.

That s such a big topic, Helen, we could leave it
to another time if you want to.

I guess you knew that I was in the middle of
interviewing Oakley, because you had called me
about his heart attack. But we didn t get to talk
at all about the attorney general s office.

Jim Oakley was part of our staff in the district
attorney s office, and then, at some point, I

don t think it was at the beginning, but Earl Warren
asked him to come over and work in the attorney
general s office. In both offices his work was on
the civil side. Jim was a very quiet worker,
effective, but never sought the spotlight. Then
when Earl Warren became governor, the attorney
general, Bob Kenny, knowing of the close relationship
between Earl Warren and Jim Oakley, put Jim in

charge of the Sacramento office of the attorney
general.

Oh, I see.

So Jim was our on-the-spot legal advisor all the

time that Bill Sweigert was the executive secretary.
Then when the governor appointed Bill Sweigert
to the Judiciary, he asked Jim to come In and be
the executive secretary.

Why did Warren appoint Sweigert to the Judiciary
in the middle of the term?

Because Bill wanted to be a Judge.

He d had enough time in the governor s office?

It was his ambition to be a Judge.

Oh, I see. And Warren knew this.
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Well, why didn t he wait? Because Warren was
still

It s my recollection that Bill Sweigert had some
111 health. You see, the Job of executive sec
retary Is very difficult, because he is the
fall guy isn t the right work but he absorbs a
lot of the pressures that could have gone on to
the governor. Bill was very faithful in that.
He was in charge of the administration of our office,
and was awfully good at that. But he had to take
a lot of criticism, on the outside, and there is just
a great deal of strain in being the executive
secretary for the governor.

This was criticism against the chief executive s

office, right, not against Bill Sweigert,
personally?

Yes, I think that s a fair statement. I don t

think there was much criticism of Mr. Sweigert .

There was Just the wear and tear dealing with the
Issues and conflicts. He didn t deal with the

legislature? the legislative secretary always handled
problems with the legislature. But then the

legislative secretary would work it out with Bill

Sweigert and with the governor.

Yes. Then when Oakley came in, what differences
did this make?

I think that the administration had been so suc.cess-

ful, and so well accepted, that there wasn t

as much turmoil surrounding it as there had been
in the beginning.

Oh, when the changes were first being instituted.
What about inside the office? Oakley must have had
a different method of operation, because out

wardly he s not quite as warm? Would that be

my word? Well, he s more quiet than Mr. Sweigert.

He s quiet. Yes. And less I think
he d be less perturbed, outwardly.





Fry I see. What about the administration of the
office?

MacGregor: it went along very smoothly. Bill Sweigert had
established all the procedures, and the relation
ships among the staff, and I think I may have
said this before, but I want to be sure it s in
the record, that never was there any conflict
among the staff secretaries. And I think it was
partly because of the excellent communication that
we had. That if one of us knew of some situation
that was arising, we d let the others know, and
we would work out the way we would handle it.
The administration was almostly completely free of
scandal. It certainly was free at the top echelons.
Once in a while something would go wrong down the
line.

I remember there was some trouble down at
San Diego. I don t remember which office it was.
And every now and then, somebody would embezzle
something, Motor Vehicles would have some trouble.
But never any tension between the staff, and the
staff relationships with the department heads.

Fry On Oakley, Helen of course I Just interviewed
him that one time. I got a vague impression that
maybe you can check for me, that he was an able
man in being able to read and organize Ideas In his

head, and summarize and see relationships between
things, rather incisively. That probably this
might have been one of his assets in the attorney
general s office. Is that right?

MacGregon Yes, I think it was.

Of course the work in the attorney general s

office, on the civil side, was the writing of

opinions. Robert Harrison, I think, was the
chief assistant attorney general; then Bill Sweigert
came In to organize and supervise the litigation
that the attorney general was Involved In.

Fry: Anything special? Or Just all the litigation?
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Yes. To see that much of it was properly disposed
of, and that the briefs were in on time

To administer

To administer. Yes. In comparison with the
governor s office, the attorney general s office
was very peaceful.

[Laughing] Even with World War II starting!

Well, the civil side. And the operation of the
appellate function. You see, the attorney general
handles all appeals from criminal cases, and that
involved a great deal of work.

Who was in charge of that? Was that one of Bill
Sweigert s

I think Bob Harrison probably was in charge of
that. I m not clear.

Is Bob Harrison deceased?

Yes. He lived for a long time after his retirement,
and practiced lavr I think practically to his
nineties.

On the civil sidn, were there any significant
issues that might compare on the criminal side
with the off-track horse race betting? Or the
gambling ships, and so forth? I wondered if we
were missing something that was Just as significant,
but which didn t have the public appeal on the
civil side.

MacGregor: I don t recall.

Fry: Maybe in school legislation or some cases like
that things having to do with, I suppose, Juris-
dictional probleras in counties and cities, or

anything that you know? We ve gone to various
newspapers, libraries, and copied down the things
that made it into the newspapers, but that isn t

ali/ays the most significant things that happen
at the time.

MacGregor: The writing of opinions was handled very
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smoothly, I think. Most of them were prepared by
deputies in the office. I guess almost all of
them were personally reviewed by the attorney
general. And mostly it was whether such and
such could or could not be done. It was advice,
you see .

Well, to me, that s a very sensitive political
position, because frequently these opinions that
are requested from the attorney general s office
are the result of a political hassle going on
between two groups in a local situation, so they
write the attorney general s office for an opinion--
or legislation

They were entitled to an opinion. I don t know
what the situation is now, but the agencies of
state government, with a few exceptions that have
their own counsel, were advised by the attorney
general as a matter of course. Then members of
the legislature could request an opinion. And
sometimes they would be requested, because the
legislator in turn had been requested to get the
attorney general s opinion with regard to some
local issue as to what the law was. The legislator
would be entitled to an opinion.

The district attorneys were entitled to an
opinion. And that was about all. So the private
citizens who would write to the attorney general s
office would be courteously Informed that the
attorney general didn t give advice.

At the present time, sometimes the opinions are
requested as the result of for instance,
a county board of supervisors decision that goes
against a particular interest group in the
community, and in the ensuing battle they
request an opinion from the attorney general.
The reason I brought this up was that I was
trying to make a connection between Oakley s

position in figuring out opinions and later on
his work in the governor s office. I was Just
wondering how politically sensitive Oakley was.

Maybe this was not a politically sensitive
position that he had in the attorney general s

office.
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No, it wasn t.

I know it shouldn t be, but a person would have to
be aware of the political implications of a
decision, since the attorney general s an elective
office.

Yes, that s true, but one of the things that we
became so conscious of after Earl Warren was
elected governor was that he was formulating
policy decisions, whereas in the attorney general s

office, except in a very narrow way, in law enforce
ment issues, he was not making policy decisions.
He was interpreting the existing law.

And you quickly became aware of this change.

It sure was a change!

What can you say to explain the inside, day-to
day workings of the attorney general s office?

I don t know. [Laughter] We were Just so busy all
the time. There were always the drafts of opinions
to be reviewed aid presented to the governor. One
of the working aspects of my_ Job that was perhaps
unique, was the result of the inability to do
sustained work with the attorney general while we
were in the office, and sometimes I d fill a brief
case with drafts of opinions and letters and so

forth, and we d go over to the Warren home at
88 Vemon Street, Oakland, where there was a
lovely library up on the third floor, and we d

get a lot of work done there. And if you want human

Interest, I would like to mention thisi

The children were quite small at that time.
Robert and Honey Bear (Nina) were little tots,
and they were instructed not to bother their
father and me while we were working, but as children

are, those admonitions weren t taken altogether
seriously. Every now and then at the head of the
stairs a couple of little tow heads would come
into sight. Never, in all the time that I knew
Earl Warren, did he ever push his children

aside. He d call to them, &quot;What is it?&quot; and

they would come over; he d put his arm around one

or two, and he d listen. &quot;Mo, I can t do that
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now, but as soon as Miss MacGregor and I are
through, anyway, at half past five, we ll do it.&quot;

And they d trot along downstairs, happily.

Cne of the beautiful things about working for
Earl Warren all through the years was my relationship
with his whole family. I d come to the house at
88 Vernon Street with papers to be signed and so
forth, things to clear at the last minute, when
he was going on a trip. One day, my friend
who was living with me at the time drove over
to the Warren house with me. She stayed in the
car while I went in, and she said later, &quot;I ve had
the nicest time. I heard so many happy voices
inside, voices of children, and then every now
and then a man or woman s quiet voice saying some
thing to the children. I Just had a sense of
such a lovely family life.&quot;

So that was one way we d get our work done
that we couldn t get done at the office.
And sometimes I d go with him on trips. We
always had a driver, and then we d go over corres
pondence I used to say I could dictate at
sixty-five miles an hour. [Laughter] I could
take dictation. We got a tremendous amount of
work done. And then I d come back, and I d type
some of it myself and I d dictate a lot of it.
I d take his comments on the drafts of opinions
back to the attorneys, the deputies, who had
drafted them. And just carry out the instructions.
Cue of the rather troublesome difficulties was
that I d be the one who d be there, and Mr.

Warren would cross-examine me on the work of the
other deputies I But I survived all that.

[Laughing]

You had to be so well-informed, Helen,
different opinions

All those

I usually would run over them before we d leave,
so I would have some idea of what they were about.

But there were some deputies who were not
resourceful in working out legal solutions to
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problems that really were In the public interest.
You know there are some people who just naturally
say, &quot;It can t be done.&quot;

Yes. It makes sense to do it, and you know it s
the fair thing to do, but you can t find a legal
reason why? Is that what you mean?

Well, not only that, but you know some people
are not resourceful in finding legal reasons to
justify the right advice.

I find that in my present dealings with the
city council and the board of education, anything
that s new is can t be done. That isn t the
kind of man that 3arl Warren is. He d say, &quot;I

don t think that s right. I m sure there s another
line of authority that would support an opinion
that would justify the course of action. You
tell so and so to run down some more authorities on
this and I think that they ll find that there s

good legal reasoning back of the contrary conclusion.

That s about ny chief memory of the opinions.
I think I wrote one or two opinions. I was a
deputy. But that wasn t my principal function.

What was your rolo? It may not have been in
your official job description, but what was your
role?

My role was deputy attorney general, and I was
executive secretary to the attorney general.
So that s about all I can say about the day to

day work. Host of it wasn t completed day to day
until we could get away from the office!

Why was this?

Because so many problems were coming up all the
time that would Involve the attorney general s

attention, or he would be away from the office
for three or four days, and problems would pile
up.

As the elected one, he had to keep his contacts
In order around the state, and so I assume that
he was gone part of the time at least.





KacGregor: And then he d go to Washington. I think I

recorded the story about his being at the first
conference on parole in Washington.

Warren and the University of California; 1928-1952

MacGregort

Morris

KacGregor:

Morris: Richard Graves mentioned that Sam May at the
university was very much Interested in corrections,
too, at about that time. Did he and Warren have
much of a relationship?

Yes, they were very good friends and Professor May
would have problems that Warren was Interested
In, researched by his staff and students.

So that Warren made good use of the university as
a

Oh yes. And another thing. Mr. Warren was in the
district attorney s office and I think In the

attorney general s office he would give one
or two lectures to the students in public admin
istration every year or every semester. It was an
official position but it was unpaid.

Much honor, but no cash.

I wonder if we could get Reagan to do that. [Laughter]

He s not district attorney of Alameda County.

That was when he was district attorney, and
possibly this continued during his attorney general
ship, but of course not after he became governor.
I remember once in a while he would review a

thesis, in what would now be criminology, but it

was then in the department of public administration.

Morris: Yes, this was when Professor May was Just developing
that into a school of its own.

Fry: It s interesting, reading reports of the advisory
committees and the special governor s conferences

Morris:

Fry:

Morris t

MacGregor:
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I get a sense that Warren made quite a lot of
use, not only of Professor May but other people
at the university.

Oh yes. Dr. Grether was one, and Dean Chernin,
and then of course when he was planning this
conference on mental health in 194-9, he Involved
the university and the Langley Porter Clinic,
and Dr. Bowman, Dr. Simon and others in the committee
planning the conference. He always had very top
people planning the programs of his citizens*
conferences.

And the university was considered to be the place
where you went to get the top people In these
various fields?

Many of them.

On the university, did you say anything on the
loyalty oath, and d* you want to say anything
on the loyalty oath?

[Laughing] It was a struggle.

Have you already said

Some. I think there might be more.

What s Included, do you know?

There was a kind of a brief thing. We asked you
about your liaison with the university, and you
said, there wasn t too much except for what you
called the terrible period of the oath controversy.&quot;

Just a little bit about Tenney. I wasn t clear
from that first Interview what Jim Corley s role
was.

Yes. Well, he used to come over to the office,
both he and Dr. Sproul would come over to see the
governor on various university matters. Mow,
what I did In relation to the Board of Regents as
a matter of routine, was to summarize tho minutes
of the previous meeting, and dictate highlights
on the agenda for the coming meeting to orient the

governor as to what had been done, if he hadn t been
present, or refresh his, recollection.
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In other words, you did this for the regents, because
the governor ex offlclo was a member of the regents?

Yes. He was chairman of the Board of Regents.

But as I understand it, he didn t actually attend
in person the regents meetings (I don t think
many governors did), until the oath controversy
started?

I think he attended a lot of them. He just loved
that university, and I think he attended the
regents meetings, whenever he could.

He attended them constantly once the oath controversy
got under way.

Yes . And what abuse he took from a lot of people .

They thought he was a communist, because he
recognized the integrity of the professors who
believed they should not take the oath.

Did he ever discuss this with you?
he arrived at that.

I wonder how

I remember his saying that every profession has its
sensitive points, and that the professors their
freedom from pressure of any sort, and their right
to freedom of thought and freedom of expression,
should not be hampered. Now he dictated quite a
long letter, as I mentioned before, and he sent
that out to those who wrote in criticizing him.
But it was very carefully worked out. Some people
would write back and say, &quot;Thank you, now I under
stand.&quot; and others would Just say [laughing] &quot;No

matter what you say, no good American would refuse
to take this oath.&quot;

But his point was that the oath he had taken,
and the president takes, to support and defend
the Constitution of the United States and the
constitution of the State of California, is all
that is needed. If you are subversive, you can t

honorably take that oath. Of course, one of the

problems was that this oath was required of professors
and of no other public official. When it became
required of professors and of no other public
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official. When it became required of everybody,
he didn t carry the fight any further.

In 19^2 there was a loyalty oath for UC that was
required. It was a positive loyalty oath, and I
think this actually was Instituted at that time.
And at that time, there was apparently no great
flap over it. The regents Just passed it, and
that was that.

Yes. The big flap came when John Francis
Meylan, who was a regent, was so adamant that this
very complicated loyalty oath be required or the
faculty. There was a lot of belief that there were
communists on the faculty, and that we should get
rid of them.

What was the personal relationship, or the political
relationship, between Warren and Neylan?

Well, it became very stralnei as the fight went
on.

I mean, before the fight began.

I think the governor had appointed him. Or
reappointed him.

Yes. He d been in state service for a number of

years making what read in his memoir like fairly
innovative, progressive changes to improve the
efficiency and quality of services.

He had supported Warren?

Well, I don t know if he had supported Warren,
but the governor had reappointed him to the board
of regents before this struggle began.

How about Tenney? My impression was that Tenney
was also a supporter

Was he on the board of regents?

No but it was his education committee that brought
up the question of communists on campus.
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Oh, yes.

Previous to that, in the legislature, Tenney had
backed social legislation, labor legislation, and
so forth. That made me think that he might have
kind of been in the same camp with Earl Warren.
And then all this happened, and they were on
opposite sides. They d never been on opposite
sides before.

I don t remember Tenney *s ever being a strong
supporter of Governor Warren.

I wonder what Warren thought of the investigations
of the Tenney education committee. Do you know?

No. I know what I thought.

What did you think?

Well, I thought they were very biased and incomplete.
For instance, there was one report that listed
the Commonwealth Club of San Francisco as n.

subversive organization. You see, the procedure
apparently in the Tenney committee, and others
that followed, was if you had any relationship or
connection with a communist, then you were a
subversive. And of course the Commonwealth Club
had such speakers as Earl Browder and other
leading communists address the club, because that
had long been the practice.

And if you sat there and listened to Earl Browder,
you were permanently tainted.

Well, let s see, Helen, do you remember any
thing specifically in the events of that loyalty
oath controversy who on the faculty might have
talked with Warren during the controversy? For
lnstanceClark Kerr was head of the faculty
committee that tried to cope with this right at the

beginning. It first broke I think about May of
the first year, Just as everybody was about to

disperse for the summer, and I wondered if in

that position Clark Kerr or some other members of
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the faculty might have conferred with Earl Warren
to see if there was anything that could be done.

I don t know. The governor was down at the
university a good deal and could have had the
interviews down there. I know that there was
terrific feeling on the campus. We knew so many
of those who refused to sign the oath.* I remember
Professor Lowenburg was one. Dr. Tolman.
Those are two that stick in my memory.

And you d worked with them?

Well, I d taken a couple of courses with Professor
Lowenburg, when I was an undergraduate.

And so you felt that they were not likely communists,
regardless of whether they signed the oath.

I d be certain that Professor Lowenburg wasn t
a communist, but somebody said something
like this, &quot;Lowenburg wouldn t take an oath on
anything.**

Could there possibly have been any of Earl Warren s
old professors still on campus during the oath
controversy?

He graduated in 1912, 1914 from Boalt.

Yes. 35, 36 3b years about, after he graduated.
So it was unlikely. But I guess he knew a lot of
professors

Of course he d always maintained a close relation
ship with his old school, with Professor May

Is there anything else you might describe to us
about what happened in the loyalty oath controversy?
In terms of the governor s office.

Mo, I don t think so.

I know one of the questions that always comes up

*Communications on this point are among the University
Archives materials on the loyalty oath, and among
Professor May s papers.
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when you hear these various histories of the
loyalty oath is the decision that was made on campus
to go ahead and agree to institute the loyalty
oath at first. This was when the whole thing
began. And I think Corley was involved in that
some way.

I think it was imposed before the big fracas
started, but I m not sure how much time before.

So that the line of opposition then had to be drawn
almost between the university administration and
the faculty, because the university administratbn
had already agreed to do it. If Corley and
Sproul were in contact with Warren at that time
I just wonder if they understood that he was going
to fight it.

MacGregor: I don t know.

Fry

MacGregor

If he had told them he would support the fight
against it, that may have been one reason why
they just went ahead and went along with the
action.

I don t know.
I don t know.

And I refuse to speculate on what
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Date of Interview: May 18, 1972 Gabrielle Morris, Interviewer

IX ADDITIONAL THOUGHTS ON WORKING WITH WARREN

Leadership in Law Enforcement

Morris: We wanted to ask you a few questions that had come
up in reading the transcript of our earlier
interviews and also some of the thoughts that have
occurred to you that you wanted to tell us about.
There was more you wished to tell us about your
work with Warren in the attorney general s office.

MacGregori Yes.

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

You were going to give us a little bit more on the
specifics of the organization of the office.

I felt on reading my transcript that I neglected
many of the phases of the work in the attorney
general s office, having stressed the opinion-
giving aspect of the work.

The attorney general is the lawyer for almost
all of the agencies of state government, and he
not only gives opinions, but he represents the
agencies of government in their litigation, both
that which they started and which was started
against state agencies. Bill Swelgert came into
the office to organize that phase of the work.

Do you recall an instance Just to give an

example of the kinds of litigation an agency might
be involved in?

MacGregori No, I can t I didn t have anything to do with
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that part of our work, but I do have very clear
memory of the litigation that resulted from the
raids on the gambling ships, and also the litigation
in regard to dog tracks, horse race betting,
bookraaking. But those all fell within the criminal
phase of the office work.

We ll ask Judge Sweigert to talk about the agency
type of litigation.

Then there was the criminal division, which Warren
Olney headed during most of Attorney General
Warren s years which you already have a great
deal of material on. There was also the appellate
division the attorney general handles the
appeals from criminal cases, and in many cases he
also handles some phases in regard to writs of
prohibition, habeas corpus, mandamus, and so forth.
I ve forgotten who headed the appellate division.
But I think that gives a broader basis for under
standing the division of the work in the office.

Perhaps something else that I should mention
is Sari Warren s leadership of the law enforcement
people of the state, under the constitutional
provision making him the chief law officer of the
state. He used that provision constructively, rather
than punitively. Although he had the power to

displace a district attorney, a sheriff, or a chief
of police, I don t recall any instances when he

actually did that. Sometimes in complicated
cases, particularly where more than one county
was involved, he would be asked to give the assistance
of his office.

By the county?

By the county or the official that was investigating
the case. He had his staff of Investigators,
headed by Oscar Jahnsen, and Oscar worked under
Warren Olney.

I usually think of Oscar Jahnsen in connection
with investigations, but the other day someone
was saying that Ilr. Jahnsen was also responsible for
Warren s personal security
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Yes, that s true but considering the way the
secret service works now, the governor never had
very much personal security. He used to walk
alone from the mansion to the capitol.

I should also go back to the attorney general s
office work in illustration of the way he worked
with the law enforcement people. He had each
organized into zone groups, and he periodically
met with the district attorneys of a zone, or
the sheriffs, or the chiefs of police.

All of the officers In that given zone the
district attorneys and the sheriffs together?

Possibly, but I don t recall Instances. He
kept in touch through these zone meetings, which
were not only of value administratively, but were
also used as a vehicle of education of the law
enforcement people of the state.

Would they then bring to him matters that they
were concerned about in their local Jurisdictions?

Yes.

Can you recall some of the things that were coming
from the local people?

No. I know that it was going on all the time, but
I can t recall specific Instances.

How many zones were there these were geographical
parts of the state?

I don t remember.

That must have been quite time-consuming to keep
up with all that outreach.

It was, but Mr. Warren felt it was very Important.
However, I don t believe he attended all the

meetings himself. Probably Mr. Olney or Mr.

Jahnsen took some of the meetings. Or many of

them would be held in his office. The basis of

all of this goes back to the district attorney s
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days, when he was the recognized leader of the
district attorneys and all the law enforcement
people in the state.

You had said at one point that it was in the
AG s office that you had really come to respect
Warren s skill in cross-examining

No, I may have noted it in the attorney general s
office, but it was in the governor s office that
he demonstrated his skill in cross-examining and
bringing out the points that had been overlooked.

This was in department directors presenting their
program?

Yes, when issues would be presented to the governor,
he would see the weak spots, the points on which
he needed more Information. Of course, this was
an outgrowth of his years of experience as a trial
lawyer.

That s interesting, because in later years one of
the points raised against Mr. Warren was that he
didn t have all that much knowledge of actual legal
procedure.

That was a fiction .

Yes, when you see how much he used his legal skills
in the governor s office, Just for information.

One point that I wondered if you could fill us
in on was why the attorney general s office was in
San Francisco rather than in Sacramento, where the
state capital was? Do you know what the history
on that is?

Yes, it was a matter of history. His predecessor,
U.S. Webb, had been attorney general for many,
many years, I think more than thirty, and he had
established the main office in San Francisco.
Although he had offices in Sacramento and Los

Anceles, the main adminis trative functions were
being performed in San Francisco, and so they
continued in that way.
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Did this cause any complaint from Sacramento that
the governor would like to have his chief legal
officer nearer at hand?

I don t remember any complaints, but there was
discussion that the attorney general s office should
be located at the state capital; nothing was ever
done about it.

Looking in the phone book, I find a number of
courts and tax offices also located in San Francisco,
and I wondered if this was why the attorney
general s office had been in San Francisco, or if
it worked the other way around that the courts
and the tax offices were there because the AG was
there?

Like the chicken and the egg, I don t know which
came first. It was that way when we went to the
office, and I never explored the background.

There s still an AG office In San Francisco is
that still the major one?

I think it still Is the major one.

Well, it s not an important point, but it occurred
to me to wonder If this made the job any more
difficult.

i

IJo, we went back and forth to Sacramento and to
Los Angeles as the occasion demanded.

Every week, or once a month

We weren t on schedule as I recall.

One of the stories that kept cropping up throughout
the Warren administration was the need for regulation
of lobbying. Now, I wondered if you recalled if
Warren as attorney general had any role in the

1938-39 legislative Investigation of lobbying?

&quot;acGregor: I don t have any memory of it.
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Morris: That legislative Investigation had been preceded
by a Sacramento County Grand Jury investigation
of lobbying at the county level, and I wondered
if there was any relation between the attorney
general s office and county grand juries; if
they would either come to the AG and ask an
opinion, or if, as attorney general with knowledge
of something developing in the county, Warren
might ever have

HacGregort It s possible. Under the provisions of the consti
tution that provided that the attorney general
was the chief law officer of the state, a grand
jury could ask either for his help or that a public
officer be supplaited. But, as I said before,
I don t believe he ever supplanted a public officer,
although he helped in Investigations and prose
cutions. Now, whether any of these requests came
from grand juries, I do not recall.

Horris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGresor:

I was interested that the attorney general s
office has the power to replace district attorneys
or sheriffs, those are also elected officials.

Yen. But the constitution gives him that power
if there is a failure of the official to perform
his duties. [Pause] Do you want me to get the
constitution on that?

We could look it up later. I think it s one of
the little known facts about state govern
ment.* And you said that Warren didn t necessarily
initiate this action as attorney general.

I want to be accurate about this. If a situation
were getting out of hand, he might well have asked
to help the local law enforcement officers. When
I say that, I include the district attorney.
There s another situation which I haven t mentioned,
and which is very important. Namely, when a crime
has occurred where two or more counties are
involved, almost always in those cases the attorney
general would assist, to bring the work of the

^Article 5, Section 21, California Constitution
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various agencies together. That was one of the
motivating factors in his support of the creation
of the office of attorney general as chief law
officer of the state.

Yes, I can see that particularly in relation to
his experiences as district attorney in Alameda
County, when various misdeeds overlapped into
Contra Costa County. This would probably have under
lined the need for this kind of arrangement.

Needs that were helped by his leadership, but he
had no legal authority, which should exist in the
attorney general.

It s interesting the way some of these things go
on in time. It takes a long time to work out a
suitable solution.

Now, the transition period from Warren as attorney
general to being governor must have been quite
interesting.

It was and it was hectic, because we had to keep
the attorney general s office going and prepare to move
to Sacramento and to acquire the knowledge that was
needed to step into an entirely different situation* I
recall that Mr. Warren asked me to talk to Justice Homer
Spence, who had been the private secretary to a governor,
I think Governor Young, about working in the governor s
office. Justice Spence came into my office and gave
me a lot of tips about the handling of correspondence
and other aspects of the work. I may have Interviewed
some other men who had been staff secretaries to other
governors, but I particularly remember Justice Spence.

Governor Young was also from Alameda County, wasn t he?

Yes.

Was he still around and active In the Warren period?

I believe he had died.

Going back to the transition Mr. Sweigert
was in charge of It. The governor was busy interviewing
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people for his department heads, having, as I
indicated In the selection of the director of
public health, the advice of committees. Most
of his appointments, as I recall, at that stage
were of people of whom he knew. I recall his
getting recommendations from many people;
selection was quite a time consuming effort. I
remember his showing me the recommendations for
Dora Shaw Heffner, whom he appointed as director
of institutions, which at that time included
what vre now have as youth authority institutions.
Mrs. Heffner was a referee in the juvenile
court of Los Angeles County and was T*ell thought of
In her ability to handle the young offender.

Could you give us a brief description of what a
referee in juvenile court is?

A referee is a lawyer having official status who
holds hearings for the Judge of the Juvenile court,
and makes recommendations on the disposition of each
case that is handled. There is a right of the
judge to change the recommendations. Parents or
others have the power to appeal the referee s

decision to the Judge. But it s my observation
over the years that in most instances the referee s

decisions are followed.

It s interesting, in view of the role of the
Department of Institutions at that time, Mrs.
Heffner sounds as if she was a pretty good
choice to be director.

Yes, and in addition to that, she had degrees
in public administration I think she had a
doctorate in public administration. I did not know
her the attorney general handed me this sheet
of recommendations and said, &quot;What do you think?&quot;,

and I said, &quot;She sounds good.&quot;

This was recommendations from people in Southern
California?

Evidently.

That s interesting. I m glad you found the letter
from her in your papers, describing her hopes for





Morris: the department.*

On Becoming Governor

KacGregon Yes, well we ll come to that later,
to the transition now.

We ll stick

M orris:
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One of the pleasant things that happened in
the transition was in connection with the prepara
tion of the budget. I think we ve all talked about
how difficult it is for a new governor to work on
the budget when he s had no experience in the
financial handling of the governor s office and
the total state administration . Thelma Greenwalt
was secretary of the then director of finance, and
I remember that soon after the election, Hiss
Greenwalt phoned and offered the full facilities of
the director of finance to Sari Warren for his
preliminary work on the budget .

Was Mr. Hassler, as director of finance, one of the
first appointments Governor- elect Warren made?

He was one of the original appointments.

Mr. Hassler was city manager of Oakland and George
Killion, who was Olson s director of finance, had
also worked in private business in Oakland. I

wonder if these three had worked together on

projects before and therefore had a personal
relationship to help this transition period?

I ve no recollection of a three-way association,
but I do know that over the years Earl Warren and
Jack Hassler were closely associated.

On what kinds of things?

On problems relating to Oakland and Alameda County.

*See Appendix B,
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Mr. Hassler was an early city manager, wasn t he
the city manager form of government was fairly
recent?

Well, there were several who preceded him. Mr.
Osslan Carr was one. I don t know whether Mr.
Hassler succeded Mr. Carr or not, whether there
was any other person serving.

Could you recall a little bit about Mr. Hassler
as a person? Maybe something that he and Warren
worked on together his approach to life?

i

I don t seem to have any clear recollection.
Mr. Hassler was a very attractive person, and he
used to come into the office frequently, but beyond
that I have nothing to comment.

How did it happen Warren decided that you should
come to the governor s office with him?

Well, it was always taken for granted that I would
go to Sacramento in some capacity.

You both Just assumed this?

Apparently. But, one day in the very short period
between the election and his inauguration, a woman
who was active in Republican politics, whom we
both knew, came to see me and said that she would
like to be appointed a staff secretary. She
felt that the time had come when a woman should
have that responsibility in the governor s office.
I told her that I would tell the governor. I

remember we were driving to Sacramento, going
over office business, and I was reviewing the
list of messages, and I came to this message,
which I faithfully reported. He said, &quot;I agree
with Mrs. X; we should have a woman on the staff.
But I m not going to appoint her; I m going to

appoint you.&quot;

That s really lovely. I can Just hear him saying
that. That must have pleased you tremendously.

Oh, of course it did.
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That s interesting. Not only did he appoint you
one of his staff secretaries, but he went ahead
and appointed Mrs. Heffner to the cabinet so
that women were well represented.

Yes. And he appointed Rena Brewster, who was not
of cabinet rank, but was In charge of the Department
of Industrial Welfare.

Was that a new department?

No, that was an existing department. There was a
Commission of Industrial Welfare, which had the
responsibility of holding hearings on minimum
wages for women and children, rules protecting
them in industry, agriculture, and business. They
had the enforcement of the eight-hour-day law, and
other regulations of that character. They held
hearings, by they, I mean the commission. Mrs.
Brewster was the executive director for that
commission .

This question maybe comes later In time, but I d
like to get it on the record because I don t know
that we ve asked you about it, but it s come up
from other sources the story of Warren and the
fair employment practices legislation, which came
up several times when he was governor, and the
legislature never approved it. I wonder if this
Commission on Industrial Welfare might have been
concerned with minority employment?

That s possible, but it s one of the many things
that I don t have any specific recollection about.

No reason why you have to know everything about
everything in all those years. There isn t much
on it except an occasional headline In the paper
that FEPC legislation had been proposed, and
Warren several times mentioned it in a long list of

things that should be done In California.

That reminds me of one of the phases of the

preparation for the transition. Bill Swelgert and
I made a list of all of the promises that Earl
Warren made during the campaign for governor.
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took the press releases, and I guess Bill took
the speeches, and we compiled all those promises.
I can not say that all of them were mentioned in
the first inaugural address to the legislature
with his recommendation, but in the course of the
first administration all of them were supported
by the governor.

Isn t that remarkable!

There was no platform just to get on board.

Did you write them all down in a list someplace?

Yes, I prepared a memo. I remember I was recovering
from surgery.

In this transition period?

Yes. And I had all these papers stacked up on my
bed.

Oh dear. Was the campaign too much for you?

No, as a matter of fact, this episode of surgery
had nothing to do with the campaign.

One of the questions that we ve been interested in
is how Warren went about setting priorities? With
all the speeches and all the press reports of
of that campaign, there probably was quite a
collection of things that could be considered
promises. How did he go about establishing a
priority?

I don t know how he did that. But, knowing him,
as I have Indicated on the taping of the prison
reorganization which was one of his promises
he undoubtedly selected those items which he felt
were supported by the people, on which he could
gain their support, and of course, the ones which
he felt were most important to the state. Again,
his miraculous sense of timing came in.

In addition, there were many other matters of

legislation which would come up through the
departments or from other sources, which he
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favored, but which he would not select as the main
points of his recommendations to any given legis
lative session.

I would think so, because, particularly in that
19^3 legislature, the department heads would have
been in the same spot he was, newly appointed
and unfamiliar with the department.

Were there any department heads who were
carry-overs from Olson s time, even for a few
months?

Miss Chickerlng, Patty Chlckering, was director
of social welfare, and she remained for a consid
erable period of time. Then she resigned, and I
don t remember who succeeded her.

Judge Wollenberg s father, wasn t it Charles
Wollenberg?

Well, I don t remember whether Mr. Wollenberg came
in at that point, or after the Myrtle Williams
episode.

Wasn t Myrtle Williams followed by Charles Schottland
from Los Angeles?

I ve forgotten the sequence.

We still haven t gotten the whole Myrtle Williams
story, although we do have an interview with Mr.
Schottland about what happened afterwards.

I m glad you got Mr. Schottland. I was negligent
in not having spoken about his very important
work.

Is there anything in particular that you d like
to fill in about him?

I should say about the total period of transition
it was ertremely difficult. Very, very hard work.

While you and the people who were going to the
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governor s office with him were getting familiar
with that job, was Mr. Kenny also being introduced
to the machinery of the attorney general s office?

I presume so, but my focus was on the governor s
office.

Who of the people particularly close to Warren
remained in the attorney general s office?

KacGregor: Most of the staff I m thinking of Ted Westfal?.,
who had been with Earl Warren in the district
attorney s office, and Jim Oakley I ve told
about how he came to Sacramento, but remained in
the attorney general s office. Some had already
left the attorney general s office to go into war-
related work or to enlist both Warren Olney
and Oscar Jahnsen had done that.

Morris:
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But it was possible to keep some continuity with
the attorney general s office?

Yes, most of the attorney general *n office wore
undor civil service, and they stayed on undor
Mr. Kenny.

And then you went to Sacramento and Warren was
inaugurated

Well, before I come to that episode, I should mention
that Bill Sweigert and I went up to Sacramento
at the invitation of Stanley Mosk, who was Governor
Olson s executive secretary, and he was very
gracious and helpful to us.

And Olson then appointed Mr. Mosk to a Judgeship?

At some point yes he must have done it.
Governor Olson appointed him as a judge of the
superior court in Los Angeles.

Mr. Kosk and Mr. Killion were thereother people
In Olson s administration who were helpful in this
transition?

I don t recall.

Well, those two would have been pretty important
ones to ease the way.
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Morris: Good, and then Warren was Inaugurated and you went
up to Install him in the governor s office, and you
walked in and found &quot;bugs&quot; electronic listening
devices

Well, that wasn t the way it happened . On t} 4 3

first or second Sunday after the inauguration, I
was working at the office, and there was a knock
on the door, and Charles Lyons, the speaker of
the assembly, was there with, as I recall, one
or two other people. He said, &quot;We heard that
Governor Olson had microphones and a recording
device in the office, and we d like to find out
about it.&quot; Of course, I had no knowledge of this.
So I invited them in, and I m sure I got in touch
with the governor and Mr. Sweigert and Mr. Scogg^ns
when It was happening. I didn t have anything
else to do with the situation, except I learned
that there were microphones in practically all
of the offices, including the governor s, so
that his conversations would be recorded, and
there was a recording device in a room on the
mezzanine floor.

You mean a master listening device?

Apparently. This fitted in with the general
atmosphere of surveillance in the governor s office.

The night of the inauguration, one of the
custodial staff came to me with the keys for the
office, the master key for the suite of offices,
and then he handed me another group of keys. I

said, &quot;What are these for?&quot; He said, &quot;These are
so you can all lock your doors.&quot; I said, &quot;Lock

our doors!&quot; [Laughs] I said, &quot;Well, I ll
take the keys, but we ve never locked our doors;
our offices have always been open to one another.&quot;

So it really was a very unwholesome atmosphere of

suspicion that pervaded Governor Olson s adminis
tration.

Morris i Was the sense of this that these recording
devices had been Installed by Olson to keep track
of his own cabinet or they were put in as he

Morris

MacGregon
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departed to keep track of the Warren cabinet?

Oh, it must have been entirely to keep track of the
Olson situation, because he would have no way of
getting at the recording device.

That s interesting. I seem to recall that somewhere
along the line, wasn t it Gordon Garland who, as
speaker of the assembly, found a recording deTlce
and ripped it out, saying that he wasn t going to
do what Governor Olson told him?

I don t remember.

The name Garland stuck In my head because didn t
Warren appoint him

Director of motor vehicles.

Much of this was made In the papers, I think.
This is how we came across it. We found photographs
that covered the top half of the Sacramento Bee.

Discovery of the microphones created a great furor
in governmental circles. And that leads in

naturally to what I wanted to tell about Earl
Warren s relationship with all the government
employees in Sacramento.

On the first or second day after his inauguration,
he began the practice of dropping in at different
offices, and meeting all the people In the office.
This Just changed the whole feeling in Sacramento,
and someone said, &quot;It was as If a good clean
breeze had blown through Sacrmaneto.&quot; Always
Governor Warren made a great point of the fact that
the success of an administration, and I mean any
administration, was In large part dependent on
the quality of people holding subordinate positions
In the offices.

Could you comment on what was the difference in the

way Olson ran the governor s office and the way
he had administered the various departments what
was the source of this feeling of suspicion?
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MacGregor: I don t know; I only know that It existed.

Morris i You must have had some fall-out of this In the
attorney general s office.

i

MacGregor Well, evidently It didn t Impress me very much,
because I have no clear recollection.

Morris: It was more visible In the state capital?

MacGregor i In the capital, yes.

Miss MacGregor *s Job Description

Morris:

MacGregor:

Now, you were going to tell us a bit about the way
you set up your part of the governor s office and
some of the responsibilities and some of the inter-
esting people In relation to that marvelous, detailed
job description that you ve supplied us.* It
seems Impossible that one human being could
accomplish all those tasks.

Well, it never got fully accomplished, I can assure
you. But you have this document that I prepared
after Judge Oakley became the executive secretary.
At that time we were trying to figure out really
how much help we needed In the office to properly
function. I think I should say something about my
duties to supervise reception, appointments, and
the calendar unit. We were very fortunate in

having during almost all of Governor Warren s

administration as the receptionist Mrs. Madelaine
Doty, whom Mr. Scogglns had known In Stockton. He
felt that she had the unique qualities that would
make her a good receptionist. She was very
gracious she is, fortunately, she s still

living a very gracious lady, well-informed, and
with a marvelous memory.

*See Appendix C.
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A very fine combination.

And able to meet anybody with serenity and tact.
I never knew of any Instance when Mrs. Doty
offended a person.

That s a great gift.

She needs a gold star for her skill in doing this.
She did not come in at the very beginning.
Evelyn Whalen, then Evelyn Peterson, came up with
us from the attorney general s office, and she
filled in at the reception desk until we could find
someone who was right. Mrs. Doty came up from
Stockton and I interviewed her. She assumed her
duties sometime fairly early in January. Obviously,
there would have to be somebody to relieve her,
but I ve forgotten who substituted then.

Of course we had all kinds of people coming
into the governor s office who had complaints of
various kinds some reasonable, some totally
unreasonable, some who were really mental cases.
And I d like to Jump ahead In the handling of
people who were mental cases. They were pretty
easily spotted because usually they would have some
delusional aspects to their story. After Dr.
Frank Tollman came In as director of mental hygiene,
I was discussing this problem with him one day, and
he said, &quot;I d like to; meet with the staff of people
who Interview those who come Into the office.&quot;

And of course that Included many more people than
the receptionist. He told us some valuable things
to bear in mindi One, no matter how illogical
the story may be, it is real to the person who
tells it. And another point he made was the

story may be unreal, but it may be a distortion
of a real situation which should be gone into.
And I think that helped us all in our handling
of people who were difficult. If Mrs. Doty couldn t

satisfy a person, she would call on one of the rest
of us on the staff to talk to hln. Once in a
while, In a very difficult situation, the

governor himself would listen, and . remember one
man who troubled us for years. Earl Warren
finally talked to him and the man accepted what
ever the governor had said to him.

That s very moving.
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It really Is. And then, we had the appointment
unit, which handled all the appointments, under
my supervision, unfortunately the governor couldn t

possibly see everybody he should see, so the rest
of the staff would fill in.

And see somebody, Instead of Warren trying to see
everyone .

Instead of the governor himself.

This must have been very difficult to try and
decide who really should see the governor and who
could have their problem handled by somebody else.

Well, very often, we d take it up with the governor
in advance, and he d say, &quot;I think that so-and-so
should take care of it.&quot;

Did people feel that you had the power of approach
to the governor, as it were maybe you could
get them In ahead of their turn, or on a matter
that wasn t all that Important?

Usually the governor was so closely scheduled
with very important official appointments that it
was obvious that some of the rest of us had to fill
In, but we worked that out there were very few
unhappy people. Of course, the governor himself
was a contributing factor to some of the difficul
ties in two ways. One, he d always say, &quot;Well f

I 1 11 be glad to see you anytime.&quot;

And people would take him literally.

Yes. And the other way was, when he granted an
interview, he never left or cut it short when he
felt the discussion was important; so other pec pie
would Just have to wait until that was over.
Then there were a few bumptious people In Sacra
mento who thought they had the right to see him

at any time. I remember there were one or two
state officials I won t name them who would
come sailing In, past my door, into the governor s

office. After one or two encounters with them, I

was made to understand that what the governor had
said outweighed what I would say, and so they d
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Oh, dear, and what would Warren do about that?

Oh, well, his graciousness would rise to the
occasion. Sometimes, he would have other people
in there. Presumably, he would ask the newcomer
to wait in the reception room until he was free.

You also handled a good deal of correspondence
for him, didn t you?

Oh, yes. The correspondence was enormous , particu
larly at the beginning of the administratbn, and
we had to organize that. Many of the letters
were applications for positions or recommendations
for positions, and we established a routine under
Bill Sweigert to handle that. We developed the
form letters to use in answering that correspondence.
Then we developed a lot of form letters for various
types of situations. Many matters were referred
to the department concerned in the correspondence.
We d simply write and say that the matter had been
referred to the appropriate department, and we d
suggest that they get in touch with the head of
the department.

One of the interesting aspects of complaints
is that they very often reveal defects in adminis
tration, the governor didn t want them Ignored.
And at one point, he asked someone in the Department
of Finance to Investigate some complaints, because
people would feel that if it was referred, say,
to the director of public works, when it was a
complaint about the operation of the department,
the answer would certainly be a whitewash.
Complaints that sounded as if there was some
merit to them would be referred to the special
man in the Department of Finance, and sometimes
Oscar Jahnsen would investigate.

Speaking of correspondence, the governor received
many amusing requests and requests impossible to

grant. The most amusing was a letter accompanied
by dental wax for an impression. The writer was

making a collection of bites of famous people.
Would the governor please send his bite.
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MacGregor: Persons who had written movie scripts, poems, songs,
plays, and the like would ask his influence in
getting them marketed. We had a form letter
explaining that there was nothing in the law which
permitted the governor to give such assistance. In
reply to such an answer, I received a letter which
I have kept:

&quot;Received your prompt reply and kind attention
in getting my letter before the Governor.
The reply was as much as I had hoped for. But
anyhow my luck seems to have changed for the
better.

**** (tells about getting a divorce)
I had noticed you signed your name with a Miss
in parenthesis. That is a new angle to me.
Of course I don t know much about private
secretaries, but may I please be bold enough
to assume that I might favoritely (sic) gain
your acquaintance and friendship. So that
this letter might welcomely be received in
contrast with the numerous letters that give
you a hard day s work. By way of reference
I will enclose a letter from Lum and Abner.
**** Yours truly.&quot;

One of my responsibilities arose only during the
legislative session, and that was to sign receipts
for bills passed by the legislature.

Morris That must have been quite Interesting.

MacGregor i Well, it was so fast, and purely a matter of
clerical routine, that I didn t have any time to
review the bills at that point.

Morris i Do you recall whether then as now toward the end
of the session you d be signing many more receipts?

MacGregor i Oh, yes. They d just come down in volume. (We
were on the floor below)

Morris: Did this produce any reaction from Warren that
bills weren t getting through faster?

MacGregor: No, I don t think so. Of course, bills passed
prior to ten days before the end of the session
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MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris i

MacGregort

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

had to be either signed or vetoed, within the
ten-day period. We had the operation set up to
handle all legislation as it came in, under the
direction of the legislative secretary. Reports
would be obtained from a number of different
sources, and correspondence that had come in on the
subject would be collated. Then, one of the
secretaries who was a lawyer would prepare a summary
for the governor. Important in this work was the
report from the attorney general and the report
from the legislative counsel, and then the report
from the department head. Perhaps Beach Vasey or
someone else has already described this process.

Somewhat, but not in too much detail. I m Interested
I don t think that Judge Vasey commented on the
legislative counsel also sending his summaries to
the governor.

Yes, well, at any rate that was included.

It seems to be a dreadful Jofc for a governor to
have to go through all of this material on all of
the bills that wait til the end of the session
to be passed.

It was simply known as the bill-signing period,
something that was Important, and had to be done.

Would he ever make any efforts to prod along a bill
in which he was particularly interested?

Yes, I think he would call in members of the
legislature who were supporting It, and ask them to
put on a little more pressure, or he d call
people who were opposing it and talk over the bill
that he had In mind. One thing: the members of
the legislature, when it was in session and at
other times, had priority over practically all
other callers.

So that if they were in a tricky spot on the floor
of the legislature, they could come and see the

governor right away, as need be.

MacGregor i Yes.
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Morris: That sounds like a very sensible arrangement.

MacGregor: Al Wollenberg, who was carrying the governor s
bills in the assembly, was frequently in and out of
the office to confer with the governor.

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris s

MacGregor:

Morris i

MacGregon

Morris i

MacGregon

Morris i

MacGregor t

How did he come to be selected as the governor s
floor leader?

They were old friends, and admired each other,
and of course Al Wollenberg is a very effective
person. I ve been trying to think of who carried
the bills in the senate, but it escapes me for a
moment .

Byrl Salsman did for a while, but that was later on.
There seemed to be more distance between the governor
and the senate.

I don t think so, but I Just don t remember who
it was in the senate.

I m not sure that we ve come across one specific
name.

Oh, Charlie Dueul carried some of the bills
Senator Dueul from up north. He carried the
prison reform bills, and probably If I thought
long enough I d remember more.

When I think of the senate, I think of the strong
men there on the finance committee Mr. Rich
and Mr. Hulse and Mr. Hatfleld Oliver Carter,
wasn t he In the senate?

I think he was a federal Judge, wasn t he?

I think he was eventually a federal Judge, but
I think he was in the senate, again active in
water legislation.

Well, I d be Just speculating. It was this matter
of my duty in regard to the bills that has led
Into this.

Also the only legal work that I ever did in

the governor s office was Joining the corps of

workers that summarized the bills, the recommenda
tions concerning the bills, for the governor.
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Was this regularly, or just when there was a real
heavy

The legislative secretary would parcel the bills
out, and he also would bring in lawyers from other
agencies to help out, too, during the bill-signing
period.

As lawyers, or because of their department knowledge?

I think because they were good lawyers.

Which bills did you get?

I don t remember. Just as they came.

I see. I was wondering if he would parcel out to
you the ones relating to the topics that you were
particularly /knowledgeable in youth and health
and things of this sort.

MacGregor i I don t remember.

Wartime and Postwar Planning

Morris i Now, we had a oouple of questions that we thought
you could shed some light on. I ve listed here
Alexander Heron i he is one of the people who is no
longer with us to give any direct Information, but
his name turns up over a number of years In state
government. And then Governor Warren got him
released from General Elsenhower s staff in Europe
to come back to California

MacGregor i I think I covered that in the taping.

Morris:

MacGregor i

You covered the fact that Eisenhower released him
to come to be director of the Re-employment and
Reconstruction Commission.

It was the secretary of war who released him.
The governor called the secretary direct I remember
I placed the call.

Morris i Oh, really. And there was no argument?
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MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor i

Morris i

Not that I remember.

The other one was Karl Holton, who said that he
was all ready to go back on active duty with his
old World War I outfit, and he was quite cross
when Governor Warren told him he was needed more
here than in the trenches.

I know that the governor intervened to keep Karl,
but I don t remember how he did it.

That s Interesting. Itmust have been kind of
difficult when the war effort came before the
state s needs, particularly in key personnel.

Well, that was a decision that he made on his
own . About the Reemployment and Reconstruction
Commission, the governor believed that the prepara
tion of California for peacetime, and the return
of the soldiers the military forces was of
tremendous importance to the stability of the
state, and to the welfare of those who returned.
And that s why he wanted to get a real effective
plan for reconstruction and reemployment .

At one point in our earlier interview, you made
the comment that much of the legislature seemed
to be&quot; allergic&quot; to planning, and that this kept
some of the commission s work from being as effective
as it might. I wonder if you could go into that
a little bit more.

Answering one part of your question first I

don t think that it hampered the Reemployment
and Reconstruction Commission in its work, but
it did prevent a continuance of such a functiori,
after it completed its work. I mentioned it in
connection with trying to get the Aid to Small
Business Show under way, and we couldn t get any
help in the way of planning for that.

Prom the legislature?

Yes.

In other words, money to
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MacGregor:

Morris i

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris i

Well, we Just knew that there was a revolt inside
on planning.

Was this to the Idea of planning?

I don t know, but It was there. Probably it was
that they figured that money would be spent for
planning and nothing would be accomplished.

Well, I wondered about that and I wondered, reaulng
through the Department of Finance reports on state
revenues and business, about the postwar recession
that Warren hoped to avoid, which did not materialize
until ^-8 or ^9. There were several years there
in which productivity kept high and business was
booming and European contracts were coming in,
and I wondered if their thinking was, &quot;We don t
need it, because state prosperity is continuing.

11

Any answer I might give would be sheer speculation.

Well, it s speculation on my part, too.

Now, what about Mr. Heron as an individual?
He would have been of an older generation, wouldn t

he, by then?

Not so old. A perfectly charming gentleman. His
background was with Crown-Zellerbach before he
went into the armed services. He was a humanitarian,
a man who had faith in people, who believed that
government should do all that it can to permit
people to live good lives.

He d been director of finance in an earlier
administration, hadn t he?

Yes, I think it was in Governor Young s administration,
And that was one of the reasons that Earl Warren
wanted him for the position. He knew what could
be done in state service, knew the structure of
state government.

That s a good point.

I ve asked about Karl Holtom could you tell
us a little bit about a study of the problems
of sixteen to twenty year old girls that was done
by the youth authority?
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MacGregor :

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

It wasn t done by the youth authority; it was
initiated

&quot;by the Governor s Advisory Committee on
Children and Youth. And this was much later; this
was during the time that I was on the Youth
Authority Board.

So, it s later in time. Were there earlier indi
cations of particular problems that girls were
having, while Warren was governor?

I don t remember. This study was done under a
Rosenberg Foundation grant, which had been requested
by the Governor s Advisory Committee on Children
and Youth, and Dr Charlotte Elmott of Santa
Barbara was the director of the staff work.

If you d like me to interject just one or two
thoughts in the youth authority we felt that
there were not proper provision for the girls between
sixteen and twenty-four. I remember that the youth
authority had jurisdiction to keep certain wards
up to age twenty-five. And we did not have at
Ventura School for Girls programs specifically
designed for the older girl. In some cases the
Institution for Women at Corona was better
equipped to handle the older girls, but we didn t

want to place them in a prison situation; that
was the origin, and many recommendations came from
this study. You asked what followed! In a very
slow way many of the recommendations have been
Implemented. But still many things need to be
done.

One of the people who apparently was interested
in this whole area of corrections for years and
years was Dick Graves.

MacGregor: Yes.
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Morris i

MacGregon

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

I wondered If you could talk a little bit about
him and the governor. He was at the university
and apparently helped with a handbook on the
district attorney s office that Mr. Warren and Mr.
May were very much Interested In.

I didn t realize that Dick had been In on that.

We have some correspondence going back to 29 or
30, In which he comments on this, and an

outline for the book that Ronald Beatty worked
on. I believe that Warren s son In Sacramento has
the manuscript.

Isn t that Interesting,
about that.

I didn t know anything

There were several chapters that Mr. Warren was
particularly Interested In, Including the history
of practices of administration of justice going
back to the Greeks and the Romans. It sounds
like It would be a useful piece of work. But
anyhow, Dick Graves recalled working on that
with Mr. Warren.

What I m Interested In Is that we get different
opinions about Richard Graves and his relation to
Warren. One Is that Warren found him a good
source of new Ideas and a good person to brain
storm with about possible developments In state
administration, and the other point of view Is
that because Mr. Graves was the executive
director of the League of California Cities, he
had a lot of political clout, and that Warren
felt It was a good thing to remain on good terms
with someone In this Important a position. I

wondered If you could comment on this?

I believe that he really liked and valued Dick
Graves as a source of Ideas and consultant.
The relationship, as I recall, was very happy,
until they got Into this Christmas Tree Bill.
There was the money that Barl Warren was hoarding,
shall I say, for future contingencies of the
state, and Dick Graves was the leader of a
movement to get It distributed to the cities.
I won t say that that breached their friendship,
but It certainly created an atmosphere of tension.
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Morrlst Several years later Warren publicly apologized,
and said that Graves had been right and that the
cities did need the money.

MacGregor: Did he? I never knew that.

Morris: That we have on record. But I gather that this
did not mean that they then resumed as close a
relationship as they had had.

MacGregor: I don t know. I know that Graves is an extremely
likeable person and a very bright man. I don t
think the question of political clout ever entered
into it. Mr. Warren had great respect for the
importance of local government, and wanted to
work with both the city governmental associations
and the county government associations. I think
Bill MacDougall was the executive of the County
Supervisors Association, and he was always a
welcome visitor to the office.

Morris i This would, In a sense, be similar to the good
relationship he kept over the years with the
sheriffs and the district attorneys associations
the various professional associations?

MacGregor: Not as direct, because he had no real authority.
But one of mutual respect and understanding.
Again and again in his speeches, Earl Warren
would say that local government is the heart of
good government In the democracy of the United
States.

Morris i So, Dick Graves would also be a channel for Warren
to keep In touch with what was happening in city
government .

MacGregor: Correct.

Morris: I don t know whether one can sort out what Graves
personally thought was a good plan and what the

League of California Cities felt was a good plan,
but were there Ideas of his about local government
and things the state could do to help that Warren
particularly responded to, do you recall?

MacGregor i I don t recall. I Just recall an ongoing cooperative
relationship.
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Morris: Wasn t Mr. Graves rather caught In the middle
while he was director of civil defense, when
then-Attorney General Warren challenged Governor
Olson on civil defense during the 19^-2 campaign?

MacGregor: I m unclear on that point.

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris i

You didn t get involved at all on the civil
defense issue?

Well, I won t say that we didn t work on it, from
the standpoint of Earl Warren s leadership of the
law enforcement agencies, which were so important
in preparing the communities for civil defense.
And the fire chiefs because he was always
studying what was happening in England during
the bombing, and how we should organize to meet
the same type of situation, if it should arise.

The civilian wardens and this kind of thing.
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X WARREN AND POLITICS

Children and Families

MacGregon

Morris i Now, we really haven t talked much about your role
in Warren s political campaigns. There was
something about Warren s childhood home in Los
Angeles and a picture taken in front of it.

I m happy to do that. I ve already handed you a
memorandum that I prepared when I sent copies of
this picture to the Youth Authority. This picture
shows Earl Warren in such a responsive and loving
attitude toward any children that happen to be
near him, particularly the little, poorly clad,
miscellaneous group that are shown In this
picture.

This picture had been taken In 19^2?

No, in 19^. When California began celebrating
the centennial in 19^6, the Jonathan Club, a
big club in Los Angeles, of which Earl Warren
was an honorary member, hired an old-fashioned
stage coach and drove him to the house where he was
bom I believe on Turner Street. It s no
longer In existence, having been torn down many
years ago. It was near the old plaza a
Chinese couple were living there at the time. It
was arranged with them that they would give a
little tea for Mr. Warren. As I say, the
club members had the ingenuity to find a stagecoach
and the horses to drive him to his birthplace.

Morris i That s lovely.

Morris:

MacGregor
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MacGregor:

Morris:

A group of children were attracted by the stage
coach, and when he came out they were waiting for
him, and this, among many other pictures, was
taken.

This would have been useful In the 1946 governor
campaign, wouldn t It?

MacGregor i It wasn t used.

Morris i

MacGregor: Yes.

But It was taken in

Morris i

MacGregor i

Morrist

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor i

Then in 1955 * when I was on the Youth
Authority Board, I wanted the children In the
Youth Authority Institutions for the younger
ones to have this picture of Earl Warren, so that
they could sense his affection for children,
no matter what their condition In life might be or
their race. I love the picture of the little
black boy with his face upturned.

Yes, he s obviously just fascinated to be near
this big, friendly man. Well It s good to have
the story of that picture, because it s a nice
one.

Well, I wish I had been there, but I was told
about It when the episode was over.

I ll bet Warren enjoyed it.

Yes, he did. Before I leave this subject, I

think Jt s important that people know Earl Warren s

very humble beginnings, and that he never shied
from recognizing them.

Yes, I think he cites this quite often in his
concern for social programs, like the health
Insurance legislation. In general, then, how
did you participate In the campaigns?

I participated In the campaigns, chiefly In my
overtime, In the handling of correspondence. We
answered every piece of mail, and of course the
thank you for contributions. I think that was my
major contribution In the campaigns, from 1938





Erl and Ulna Warren. c. 1952.

Helen MacCrefor, about 1936, vhen In Alateda County dlitrtct attorney ! office.
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MacGregor on. But I never made any speeches, didn t do any
of the organizing work for the campaigns, any
of the campaigns.

I did do this memo on my work with Earl Warren,
sort of at the eleventh hour In 19^2, at Bill
Sweigert s request.* He was then managing the
campaign .

Vice-Presidential Campalrai

Morris:

MacGregor i

Morris i

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

I understand that you traveled on the 19^8 campaign
train! We d love to hear about that.

In 194-8, In order to keep the state functions and
the political functions separate, I went off the
state payroll and onto the payroll of the national
committee. I ve forgotten how long that was, but
It was during the period of the nominating conven
tion and the campaign train. I think I went off
the payroll of the state before the Philadelphia
convention In June. I went back after the election.

Did you go to Philadelphia?

Yes.

Can you describe that for us?

I think the best description of It was the Joke
about the name of the hotel, the Bellvue Stratford.
It was referred to as the Bedlam Stratford!
At any rate. It was bedlam. I never was In such
a time of confusion as In the first day or so of
the convention. Our suite was up In one of the
upper stories of this hotel. And people pouring
in, wanting to see the governor. And of course,

*See Appendix A.
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Morris i

MacGregor i

Morris:

MacGregor i

Morris i

MacGregor i

Morris t

MacGregor t

Morris i

MacGregor i

he wasn t there; he was over at the Hotel Warwick.
Finally, we all moved over to the Warwick Hotel.

Oh, in other words, the California party was in
two physical locations?

Yes. The office was in the Bellvue Stratford
hotel. Those of us who had our rooms in the
hotel didn t move, &quot;but the office functions moved
over to the Warwick Hotel.

Where Warren s suite was?

And they were set up in this office where Pop
Small and Fred Bagshaw slept, theoretically.

Who was Fred Bagshaw?

He was a Republican friend in Marin County; he
may have had a public office.

Who else from the Sacramento office was there in
Philadelphia?

We had a lot of people there. Verne Scoggins and
Bill Swelgert. We all had a most pleasant time
on the train going to Philadelphia. The Warren girls
were along. They always drew a lot of attention,
because they were so pretty and gracious. At the con
vention Itself, one of my Jobs was handling the

requests for interviews, television, and radio
appearances for the girls and Mrs* Warren. Mrs.
Warren never would make a speech, but she would
Join a group on television. Forty-eight was the
beginning of the general use of television.

Very, very beginning, yes.

Requests were always coming In faster than they
could be handled. The dramatic thing was the fact
that the governor of Pennsylvania, Governor Duff,
had the suite across the hall from the Warren
suite. It s the habit of the press to watch all
of the leading personalities at a nominating
convention, and one day, early In the convention,
I went dashing out of the office in which I was
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MacGregor:

Morris j

MacGregor i

Morris i

MacGregor

Morris i

MacGregor i

Morris t

working to get a note in to Governor Warren and
I stumbed over something on the floor. Then I
became conscious of what had happened. There were
all these big cameras of the press and reporters
crouching beside them, waiting to get a picture
of either Governor Duff going over to see Governor
Warren or Governor Warren going over to see
Governor Duff.

And who was going to call on whom was considered
significant?

Yes, particularly Governor Duff, considering the
votes of the Pennsylvania delegation.

Did you have any sense of how things were develop
ing, and what Governor Warren s chances were?

Governor Warren s only chances were in case of
the development of a deadlock between Thomas
Dewey and Robert Taft, and that deadlock never
did develop. So, I think it was the third ballot
that Dewey got the nominating votes, and I was not
a bit unhappy about it. I was very much relieved
that we didn t have to go through a presldental
campaign and went to my hotel room, after a group
of us went out and had dinner and some fun. Then
I slept in the next morning, figuring that my
only obligation was to pack up and go home, but
when I went in to the Hotel Warwick, I was greeted
by some of our friends who said, &quot;What do you
think about it?&quot; I said, &quot;What do I think about
what?&quot; Then the news was broken to me that he had
agreed to accept the nomination for vice-president.
So, that was that, and we had to prepare for the
vice-presidential campaign.

You didn t think that he wanted to be president
or you didn t think the time was right?

I believe he wanted to be president, but he knew
that his chances were limited to the development of
a deadlock, Just as in 1952 those were his chances.
But that wasn t to be.

Even though he had developed a very strong national
reputation, both as a law enforcement officer and
as governor?
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MacGregon One of the things that was said over and over again,
after the election if the ticket had been
reversed, the Republicans would have won.

Morris i Was the feeling In Philadelphia that California
and the West did not have the strength to
carry a nomination?

MacGregon I don t think that entered into the picture; I
think it was a question of whether or not Dewey
or Taft had the strength. And, of course,
it turned out that Dewey got the nomination.

Morris: That s interesting. So then you came back, and
planning for the campaign must have begun almost
Immediately.

Campaign Train

MacGregon

Morris i

MacGregon

Morris t

MacGregon

Morris i

MacGregon

Morris i

MacGregon

Yes, it did. Pop Small had already been engaged
to work in the campaign in Sacramento, and he went
ahead and helped plan the campaign train, although
he himself remained in Sacramento, as I recall.

I think sot assisting Goodwin Knight.

Yes.

And Verne Sooggins had a man in Oakland that he
hired, didn t he?

Yes, Dudley Frost. He was the captain of the train*
if you can use that expression. Dudley Frost, I

think, engaged most of the people for the train.
We took quite a few of our staff along, but
beyond that, he built that organization.

And Verne Scogglns stayed in Sacramento?

Oh no, Verne was on the train. Verne Scogglns
and Bill Swelgert were on the train.

And what was your Job on the train?

My job was mostly secretarial. The procedure each
day was that the train went Into a state very
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MacGregor

Morris

MacGregor:

Morris i

MacGregor i

Morris i

MacGregor:

early In the morning. Sometimes we d lay up, and
the train wouldn t move for many hours during the
night, and we d go into the next state fairly early
In the morning, and the VIPs of that state would
get on . Senator Knowland was in chargeof the
reception of the VIPs, and sometimes people would
attempt to crash the train

At that point?

Right. He would have the responsibility of working
that out, for which I was very thankful. Then I
would see that the guests for the day were
comfortable, and take them to the dining car for
breakfast and take them to the lounge, which was
in the same unit of the train as my little office.
And then after they were settled, Senator Knowland
had the primary responsibility, and the governor
and Mrs. Warren would greet them; then the governor
always had to work on a speech for that night.

Oh my. Was Swelgert working on speeches with him?

Yes. And then we had some speechwrlters on the
train, who were terribly frustrated people.

[Laughs] I bet they were
warren s way of working.

They didn t know about

Right. However, they were paid for being there,
and they did their best. I would take Governor
Warren s dictation and transcribe It, and that was
often a very delightful thing, because he s a slow
dictator, and I d have a chance to look at the
beautiful country that we d be passing through.

Were there things from Sacramento that would be sent
out to him, that he needed to handle?

I don t believe so, because when the governor is
absent from the state, the lieutenant-governor has
the full power of the governor.

So this was purely matters relating to the campaign.

Yes. One of the amusing episodes on the train was
in Pennsylvania. The Republicans in Pennsylvania
were headed by Senator Martin, a distinguished
gentleman, and of course, Governor Duff. There
were also a number of very the words that comes
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to my mind is ponderous* women, dripping with
orchids, and wearing diamonds, and very grande
dames, in the best sense of the word. Well*
after we were well under way, and I d gone back to
the office to do some typing, a little lady poked
her head in the door and said, &quot;Can I come in?&quot;

And I said, &quot;Surely.&quot; She said, &quot;I d like to talk
to you. You look real.&quot;

Oh, isn t that sweet.

We ve been friends ever since. She was a prominent
Republican, but she was a social worker in the
schools of Lebanon. And she was, you know, just
uncomfortable in this high society atmosphere
that was prevailing.

It s interesting that your recollection is that
there were a number of these grande dames. In the
advance man s handbook that Verne Scoggins gave us,
there s a last-minute policy note that &quot;proper,

though small, representation of women must be
aboard with VIPs.&quot;*

[Laughter] That s marvelous. Yes, when we would
get to the destination of the night

Before I talk about that, I d like to speak
about the whistle-stops where people would

gather, and the governor would make a brief talk.
His famous story about Benjamin Franklin and the
little old lady was told again and again, and it

became a great Joke among the press people on the

train.

I don t know that we ve heard that.

Haven t you? Briefly, It is the story of the
end of the Constitutional Convention, when a

*Advanoe Man s Manual, Governor Warren s Campaign
Tour&quot;, memo dated September 6, 19^. In Verne

Scoggins* papers in Earl Warren Archive, Bancroft

Library .
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Morris:

MacGregon

Morris i

MacGregort

Morris:

MacGregort

little old lady approached Benjamin Franklin, and
asked Mr. Franklin, &quot;What have you given us?&quot; and
he replied succinctly, &quot;A republic, If you can
keep it.&quot; And that was the theme story of the
whistle stops. And of course, after you d heard
It a great many times, It became kind of funny,
and the man on the train would make all kinds of
cracks about It, but It was good because the
people who heard it hadn t heard It before.

Gifts would be presented flowers for Mrs.
Warren and the girls. Oscar Jahnsen and I had a
system worked out, whereby he and the main
security unit would get the names of everybody
who presented flowers or gifts, and they d do their
best to get the addresses and a notation as to the
character of the gift. Then he d turn the memo
over to me, and the girls and I would do the thank-
you letters.

You ve mentioned the girls a couple of times, both
In Philadelphia and on the train. This photograph
that we have shows a couple of young boys. Are those
some of the Warren sons?

The Warren sons had nothing to do with the campaign.
Ever. Oh well, this may have been when we were
starting out. I think that may be Bobby there.

The crew-out lad.

And I think a couple of the others are there too.

This was taken Just about as the train came
over the Oregon border into California that
would have been on the way back home, wouldn t
it? That was the note that Mr. Scoggins attached
to it.

I see. Wellt there was another picture taken
before we started. Yes, the family had flown

up and met the train at some point on the return
Journey. I should tell you that we had on the
staff Marguerite Gallagher, Marguerite Magee,
Hortense May from the governor s office.

Morris: They re In a row there with you?
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MacGregori Well, Mrs. May is with me. Then we had some people
who were provided us in New York, from the Dewey
staff. But I don t know whether any of them
were this far along. I think that s Mrs. Scoggins.
She probably flew up too.

Morris: This would be the first Mrs. Scoggins?

MacGregor: Yes.

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregori

So, the boys only showed up for short periods?

Well, I wouldn t have known that they turned up at
all, if I hadn t seen Bobby s picture there,
because they kept themselves aloof from the campaign,

The boys did?

Yes.

Why was that?

They Just thought it had no part in their lives,
I guess. Apropos of the boys non-relationship
to the campaign. When Earl Warren had just received
the nomination for vice-president, he phoned back
to Sacramento to tell the boys, and Bobby was on
the line, and he said, &quot;Son, I ve received the
nomination for vice-president.&quot; There was a
silence, and then Bobby asked, &quot;Is that good, Dad?&quot;

That s lovely. How old was he at that point?

Thirteen or fourteen.

I should describe the situation on the arrival
at the evening s destination. There would be a
brass band, music ! there would be more orchids
presented; there would be a procession, and it
would Include a car for me and the girls who
handled the working part of the evening, and
we d get there ahead of the Warren party, and a
room or suite would be assigned to us. Telephones
would be set up, and we d go right ahead with our
secretarial work.

Morris: That must have been a very wearing experience,
was what three or four weeks?

That
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MacGregon

Morrlsi

MacGregor:

Morris :

MacGregor i

Morris:

MacGregor i

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris t

MacGregor:

Almost four weeks. We did not have to work on Sunday,
The governor would not make any speeches on Sunday.

So the whole trainload of you would Just have a
day s layover without traveling?

A day of rest yes.

You mentioned the press. Was there a press corps
that traveled along with you? Were they primarily
favorable to Warren, or did they have various
leanings?

Yes. I think that they were primarily favorable,
but as you know the press always have a tongue-in-
cheek attitude.

Even in those days?

Oh, always .

Do you recall any in particular who traveled on
that trip?

No, I don t. I m sorry.

Were there local Sacramento or San Francisco
people or were they the national corps?

I think they were national, on the whole. Well,
Verne would know that, I don t.

I didn t think to ask him, I should have.

What kinds and sizes of crowds were there?
you go to many of the

Did

I didn t go to any of the evening meetings. The
reaction of the people who came to the whistle-
stops was one of great seriousness, and I had the
feeling that we were looking into the face of
America; they hadn t made up their minds, but
here was a candidate for national office that
they had the chance to listen to, and they
listened quietly and respectfully, and I should
say, on the whole noncommittally.
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Morris :

MacGregori

Morris*

MacGregori

Morris i

MacGregori

Morris i

MacGregori

Morris:

That s a good American approach.

Mr* Scogglns said that there was one man on
the staff who looked enough like Mr. Warren so
that he could be

That was Pop Small.

Well, in addition to Pop, he said there was
another man on the security staff who looked
enough like Warren so that they would get Warren
inside the train and have this other man out on
the back platform waving his hand, in case anything
untoward might happen.

I d forgotten that,
was.

I don t remember who that

MacGregor:

As you came back into California, was there a
more positive reception?

Oh yes. Well, I won t say that the reception was
not positive? It was good. Not having been at
the evening meetings, when he made his talks, I

don t know how those worked out. But I think they
were good. I remember a lovely turnout in
various places parades, and that was one of
the amusing things that I would find myself,
as part of the parade, bowing and smiling at
people . [Laughter]

Certainly! That s an interesting reaction.
So that train wound up when how close to the
election?

I have a feeling it was around the fifteenth of
October.

So that Just left a couple of weeks until election
day.

Was there any sense of tension around the offico
as election day drew near?

There was a greater confidence of victory than I

recall in any other campaign.
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MacGregor:

Morris:

Isn t that interesting?

All the polls showed the Republicans were going
to win. Never before in our campaigns had I ventured
to prophesy how they were coming out, but this
time I said, &quot;We re going to win.&quot; And that was
the time we lost. So since then I have never
prophesied the outcome of a campaign.

No, one wouldn t after an experience like that.

That was the same year that here in California
Proposition Four was on the state ballot, which
re-arranged the State Department of Social Welfare,

I ve forgotten the sequence.

It also names Mrs. Williams as the director.
I wondered if the fact that Warren and those
closest to him were working so hard on the vice-
presl dental campaign, if that could have contributed
to lack of attention which made it possible for
that social welfare proposition to be passed.

MacGregon That s hard even to speculate on. The timing
suggests that that might have had some connection.
At least the governor might not have had the
opportunity to take part in the campaigns on the
initiative measures, but I don t think he often
did. You might ask him that question. My
feeling is that McLain, of whom you ve heard, had
built up such support for this proposition that
it just had to win.

MacGregort

Morris:

Morris:

MacGregor

What about election day in 19^-8 and the day after?

We were in San Francisco, I think at the St.
Francis Hotel, and the early returns began to show
Truman s lead. We thought, when the later returns
came in, from the country as a whole, that Dewey would
win. The early returns were from the big cities
where there were the Democratic majorities, but the
trend, once established, never altered. I

remember around eleven o clock, we gathered in
the Warren suite, and we weren t particularly glum,
but we wondered how it was coming out.

Then, about 11 o clock the next morning, the
governor made a statement conceding the election.
I ve forgotten what he said. But with his characteristic
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MacGregor i philosophy, he turned back to his work as governor,
and gave it his full attention.

I^ter Campaign Issues

Morris i

MacGregor:

Morris i

MacGregon

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris:

MacGregor:

Morris :

MacGregor i

Morris:

And went on to run again for governor in 1950.

Yes.

During the 1950 campaign there was more verbal
objection to Warren from within the Republican party
than earlier, and a fairly strong effort In the
South to try to run somebody else. I wondered if

That somebody else was Governor Knight.

Goodwin Knight was interested in running for
governor in 1950 and so was Tom Werdel.

Yes, Tom Werdel in Bakersfield. And I don t have
a very clear recollection there was a good deal
of feeling about Tom Werdel and considerable
anlmostity on his part toward Earl Warren.
Beyond that, I don t recall the tale.

What I was wondering was If this growing opposition
to him In the Republican party had any effect on
the operation of the governor s office and his
administrative ideas in those final three years.

I don t believe so.
[&quot;Pause&quot;] Always there had

been some opposition from tne Republicans, because
the governor maintained a truly non-partisan
administration. And some Republican leaders did
not have the control that they wanted to have.

Did the tightening of state finances as reserves
began to fall short of projections in the late
40s produce criticism from Republicans, or cause
Warren concern?

Well, I had practically nothing to do with state
finances.

In general, did you share in evaluation or strategy
discussions about the political aspects of the

governor s activities?
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MacGregor: I did not share in discussions of political strategy.
In office meetings I shared in strategy discussions,
but their political Implications were not a determining
factor. Governor Warren did what he believed
was right and the political consequences had to be

accepted.
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XI IN CONCLUSION

MacGregor:

Morris:

I d like to conclude with one &quot;brief episode after
Earl Warren was chief justice. In 1954, on some
date in August, a group of us who had been with
him, some in the district attorney s office,
some in the attorney general s office, and some
in the governor s office gave a dinner for him
and Mrs. Warren at the Oakland Women s Athletic
Club. And it was a very, very happy occasion. As
in our last reunion in 1970, we always welcome
the opportunity to see one another, as well as the
Chief Justice and Mrs. Warren. At the close of the
dinner, Mr. Warren made a moving speech, in which
he said that without our help he never could
have accomplished the work that he had been permitted
to do. &quot;For one thing,&quot; he said, &quot;never once,
did any of you let me down by saying anything or
doing anything that would be a disadvantage
to me. And the fact that you all did your work
with fidelity and resourcefulness and effectiveness
was what drew the president s attention to me
and the invitation to become chief Justice.&quot;

What we tried to tell him was that without his
leadership none of our lives could have had the
significance that came from working on his staff.

That s what people mean, I think, when they say
that the whole is greater than the sum of its
parts?

MacGregor: Yes.
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All of you together put that little bit extra so
that, really, marvelous things happened.

At our dinner in 1970, Bill Hailliard said something
that I think should be included. He said that he
felt that his life had been enriched and
motivated, because it had touched Earl Warren s.
And Bill had been on the staff for only a short
time in Sacramento.

So, it really was a great adventure in government.
They talk about the shining hours in the Kennedy
administration as Camelot, but in retrospect I
think we had our Camelot to a greater degree.

You had the great good fortune to have the ten
years in which everything had a chance to develop
and see the results of some of your work.

That s lovely. Thank you,

MacGregor: Well, that s all I know.

END OF INTERVIEW

During the period when these interviews were being
recorded, Hiss MacGregor s thoughtful review of
her years of association with Earl Warren was
published in the California Law Review s January,
1970, &quot;Tribute to Earl Warren.&quot; It is included
in the present volume as Appendix E.

Transcriber i Jane Burnett
Final Typist: Gloria DoIan
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AHDlSa E.UIL 7ARJi2It

Zarl Barren was an outstanding District Attorney beoauaa

Of the fortiiri^hb, vigorous, and *aarleaa onnnor In which he performed

the dutios inpcesd by lav upon hiza aa Diet? let Attorney of Alaceda

County; but bis work *3 greater than the fulfillment of this legal

trust*

Tho Inportance of hla -work llos in his statesmanlike

conception of tha port local law enforcement, all local govern*

Dent nuat play in a democracy. In en address before the Super

visors Convention of Cuiiforni-i, delivered June 19, 194O, he saidi

&quot;In thono days of norld tunsoil, propa^uncla nnd
hatred* avory serioua quosbiou has arisen -in the nlnUa
of poo-plo tlrxu^hout ths vorld. Jha* q^aoction is irfcatocr

deaaboracy es an institution can survive In a world oT .

dicttorahi^)3. -&amp;gt;&amp;gt;K- I TO A ;^oat believer in local self-
governnont. I believe it Is the very essence o douooraoy,
iK-&amp;gt; i .e l3 thftt are iior-ved by local e.;o7crcnou ea- tha
laoat intiatate of all* It la maoan nature To? people to
forr: thoir opinions of ^ovemm^nt &amp;gt;ea tboir centsets with
it. If aatisfled with thair local and their state govern-
acnra, they will have confidence in denjooraey and sake it
cooperatively easy for r.ny national adfcinistration to cuicL*
our ship of state throth the troubled wators of a very
stonay world. It i yotu duty end tairo to keep the people
of thia stuto satisfied ?ith thair ^vertnent. end to ^
than confidence, the confidence to beliove tli&t we are
ready, able ana willing to tako cnro of thdlr needs *

u

This viewpoint la not n now one, for^td uncior tlio impact cf

the destruction of dorworaoy olaw \viitire. On ch* ountrory, it is a

Sw^tenient of tho f^mdaciomsal philosophy of Government; whiah ia implicit

in hia entire caroor ac ft publio official.

*hilo roooi^ilaln&amp;gt;j the erea* importance of looal govern-

rsent, he taa not been blind to the woilmaaa of a multiplicity of

local units whan dealing with jiroblixaa of rooro than looal scope.
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Whenever tiiat weaidoao existed he baa sought to remedy it

not by centralization of administration In the State or Mation

but by strengthening the local unite and at the saae tlxie de

veloping a machinery to aid and coordinate their activities on a

atfitowldo basis to deal with probleaa of sore than local concern*

In the law enforcement field, his aiiwar has been the State Depart*

sent of Justice.

In tha late 1920*8 and early 1930*0, the organized under*

world had the /aorioan people terrorized* Criminals had good weapons ,

hlch speed transportation, a nation without barriers to rapid travel,

and resourceful leadership. To deal with this appalling power the

Aaeriean people had nono 40*000 police agencies and several thousand

procecutiiv? agencies* The police* sheriffs and district attorneys

had lleUtod territorial Jurisdiction* They were handicapped with

archaic laws, untrained staffs* lack of public confidence. No officer

was charged with coordinating their activities* As a result* desper

ate killers* such as IJioknan, were able to travel tho length of

California without apprehension* Kr* Warren told t] is story to the

Klwonls Convention In

&quot;Some years a&amp;lt;;o
In Tx&amp;gt;s An^oicn* a little glrX was

kidnapped Tor ransom iron a public school nnd vaa so
brutAl.ly nurdoi od an to torroi izo the parents of fvory
school child in tho iitato. &amp;gt;-ithin a remarkable short
tln* the Loa /oijeles police solved the orirac end tn
nounced -o Uio world tiiiit the nurdcrer was a youn;; m^n
nanod lllckn!ir. They supplied fcis photo^rop^* v-ave his
fingerprint classiric^tlon as well as other Identifi
cation tiatn, to the extent of tfco ::kj, r.oiel r.nJ color
oi

1

hia m t.u..;ooilo. An cnorr.:ous reward was offered 1 or
his nrrcst end conviction* Circul-rs were sent out* the
neca &amp;gt; :-ora carried tl:o r.ost o.:t.plte ini ojv.uclon co^corn-
ini: nlB* or.u it was ^onarally beliovod and o it tod tnt
he hnd fled from Los /n.^eles. i:o intenoe was the fooling
that I d-ubt if U4e:c ras a pulico oiTlcer la Caliro fJ.a
w. o would not h-.vo rlciced his lii o to capture tht&amp;gt; xuruerer*
&ut in f.- it.i c- -his foot* hlcirrum drovo nls ear the
entire loni,t^ of California witbout a police officer lay 3
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a hand on hir.. Furthersiore. he croc serf the 5 t.-.te

of Oregon &nu was fin&lly icientilMad tnvi arrcstad
at rendition, Oregon, i.-y a cowpunc.-.er who recognized
bia froa a newspaper picturo.&quot;

Organized gaiv;a of kidnappers held the countr-y in tho grip

Of fear.

Ur. Barren* a analysis of the weaknesses in American law
.

enforcenumt lod hin to th conoluaion that certain constitutional

chants to remove archaic restriction* in cri^lnr.l procedure and

to proTide for a State r/epartnent of Justice tinder the Attorney

General oiild enable our pence officers to bettor protect life and

property* In 1324, with the cooperation of the Stato Chambur of

Corraerce* ti-.o service olubsj and other public-spirited groups* he

sponsored four constitutional asertiinanta by initiatlTO* nor.e of

r ich altered tho ceoontial strveturo of local governrnant. One

of these restored the Attorney General to tho tiatorio position of

Chief Law Officer of the 5tate end laid the foundation for a State

repnrtncnt of Justice* Mr* Tfarron said in tl.o course of an address

to the A&erloan Bar Association in 193&. (P.eports of African Bar

Aasoelotion. Vol. 60, p.Cll, at p. cl7.)t

&quot;Fully developed, ti-.e pl&n eonto:aplats that in
eTcry ota^e of tho u:iioti v tho attorney ^onoral siuall
haro t . o ai;eoirid duty of ccoin.-; t:: it; the law la
aUequutely eni orcoa tr.rou.ii u ao?crt.&quot;-jnt of .-;iich he
shall t-j U~u i.uad, and vMch will l-,.-^o ouporvlacry refers
ovsr all state anu local lav enforce. -ont a^onoion xjiu^r
nomal conditions un.1 cort.-iin Ulrcct onfoiC3:ront poors
for ULO wh-n local lav onfuroeatint fails.&quot;

A;aln doveloplnt; this thone in addressing the Kiwanis Con

vention previously referred to, ha salcii

&quot;It Mill not rflvolutior.lco law enforcement .-sobhoo.s*
neitlior will it c^arvse our theory oC looal seir-jjovorTJsent,
but propurly Rcl iinlstei^edf it eliould h:ve a cilreoti tonaer;cy
to brlnj, order ouA of chr.on, and to asaist local authorltl-o
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in coordinitirv; tlioir aotivltlea in all crinlnal
natter* of :_cre than local importance.

&quot;If It doca no rooro than to furalRii a
contact v,iti: --ho Federal Lepnrt-vont of Juatice anu w ith the

othoz* atataa of tho Union In thtiir e.Cforts uo auvpreaa
organised criryj if It merely has a tendency to bring
about iioro uniform pclico uiw proaoaution Bftho- ej If
it can iron out even oono of the p.launoorataric.tn v o tli*t

inevitably uovalop between law enforcement r.^or.cica In Uie
hea ol Lattlfal ir it has a cornier

&amp;gt;ey
to relieve tr-p lc?osl

authorities i roii aoat of the c5.r.onlicir; t
- local political

li continunll, h-?rfts tVxra, i/ It sl-o

shorty if it boconot only a nontl ^nd euucntionftl factor,
at diatin^uisoaa from an ftdrAinistrr.tivo factor, in luw
enforcenfcut cxittera f tno ojcperiacnt vlll have beon justified,
progress will have boon eu.de* lifo end property a-ill bo
aore secure f and the cnuae of juatiee will have been
better *ervocl. M

oonatitutioiittl ehungaa of 1934 have not beon hla

only legislative effort in behalf of o trenfithoninii local

enforeorient. ruz&amp;gt;in/( all the yeora that ho via : iatrict A

of Altaoda Ccvjity, and later as Attorney General, he has va&oaod

all Lillo affeotlm; lew enforcement introdce in tlie tcte Lcfjia-

laturo. Working with tha r&amp;gt;totowi^. uaBocintlona of ponce officers,

aheriffa* and district attorney3 , ha haa apcna^red bllla to l^.p:
vore

criminal prooeduref to permit intraatato pursuit of criiainala; to

adopt the Interatate Crino Connlasiona Uniforu Acts on extradition!

interstate pursuit of erialnals , rendition of uitrieu&ea ncrcna ctnts

llnoa in crininnl proceodln/.a* and inturstrtu Rupervlelon of

and probatlonora* Uoro rt Ofenliy, he hno Veen a proponent ol* the

unlforu bllla apcnsored by the Federal Stivte Confoi-or.ce on Law

cent froblena of National lefu-nc, the niovt ijportt-it cf which was tho

Uniform Sabotage Prevention ;ct. These billa havo been paoaed aid

have given peaoe officnra and district attornoya better toola with

which to work, V.ith ti.os* awu roupa ho hia opposed the tills

introduced by the resourceful enemlea of law enforco-.cnt. The
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pro :raa of the Peace Officers of California haa been

renurkably cucoeaafxil under hla leadership.

Ar.othar ci/narva of atron*tho:ain local 2i n onr^ucnoat haa

bean tio pro .-.ma h haa fostered aa Chalrn.-.n of tKj dviscry cottr.

for ?*ie Officers IVftlrin^. Ho boliovea tJut po!3e vrork is j

iallj 3 profeerier. and by aofea officora tt haa ttlrci^.y bajn raised

to that uijaity r.d Lcvc devolopad every **&&* to trnin uun and raise

the ata^darda of pollco vcrlc* (n loprasiva pro^rx^t bta t-oun tlovoloped

with the aict of tba Ste.t Tapartsent of Fduction uau tie FcJLaral

Cover niic;it under tl-.e Gt^r^e Daen Act* A tvo-weak cirrrr.cr ahhool one

in tlia ::orth end one in t&amp;gt;i Soutb, acne training schccla for rural

diatricta^ aid tchoole within tha larger ceparte&ats* have given

truL^ino to Uiousoaca of C^liforr.ia officers.

A^ain, ho hua otrn^thcnd local l^r enforcersnt !y being

Uie friend of the rta in the &amp;lt;icprrtuxntc--i;orkint
- nitb thc^i in their

asbuciaviona nd plo&iiin^ tLclr cauce to the public. In hla speeches,

he haa pictured tLo treracn^oua problcz^a vith vhich M:cy htve hnd to

deal) tho nuaJirocn ^roirtu cf our Anerican cities tir.e- 1SC and Inter;

tha yoxuith of thu ucpurt.v.ntit; uho hardioupu of 7.clltiuk.l rrosturo.

Ha haa plerUii fur better iinclarata&ditigc rx?ro a^Kpathy for tl.e officers,

and -public cupport of thcsa *hcn t..
h.cir bcrvrla h*7a retried

Hi-JuiP
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DORA SHAW Herman, j.o.. ..A.O.

DimcToi. or INTITUTIO
OOVXMNOH or c. l

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

t* of

SACRAMENTO

February 26, 1945

I iss Keler L.a

S .-cretary to the- Governor
The Governor s Office
St?te Capitol
Secrarer-to, California

De:-r l!i::-s kcji-ijor:

In accordance v.ith your request that I outline the salient points
to P -&quot;Fntfcl health pro^TPm for tMs St*te I ar submit-,in.: the follov;-

inj vh:ch ie an clai oratic.n of the r*co .:n nclhticns of Llie Cc v d
on Ment?l Health appointed by Governor Varren in Au ust

I. Tht the titjo of the Ltj--- r* -ient. of Institutions &quot;u&amp;lt;/ c&amp;gt;.b;icfd to
the Cepartr.n-nt of Cental Kyc;iene. The trend throughout the country
definitely indicates a broadening of the scope of activities of

departn.cnts such as ours beyor.ti a mere business acL:dnibtr*!.tion of
institutions to include lar^-e scale extramural activities alonj the
lines of preventive v:ork, treat ient of incipient c&ses and after
care of paroled and discharged patients. The present title of this

de])artment \\ould not adequately describe these functions. A well
rounded and constructive laentsl health program includes, in addition
to the crre &i\d treat.:ient of persons vho are already tuentally ill

or nentOly defective, a profrf--^ of early diagnosis arid tre.uu.ieat,

teaching and research and prevention through education or other means.
Institutional care is only a. ph,--se, although a very if./ioi-tc nt r:\ifiae,

of t!iat pro.jr.v.. It is not, however, the v.hole prc\;ra-.. To -.i&l:c the
title of thr- denart::ient confer.!, to a collet* i:\fntei hf-ailh pruti ra::

as here cor.coivcd, and to hu-vt- it. ftdecjuatt-ly describe ius I uncticris

it viould bf moit Appropriate to tenu this the Uenart-.ient of &quot;feriLal

H^jicuc (^ i* i.. oi-llcu i/i lii.\ York, &quot;rSt.e.clmbfctt.s anc .othtr sUit&amp;lt;-s.

II. The cctcbli2ru..rnt. of tht position of ..ledicaL * puty Director for

the Department, of Cental Ky t
iene to be assiuucd by a psychiatrist of

adequate trc.ir.in,; rrid cxperirr.ce is a necessity. liowhere in tix present

organisation of th: central f-d.dr.ii-trf.tive office of the
ae;&amp;gt;art.nf&quot;nt

v%.-.s

provision nr.nde for a psychialrist. Perhaps eny v.oaknrss in the. existing
structure of tho C-pavt.-.tiit of Institutions lits in the fact that

stf-ndnrus of tr- tritn . receive less attention than st ntierds oi&quot; business

adanit trttion. .-Kile unifcrnity in tho fisc.l and otht-r busir.t-ts

ooerations oi tne inscitutions is assured through central office control,
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the development of any mental hygiene progran, both intra and extra-

ftur&lly, cor.tiriU&amp;lt;-s to be alr.os&amp;gt;t entirely dependent upon the prc.-.res
of the individual hospitals. A Deputy ...edical Director as assistant to
the Director of Institutions coulci correlate all of the various clinical
and therapeutic activities of the department, both through ti-.e institution
and in the community. The establi shment of such a position as a permanent
one by means of civil service Kould assure a continuity of the professional
pro/.T=;.i of Lhis department heretofore not enjoyed. It v.ould, at the
sare tii..t, eir-.ble the State ad dr.ittration to aj:,oir.t the Director of
the Depart, . . nt to rtpre&ent. thr. public, as it ..ere, in the affairs of
t ,e d*; . . ;-.nt.

The qualificr-t.icns of such a Deputy Medical Director vould, of course,
be ;UJYic; tntly hi^h to be recognized by the ir.&Ttbers of tae croi c-asicm.

Hf shoulc be t physician cei-ti-.&quot;i&amp;lt;.c cy the Arieric-n Board of Psychittry
anci Neurology -;ith cji adequate background in psychiatry, boti; in its

clinical r.nu tesciiiiv
-

aspects. Ihe establish _nt of sach a position is

regarded as essential to the future develcom-mt of this departuent.

III. The Lan^ley Porter Clinic should be enlarged to rac-et the greatly
increased cofiir.vu^ity needs. Thit clinic, the r.ost. recent of the

institutions established by this departiTt, ca.vie into beir.;; to iteet

a three fold need teaching, research and ec.rly ui -. -nosia ;.j;ci tre-t:.ient.

fc : .f-
;r&amp;lt;it &amp;lt;*yir : results h.ive already been achif-ved but not, on a scale

co- &amp;lt;.n^urvt vith the greatly incrt.ascd co.-.r.uni-ty needs. It vas

ar.ticirr.ted th-t the work of this clinic would expand as soon after

its establishment as aduinistratively feasible. That ti. ..- iri now at hand.

IV. A psychiatric hospioal clinic similiar to the Lan^ley Porter Clinic

in San francisco is needed in Los Angles. The functions of that

hospital -.vo il-i be similiar to those of the Lan^ley Porter Clinic namely:

(a) Prevention of mental disorders to be acconr.dishid by
the &quot;or c of the outpatient department.

(b) Parly diajnosis and timely application of the necessary

ni^difirl ^.rid surjJ cal trer-tm^nt, thus raisin,-; the recovery rate

of r-.ent?-.l disorders and avoiding as fr as possible the des-.i.n-

of insanity and coi-vnivnenr. -&quot;or the patients thus dealt i.ith

in the inci;5i;ncy of their illness.

(c) *&quot;rovi;ion hitherto largely lackin.; of professional

tr nininj in t .ne field of psychiatry ^.ad T-nta; hygiene

for .ncdVcril students, ph;siciafi3, nur^-T, paycholo ;ists

and ns/chi-tti-ic sociaJ -..nrkers, in cooperation
i ith the

medic il schools and otht-r departments of loc-1 universities.

(d) Provision, also ia cr- ration .it &amp;gt; loc&l universities,

of facilici- s aaa o?;jortuiuc,i-3 for jcientific research in

neuropsychiatry.
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V. To initiate a prorran of prevention and early treatment the
.-t- .bli i . a , of ftjui1 civ. . I..LV pjychiaKric c .inics i recc,. . . n--.cd.

It is contemplated tiiat each of these clinics would be conducted by
full clinical tea-is consist! oj of at least one psychiatrist, one

p:..c .:i.itric si.c.l.-ii. Corker ana one psychologist as well as the necessary
clerical help for each unit. The purpose of these units .ould he to
offer psychic trie care and attention for -.ental cises in their ir.cipir-ncy
.ho for tho .: -&amp;gt;.:t p ^rt, do not require hospital c^r;. It should be

crr....!-.= siz-; j
*

-.

u
. cuch a ;.ro.;r.?n is only s. br.r-e . :jir.ninu . The llatio-.ftl

Ccrraitt^- for :-.::t l Kyjiene rr-co.iitnds one vjich unit f or every 10.), 000

pof .l^*- ^ :. On .-.I,
;

-.;.-.sjs Cli*&quot;orni.i v.&quot;&amp;lt; .i&quot;lc require at lc&quot;
c- -

) .-.ent-Vil

hyjicne clinics Lhroujhout, tlie Stt.te, a develop^en 1

:. .hie; , is physically
iv.possibi-

1
. in thr i-vaediate future due to the shortage of personnel.

The- juitifich-iion i or the estf.hlishr.ieni, of publicly cuo;.ortcd :.:*iiital

hyjir;ie clinics is i;as-.-d u.on t .it no., accepted fac , tV.c.o ^ir/.Hl illness
is a-.i^nf- .l:. to tre t-^ iVvV and can even re prc^^nLed. Our tra ic-.lly
overoro . .;. J sLr-tt institutions offer auto evi.Ic.ice of the abs;:ice of
such fore-si _h- and ..ill contjnuc to re.J.nJ u. &quot;or sc:ue tiae to

o ; the extr&quot;i . .&quot; ii.Ct of such a shortsighted Olicy in the past.

Very sincerely yours,

DO .h ohAVi

Director of Institutions
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

DL-JCI.PTIOH OP DVTIES AMD 8E3PONS III UTIES
STATE ADNINUTIATIVC OFFICIALS HENIEIS OF COMMISSION}

(7) Owcrlotlon of Out lo* nd toiponsibilltlM:

(i) OMCrlbt your proMot dut i.t .nd rMpon,|bllltl.. -ithm yor OM orotnirat Ion. d.p.rt^nt or eo

Preliminary statement: My work la difficult to
describe accurately because it ia essentially
one of giving service to the Governor and to
the public as situations develop* Some daya my

.
entire working day ia taken up by telephone call*
and interviews, requiring me to work overtime
to perform the essential routine duties.

*

Other
daya it is possible to devote practically all
my time to regularly assigned work. My estimate
of time devoted to various duties is a rough
approximation and on a yearly basis.

Duties and responsibilities i Receive phone calls, interview
people, supervise reception, appointments, and calendar unit*
These either come to me personally or are for the Governor when
he la unable to give time to the person calling. If the matter
falls within the work of another Secretary, the call is referred*
If the person may appropriately be referred to another official
of State government, an appointment is arranged. If the matter
requires consideration by the Governor, all necessary information
is obtained and digested with my recommendation, and the appoint
ment arranged. If the matter can be handled by correspondence
a letter is drafted for the Governor* a consideration.

In accordance with statute, sign receipt for bills passed
by Legislature and perform other incidental duties.

&quot;

Process correspondence and documents for Governor s

signature. All documents are cheeked to make sure supporting
material is presented; the document goes to the Governor initialed
by me as in order for signature.*/! During the bill signing period
after Legislative session, as a lawyer member of the staff, assist
the Legislative Secretary in preparing files for Governor s

consideration. Review letters for Governor signature with respect
to form, general appropriateness , and supporting material and
submit to Governor

Supervise handling of mail addressed to Governor marked
personal. Handle confidential matters which come to me by virtue
of my position and previous relationships with local and federal
governmental agencies, and those referred to me by the Governor.

Handle for the Governor all correspondence of a semi*
personal nature and where possible prepare answers for submission
to Governor.

Assist Mrs. Warren in handling such correspondence as she
receives because of the Governor s official position.

(0
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1/12
Fulfill special assignments of Governor.
Fulfill special assignments of Executive Secretary

j J???
k wltn D^Partoantal Secretary on matters describedunder &quot;\o)

As a bonded member of staff, sign financial papers and
approve all financial papers of State Disaster Council before
presentation to Department of Finance.

Represent the Governor at meetings when directed to do so
by him.

Keep the Governor advised as to interests of statewide
women s organization in state governmental problems; clear with

I/TO ^m matters presented by them; keep him and staff members and
1/12 llrectors of State departments Informed as to their legislative

programs. This assignment also included the Congress of Parentsand Teachers.
As an instance, the President of the State Business and

Professional Women s Clubs presented the organization s
recommendation that counseling services be offered women wantingto start small businesses, many of them wishing to capitalize a
domestic skill. Out of this grew the Business Opportunity Show
at the State Fair and other developments.

(7) fotcrlgtion of Cutie and Be(xxq Ibl lit let; (Continued)

rr Cent (b) Describe your present Out its and re.poniib! I It its with rtUtlon to other uniti or dep.rt.eM, in the organisation:
of Total

Assist tho Departmental Locretary in handling the work of
this office relating to tho following departments of rtate

^ovornr.-nt: -dueatiou; I!ont:il Hy^ieno; Public Health; i ohachapi
inrtlt-.tion for -or on; University of California; Mid Youth

i Authority. I am charged also with the responsibility of keeping
the Governor Informed concerning new developments and literature
in theco fields. I work closely with the Directors of these
departments an i digest Information provided by thetn for information
of Governor and other Secretaries. Prepare issues in these fields
to point of final determination by Governor. This involves
~ottinz rocor^.?::dations and draft.-, fro-: the Department Director
end arran^ln^ ariointrcents rlth Governor. If appointment not

Q?ry. c.o- ,:;ohicata his decision to Director and our staff.
occasional or halted responsibilities and assignments which you have in addition to the above:

Follow work of tho Youth Ccr.i.nitteo either by attendance at

j3 or confor--;ico .. Lfch ..r. .lolbon, Director of Youth Authority,
an-J tho Chair; ian of Con.iltteo; of tho .&quot;ontal f. s-ilth Co:rjnltteo by
attendance at ...setinjs or conforjnso with Tr. Tallnon, (Director

1/C of . :-nt:ul I.j- .iune), or Chairiian of Cotn-iitt.;o. In 1949, I did the
Applies to staff v.ork in Govornor s Cffico for Conference on ontal wealth.
b and c /...; working v.lth Youth Coa-nlttcc and :ir. Holton in planning for the

hita Houao Conference on Children and Youth in Diycoracer 1950. icon
(8) Supervision Received: Describe the kind and eitent of supervision eierclsed over your irark. describing in vhat^etai Pass ignWnls are

5 &quot;06 ^
Mde and instructions given to you, and whit decision* are aade for you:

Supervision is received from tha Governor and tho executive

Secretary. Aasi^nrunts are iven in toras of purpose to bo

accomplished or problem to be explored. If it is a new problo:.i

requiring executive decision, my responsibility is to gather all
relevant rriatorial, digest it for the Governor, and follow through
after he has determined policy. On matters v.here his policy has
been previously determined, follow through on my own initiative

nrn with iLxecutlve Secretary.
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() JMDomibllity for Supervi* Ion Eierclsad;

(a) Nan the department or organization units superviierf by you:

Reception Unit, Appointment Unit, and Calendar Unit.

(b) describe the as in functions carried on undtr your dirct supervision:

Tho reception of visitors, the reception of telephone calls,
making appointments for the Governor and the preparation of his
calendar and supervising v;uch work as is incidental to my other
functions described horain. It is the duty of the appointment

(c) what Wrlrtpr&it MbtftiiRr.
ful1 Information concerning each appointment.

*
1 G^O &quot;0

(d) What Deriij
j
itei ahypense allomnce* art you entitled to recelvt?

Travel Expenses.
(e) Nan tw ^veraje nunber of e*ployeet lupervitcd by you:

(f) Indicafe the arount of your budget for the present fiscal ywr;

(2)

Included in General Office Budget

7 (c) Continued

Am assisting departmental fecretary in following up on
roconnienclations of Lmployment Conference Section on Community
Responsibilities in Developing Celf-iunployment for Women. In

1948, initiated planning for Business Opportunity Shows at the
Stata iair. (Lee answer to 7a) This required conferences
with officials of the Department of Education: Industrial

Relations; Yoterans affairs; and State Fair; and with State
Federation of business and Professional Women* s Clubs, which
was the lay group sponsoring the show.
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(9) Responsibility for Supervision Cierelsad: (Continued)

(g) Describe the nature, eitent and breath of your supervisory responsibilities, Including your supervision for planning, king asalgn-

rnts, giving work instructions, revieving, coordinating and utrclf ing direct ion or supervision of the above employees and their work
activities: AasuEia duties of Executive Secretary in latter 1 s absence.
Supervise receptionist and appointment and calendar units (Exclusive
of invitations), and secretary- stonojrr.phors v/orkin^ undar my diroction.

Interview applicants for positions on stenographic and cleric?.!

staff, aft^r acrooniai; by office supervisor. Assist Lxeoutlvo Secretary
in v.oriiii^i with office auparvisor on personnel matters.

(h) Oeicr.be briefly how you tr.nt.lt your instruction and direction* to the employees you supervise (verbal or written instruction.,
use of bulletin board, naetinqs, etc.):

.Inctructionc c.ro trancmittod orally unlacs ncv; procedures
aro o.-. L-uulicliot

1 u:id in that evont they a^-o jivon in writing.

(10) Other Specific Responsibilities:

(t) Responsibility for Policies: Describe whit you understand to be your responsibi I It ies for carrying out. interpreting, developing.
originating and approving department or coiMion policies, essential for efficient ad.inis*.rat ion, operation and anaoeant in the
unit* and department*.

To be constantly \vatchful to improve ths ivay in which this
office and thD r/opsrtn.jnts of i. t?ato Covern t;-jnt may function core
effectively, to r oport wy observations, with recoinnandatlon, to
tho vJovorncv if i:iajor policy ir&amp;gt; involved, and in otiier matters to tho

^ iiocretary.

(b) Responsibility for Methods and Procedure: Describe what you understand to be your responsibilities for following: carrying out. and

interpreting, developing or establishing systeaatic and organized work operations through use of work svthods. procedures, standard*,
and instructions.

To co ny v.ork in ths office as directed by the Governor and
the Ix3cutivo Cecrotary but in the absence of the lixecutive Secretary,
I as.:u:ii his rcs~-onci^illtios in this connection.

(c) Responsibility for Hiterlal* and Supplies: Describe what you understand to be your responsibilities for the effective u*e and

conservation of -uterlals and supplies and eipendakle equipment used In your departeant or for preventing loss or daaage to s h

equipment or delays in work In process.

To observe workmanlike standards.
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(10) Othr Specific epensibilltlesi (Continued)

Ift) Responsibility for Confidence and Try*t: OtKrlbt what you understand to bt your responsibilities for reliability, truit and dl*er-

tion in Kindling nterial*. supplies, we*, process** or *&amp;gt;tteri of confidential nature:

10 discloaa them to no on* except on the Governor s instructions.

(e) Responsibility for Cooperative Service: Describe whit you understand to bt your responsibilities for contacting and cooperating with

eitcutives *nd administrators in your om and other itaU departnintt:

In nil iu/ cc - :unicc.tiDns and coiiT^i-onces to co;.r.ranicato and
intsrprst tho Govarncr c policies in such a way as to obtain the

m of ui.ajrslaiiuinj and entimsiasra in carrying thora out.

(f) Respomiblllty for .cordi and Report*: Dcicrlbt whit you *vlrtand to bt your rtt*OMibllltlt for tvptrvlting, preparing, keeping and

reviewing apecific work, operation*) and production record*, report*, Inventorle*, atudiei or other InforMttion nect**ary within your duties.

llt th (pacific record* *nd report* which you eake or review and Indicate the nature and pvrpoM of *uch record*:

To roduco to v;ritin^ in such form as may be appropriate,
all natters handled by mo.

(g) Rctponsibility for fcchinery and Equipwnt: Describe whit you untferttand to be your reaponeib lilt let for the proper use, operation,

construction, nintenence, repair, teit and inspection of chinery, equipment, buildings and institutions:

1,ono, except my typewriter and dictating machine and those
unod by the paople v.orkin^ under my direction.

(II) Do you wish to appear before the Corwittee? Ye* KoJC..

(li) The above answers are ny wn and cover ay understanding of the duties and responsibilities of y position.

(Dete)

Signature of Administrative Official or tater of Conaisilon

M Official Title
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San Franclaco 2

July 15. 1955

Mr. Jack Harrison Pollack

ryde Lanr.

-ostport, Connecticut

lour r.

! y a;x3lo;i.}j fur ti.i dolay in aon-Jin^ you tl:o natorlal roqu-jatod

In your wire. . y work Involves constant travol with litllo cp;or-

tunity to write or to dictate. As a natter of fact, I an dictating

this wl-.ile clrivir.., bottrcon Loa Anj.?lea and San i rancluco. Ly favorable

choice, I h&quot;iV rv gacmUxry with n-j. Mrs. uarl -arron is a delightful

p-.vrccn and aft-^r nin-jt&amp;lt;icn years cf friendly n :^ociation with hor as

sccrc-tary to hor !:u.b-ind t J Jviva only rleaaint nonorios, ThlJ doea

not r.ean that all our tir.r&amp;gt;3 to .;ether were happy for wo shared cany

an:d.oi:j ho .irj .-.t tl; t tir.ja of il]n&amp;lt;^.7 anJ doath. o ratter vi;uit

thj ^rc^uiaro or h-^irtucl ie, che novr lot h-;r own controls slip so

as to :..ik : it Difficult for thoae around her.

Tl;o .rren l.rni was always a ;:leasant pLice. V/hon the

.A. , .

chilur.n w-^rs littlo, tl.e children 1 - Aetive voici3 wore th&amp;lt;j nark
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of thwr no-j. Chriitr.ajj wai ti.-.- ;;ro.it f ;stlval of ths y*ar i ra.

,i\:.-* c-t..l. J^:..d lovjl/ trs--iUi-i w -lch I fc\:ni whjn I went to

work for I,r. nrren in 1935 *hn U:; fcors wa.j at G3 Vcmcn Stro ?t,

CaklcTiJ, 4her was a Lirgs rvnpiia rooa In tho baa;r.cnt ihor, each

child .-ad hlu swn Christnas trsa in a Jizo appropriato to his ysara.

Tha youn^oat waa a baby and tha oldest, Jinf wao about 1A. Six snail

trees, surrounded by Jlx stocks of precants, war* ready on Christras

Botwecm Crriatnas and i.ew Yc.-irb, another tra&amp;lt;iiticnal evwnt was

rvirty for th- Shrlno bcjnd of uih;28 7c^pl9, of v&amp;lt;!-.ich i.r, arr .-n

a r..-cbor, ^and r.^nbcra dressed in costumes aa arunirv: as could

bo contrivod and c t-.d in an aiitiquo and noiay riro-n.jine. The band

wouli uoren&do in front of the house for a wi.il* and all would then

nuk* a r.arrj r.tr:^ to t.S-j rurpua room. This wa-* a hap-y event, not

only for t;.o . ;ri--.m Tazily cnrt ti:o Land, but also fcr friends of

t1;-j f cdly, ..e fcvur.l bo invited row than enoujih in advance ao

th/it ws could plan our holiriays to incl-ode it* Ihsre ware friends

of all ac^g, ran;:in!j frvan the 20 o down to eirly ch11 hood. The

.T,.rrL~cjnt waa .ill inclajivo, &quot;Do you rctv--.ber the Chrlstnao

calls of tha hrina -nnd?&quot; la an open sejana to happy rtsiiniaccnc^a

whon old friend 3 oT t!.j -arron farily n:t.

.hen the Barren children wore snxill, Hra. arren do /oted her
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er.tir? tin* to hTT.asakinti. -ns day whm Virginia arren was about

3 JT-_TJ oil, Jl- j w?/: p-jrr:ittcd to .in r.;?r the p err? .ind wri3 h -Tird to

eny, &quot;Oh no, ry mother can t ecr.i, Shrs d-r-zn t h-:va &r~ tin* to -.ttend

zaotin ;s, 3hs is too bujy talcing care of u: children,&quot; Mrs. ar -n

was always conJlderat of bar help and wurkou ouch harder than jhe

*3ked trio housekeeper to do. i^n-jy-b.iar was hoard to say, &quot;When I

grow up, I a dn.: to bo a cald rathor than a Bother bec&uaa then

I can rest In th-i afternoon. w

l!ra. -arren t-ill-jvod tr.-it t!.-j children ohould hava onac ra avail-

abl? *.// .&quot;n ti.-7 r t srr.vi Tr -. ;.c .ool. h -;r c.-iloa w/J c.^cki3 wurvj

daliciouj and alwoyj on hand, tof/Jthor with tho Bakln..:3 of rilk.-h-.kss

and fruit drinks. ...ua-jtii&aa, 1 would work with ;- r. Barren at his

hor.a Ln orJ?r ty b? n-.ny fron th.i intcmiptionj of the office. In

th: ni idltf of ti.2 tvft imj-.-n,
*
rs. - orrcn wr,uli brin 1

: a tr&7 of

orajija juica with a t;u.-.erouo piv-co of cake, &quot;oridiv? in tha -arren
.

h-or-i -o-%^.cd r^r? lih.- a social cc&quot;iion,

I .r. arr^n alw^ ^ voricvd loa-

: houra, fr*;uontly ttayin.^ ut th

office until evcn o clock, -hen h-? would c^ns ho:M, tl.e children

w.ul^ ba fed wvl tucirtd awcy. ^rJ. .ar^-cn w^uld rrennro for hin a

steak dinner or so;\3 oilier (ialic.icy wilch ^!.o know ho liked. I

h. 4vj tlw^/a f.jit t ..^t t5;vj trc-.rdjaa fiuw oi* crj-srjr with v.l-J.cJj

Harl arren worked was in large part dua to the frecdco froa tension
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in th3 hu.T.:;f tlw c-oration lv&amp;lt;sn Kin by ov&amp;lt;fry arnber of tb fnrr.ily.

Th* . c.rrc.i fsrily vas alwny~ in t .vj ^;blic --yj, with pl;r;t? r-nrh- ra

takin: pictur-rj of tho hand-3-*.-:a, anlllr.-; fc..:!!/. rv th? sldll and

oxonpla of ti e --rents, this was accepted by the cMJdran without

fc.je-~.fr T = .lf-r cirin cr -.?-_--:* -r.t.
r

&quot;r

*
c: .-, * V .

atte.ic.ion lavishea up-yi thoa craited a senj* of reaponiibility or

nobles** oblige. To illustratci The Varren farlly was occupying

a box st a La-jb.iil gnry vrfien a little ;^.rl started wall-Ins to the

box ud an attendant stopped hjr, Dorothy, 3ori;itiv to w!-at vas

btp - :;ln, .t;^ .d out L.r.adi.-.toiy, Willcod ao:;^ ciijtruico to explain

that thid was a friend and most wjlcor.e. In --acr^-vnto, wher th

crr.-n children went to school during th eleven ymrs of : arl

arron s c:;rvic as t^crn t they navur a.kod or oven accepted

any o.-.-ciul Cwn^ir.yrr.tion bacau*Q they w-ro ths cl-.il lrcn of th-

It was :ji privilo^e t-7 sorvo unuer rarl - arren in three dif

ferent oificac: - istrict Attcniiy 8 f &amp;gt;*lsswda County, the

Attom v^wwral a of C:difomia, ar*i the Governor s. Invariably,

. :ra. . .irron ?rj:i lov and adalrr.ticn of ovory ti - .i cr of th- ct.iff .

pr-r. .re -arprii^a for u , auch aa
fini;&amp;lt;

l-food cakjo on our

/.V-ovj
&amp;lt;tll,

i;:e wvi cw.^iucrvittf of UJ ar4 understanding
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of th* heavy lo.i-J of work arri r^rorvjibility which we carried.

7r.-s cii.tjt. .-.!.;.: ;: ^r^nal q-oiity of lira, -irrca ia hjr inj.

kir.u.1 -33. ,:\z t;uy during the wr, I r. $t a mutual friend. Tha

conversation ran sor.^thin- liko this. l&amp;gt;id you !:?ar what .&quot; ra,

-
:

:&amp;gt;
. :. :, &quot;:

- - t

see how i-lra. &amp;gt;.arrn ooea itl&quot; Uot long n^o, 1 sat next to har at

a luncheon and we were talking about how difficult it was to get

articles for the hoae. I mentioned how many otores I had gone to to

try to find a dish can, without succsaa* Several v;eeka lut^r, a

paci;.v..o arrivod from ..rj. Barren with a ponerou^-aized di-h
p?&amp;gt;n

and a prcservir. k .ttlo to r. utch.

.hen Hra, orren lived in Oakland, she had a housck-iensr

who was a Toi.ber of a ctiurch wh-re t :o woaan were orr^misod in

cii-clis. . cstir./.a vrjrc hold ia th^ hc-.3S of ;^.;.i^rj, ..hon it

cor^o vura. JackJon a turn to entertain, ..r-... Barren gave the party

at h.-r ho:i;, fti.ich uiy boautifully d.CcrateJ by r. zr, a;jd sorveu food

v-v.ich aha
;&amp;gt; r^nslly prepared. Thia waj a r.C .&amp;gt;ti; i ; .ittcmlej by every

jnbor and numerous {fiesta, filling the l.ir-o roai-ionce on Vomon

-ra. .ar on wao a c^ii^tont h^lp to the socntarial staff

in tho Cov.jjT3r j ofJicc. A l^r^e i:.s;unt of mtill v.juld bo
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I- r. Jack K^rriJon rollick July 15 1955 P-io3 6

cjd.to tJ 3 sfif of tJ.s rovr.-rmr in m fffort to hive proMo

uant to ths in Delate aii i pirjcrul attention of thu governor.

oh-i waa ar-iyy on t&amp;gt;.? w^tch f-jr r:itu::tict;a ul.Tt pcopl* we;&amp;lt; tr u;.iei

and would call then to th- apaci il attention of tho staff ncmber.

*.ho hiTEoniouj a: id hur.-uw adr^Lnictrr.ticn durirv;; lirl Barren 1 a oloven

y-aro aa Governor of California \,-as halpjd by J- rs, srrcn a unfailing
//.- ^^
huodiity* Mrs. Barren has a dell^tful sense of huror, not th story-

tailing t:ivj, but the perceptive flash of wit and aausesnt Often

jhs w.uld jc:;d r a clip-in,: or ui nnecdcte vit!i a KCTUO attached, &quot;Tliic

i.i TO^OT Liu -h for th &amp;lt;^y.

n

I trujt V..~*l the forotoint, will flive you eo::o sonse of ay feel-

ir..: for Kra. .-.rre-. ar.-l ir./ ro;:r.ri r.o on* of th.- tru:-t fri -r. l? in

ry life.

It ia qy r-scollaciiion that j.
&amp;lt;;av Irvir.g Jtcno ac ^a of this

aaterial whvn he vaa prepnrinj hia tionrap^ of . arl v.arrcn in 194.3.

T:.ij via r-bii-h,d by i rrrntico-i:*!!. You nay vdsh to rsf^-r to it,

lie! on :

..
*
..cCr %

;-:r, v .ber

California Youth .-uthority

t . . ,
&amp;gt;. i.

cci &quot;arEaret L ryan

Dotty Foote
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APPENDIX P

HELEN R. MACGREGOR&quot;

&quot;Has Earl Warren changed?&quot; This is a question often asked and
asked with the implication that he has changed from a vigorous prose
cutor to a humanitarian. He has of course grown; but basically he

has not changed. I recall a conversation between him and a priest.

He said, &quot;Father I envy you. You can spend your whole life helping

people, but I have to prosecute men before they can be
helped.&quot; Prose

cution was then his role and responsibility, a role which he carried out

with such ability and fearlessness that state and national recognition
came to him. He was determined to do all in his power to ensure that

the individual would be safe in his person and his home.

Sixteen years have passed since I ceased to be a member of Earl

Warren s staff. My awareness of his stature has deepened with the

passage of time and I have often speculated on what qualities made
him a great, an accepted leader in public affairs. The invitation to

have a part in the California Law Review tribute to him prompts me to

offer a few of my thoughts.

That he was a leader of the people of California was proved again
and again by his election three times as District Attorney, once as

Attorney General, and three times as Governor. Twice he won the

nomination of both the Republican and Democratic parties in 1938 for

Attorney General, when he also won the nomination of the Progressive

Party, and in 1946 for Governor. (In those years a candidate could

be nominated by more than one party provided he received the nomi

nation of his own party.)

These political victories were achieved without an &quot;image maker&quot;

on his team. The image was the man himself. Somehow the voters

sensed the ability and integrity of the man. He talked to the people
at meetings, on radio, and later on television. As Governor he had an

excellent press secretary, Verne Scoggins, but there was no organiza
tion

&quot;selling&quot;
him. The word was passed around that here was a leader

who could be trusted, and this confidence spread to new voters as

23. Secretary to the District Attorney and Deputy District Attorney of Alameda

County, 1935-1939; secretary to the Attorney General aiul Deputy Attorney General

of California, 1939-1943; private secretary to the Governor. 1943-1953; member of the

California Youth Authority, 1953-1957 (appointed by Governor Warren).
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California s population grew from 6,907,000 in 1940 to 10,586,000 in

1950.

He cared about people and their children and what happened to

them. He was especially concerned with the circumstances that could

cause great hardship or even wreck a man s life. As District Attorney

he saw the disastrous consequences of usurious interest and the piling

up of interest as old loans were refinanced; these practices dealt a

heavy blow to the man with limited means and no bargaining power.

He provided leadership in the fight before the Legislature to establish

maximum rates of interest on small loans. Similarly, his awareness of

the disastrous consequences of heavy hospital and doctors bills led

him to propose in 1 944 a system of compulsory health insurance.

During his years as District Attorney and Attorney General he was

incensed by the granting of pardons to ex-convicts with powerful friends

or money to hire skilled attorneys and the contrasting helplessness of

the poor and friendless. Early in his first year as Attorney General he

presented a paper at the first National Conference on Parole24
in which

he presented his idea of a pardon based on a certificate of rehabilitation.

Asked Attorney General Warren, &quot;But what of the post-parole period?

Are they to go through life as ex-convicts or shall we offer them some

incentive for the future something that would be a continued induce

ment to lead a law-abiding life? I believe that every man who passes

out of the gates of our penitentiaries should have the right to obtain a

full and complete pardon ... by working for and earning it.&quot; In

his first message to the Legislature in 1943 he recommended the

enactment of such a law, and i^was passed.
18

Earl Warren was determined that the poorest and most friendless

person should have the same rights and protection as the richest or

most powerful. As District Attorney he had an ironclad rule that the

influence of a defendant would not affect the prosecution. During the

1938 campaign for Attorney General, a politican from another county

came to the office to intercede for a man charged with embezzlement.

Mr. Warren was away and it fell my lot to interview the man. When I

said the case could not be dismissed, the reply was: &quot;Mr. X has a lot of

influence politically.&quot;
He was incredulous when I said that could make

no difference.

Earl Warren cared about people, not only as fellow citizens but

also with a warmth of friendship for individuals. He remembered their

names and their families. I have heard tales of his going to meetings in

24. PROCEEDINGS OF THE FST NAT! PAKOLE CONFERENCE 70 ( 1938).

25. Inaugural Address of Ear! Warren, Governor of California 9. Jan. 4. 1943.

Ch. 400, [1943) Cal. Slats. 1922, adding CAL. PENAL CODE JS 4852.01-.21 (West

1956).
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remote sections of the State and calling each person by name!

He always listened attentively to both sides of an issue. If some

one attempted to pressure him to do something he deemed question

able, I have seen him stand up and say, &quot;It s not right. It s not right.

Tm not going to do it.&quot; I am reminded of a hearing on the question

of whether, as Governor, he should sign a bill. After he announced his

decision those who lost came out of the office grumbling. One man

stopped and said to one of our secretaries, &quot;But there is a real man.&quot;

Of course, he made enemies, but his fairness and straight forwardness

kept them to a minimum.

What did it mean to be a member of bis staff? Hard work and

long hours that matched his own. This was true in each of the offices

where I served, District Attorney, Attorney General, and Governor.

Very few of us left. Why did we stay? Perhaps each would give a

different answer, but I believe it was because in each office he gathered

a group of men and women who believed in his goal of giving good

government and we realized that we could make the contribution of our

own lives effective under his leadership. This devotion was character

istic not only of the professional staff and department heads but also

of the stenograpluc and clerical staff.

He expected the best work and the most responsible recommenda

tions from each of us, but he seldom gave praise. The big exception

was the Christmas party in the Governor s Office. Then he thanked us

for the year s work and said we had enabled him to do his work as

Governor. When he left to become Chief Justice, his tribute to all the

state employees was touching.

What qualities made Earl Warren a great Governor? Historians

will try to identify and discuss them. I would like to add a few to

those already described.

His careful preparation for action was equally characteristic of his

work as District Attorney and Attorney General. For example, he knew

that the penal system of California had to be reorganized. He had

accumulated evidence of abuses over the years and in November of

1943, his first year in office, he appointed the Governor s Investigating

Committee on Penal Affairs under the chairmanship of the late Bur-

dette Daniels, his legislative secretary. The Committee outlined the

inherent defects of the existing structure and presented a summary of

abuses and a plan of reorganization.&quot; The Legislature met in special

session, on the call of the Governor, to consider the report on January

27, 1944, and within four days the recommended measures were

26. REPOIT OF GOVERNOR S INVESTKJATIHO COMMITTEE ON PENAL AFFAIRS,

in J. CAL. SENATE, 3o Emu SESS. 39 ( 1944).
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passed and the foundation of California s correctional system was

adopted.
&quot;

His action on penal reform illustrates another important quality

his sense of timing. Public indignation was high because a dangerous

convict, imprisoned at Folsom, had been placed on a farm and on

weekends was visiting his girl friend in San Francisco. The Governor

immediately appointed the investigating committee; public attention and

support were assured.

Earl Warren has the ability to absorb complex and unfamiliar

material and remember it His memory is phenomenal. Engineers in

the Department of Public Works often expressed amazement at his

grasp of engineering data and his ability to cross-examine them.

A great strength of the Governor lay in his appointments to execu

tive and judicial positions. He always sought the person best qualified,

without regard to political considerations or the appointee s previous

support of Earl Warren. Many of his appointees commented, &quot;The

Governor never asked me what my politics were.&quot; If he didn t know
the person who was best qualified to head a department, he appointed
a committee of experts in the particular field to find the person, or, as

in the case of the first Director of Corrections, he asked the State Per

sonnel Board to give a nationwide competitive examination. To those

chosen he gave his confidence and his friendship. There are great

stories to be told about the development of state departments under

these men; but they are beyond the scope of this piece.

My closing comment is that each of the offices he headed was a

&quot;happy ship;&quot;
a taut ship, but a happy one. It was marked by loyalty

to Earl Warren and by loyalty of the staff to one another. Remarkably,
each office became an office of friends, and the friendships have lasted

to this day.

ARTHUR H. SHERRY**

In the mid-thirties, the office of the District Attorney of Alameda

County was on the second floor of the old two-story court house at

Fifth and Broadway in Oakland. The building reflected the traditional

design of its day for such structures, but long years of service had

brought it to such a precarious state that it could no longer support its

principal ornament, a great, imposing figure of Justice, complete with

scales and blindfold, which had been removed from the rooftop to a

27. Ch. 2. I 1, [1943 3d Extra Sess.] Cal. Stati. 13. adding CAU PENAL CODE
II 5000 ft seq. (West 1956).

28. Deputy District Attorney of Alameda County, 1933-1939; Assistant Counsel

to the California Study Commission on Organized Crime, 1950-1957 (appointed by
Governor Warren). Professor of Law, University of California, Berkeley.
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